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The World of Music
“Hotv many a tale their music tells”—Thomas Moore
The Philadelphia Orchestra Association
has subscribed $40,000 to the Liberty Loan,
Irom Its endowment fund.
The Society of American Musicians (Chi¬
cago) has voted to divert half of its avail¬
able hinds to the purchase of Liberty Bonds.

DB, P. P. Claxton, United States Com¬
missioner of Education, hns been urging that
aeekdaj organ recitals, specially adapted to
children, be given In all churches.
John McCormack, tire noted Irish tenor,
has taken out United States naturalization
papers.

i among the novelties Mr. Damrosch is
planning to bring out next season.
Not¬
withstanding Us name, the composition hns
no allusion to the present war, having been

Joseph Bonnet, the eminent French
organist, will not return lo France, but will
make a tour of the United States next
A short season of Spanish light opera
5*s begun at the Garden Theatre in New
fork early In June.
The "National Rylvan Theatre," the first
theatre ever directly under the auspices of
«nr national government, was opened in
Washington on June 2d, In the presence of
"important audience. It is an out-of-door
Washington*0'018 pait °* *hc pallt system of
,. ®T; Louis now rejoices in a municipal
amon I °f the °Pen n|r variety located

>w

x

Modest Altschuler, conductor of the Rusdbti.,. Jmpho?-v Orchestra, predicts that,
evnlvf ro.m the war, America will begin to
voive a truly national music.
J*0™' !kL'' is faHlng into line enthusiasl*5|i„
e,matter of community singing,
famiitL Sundnv Sings" of patriotic and

Pilgrims from twenty-seven 8tates as¬
sembled to hear the Bach Festival at Beth¬
lehem, Pa. The B minor mass was t>
vlfce de resistance this year. It is an inter¬
esting fact that this festival had a prede¬
cessor in Bethlehem just 175 years ago. The
early Moravians who peopled this town were
conspicuous for their love of and culture in
music. The first copies of Haydn's quar¬
tettes to reach this country came to Beth¬
lehem, and it was there that the Creation
and the Seasons had their first performance
In this country.
Percy Grainger conducted several of his
own works at the Norfolk (Conn.) and
Evanston (Ill.) musical festivals in June.
Rumor has it that the eminent Australian
pianist has enlisted In the United States
Army as an oboist.
Performances of American composers’
works In the larger forms are becoming more
frequent. As an instance, Stillman Kelly's
Aladdin Suite has had six performances the
past season: his New England Symphony,
tour, and his Macbrath Suite, two; all by
first-class symphony orchestras.
John Philip Sousa, the noted bandmaster,
who Is now charged with the task of organ¬
izing and training bands for the navy, has
.purchased a large supply of music for the
purpose, amounting, it is said, to nearly a
carload. When one remembers the large

tbc st(1P8 o* the

hef*?7
Texas, has distinguished
formanen It,na y
« successful peruDdt? th °i Gounod s Faust bv local talent.
*■«yotrIvr»tl0V’f Mr- r'osh- The °Pera
wellas«n«5 ,tngPrl- costumed and acted, ns
a$ tj nn»an?—p. H,rnP,v given ns a cantata,
ties. °ow occasionally done by choral socle-
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Painted by Edward V. Brewer for Cream of Wheat Co

ART
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*’•7°(oimw!*^' j forces of Beattie, Wash..
'Pine W&^nKds,JnfProducinK a new opera,
which
«0,h foe text and music of
being the*
Sent tie men: Gerard Tonnlng
the ,lCt r^fr al,rt Cyr" Arthur Player
life and thf*' T10 s,orv deals with Indian
»hd the early history of Seattle.
tot, i],: lh North shore Festival (Evans
The u>0l;| ,„*8- •» usual, a great success.
*«s T'Jyeiilvf part of the undertaking
Legend Performance of Sullivan's Golden
tt8d«r the iooHh0u’.s of slx hundred voices,
••slated hv *®??#r*hlp of Peter Lutkln, and
™ Dy eminent soloists.

The National Arts' Club, which recently
offered a prize of $250 for the best Amerl
can war song (which was not awardedl, has
now increased this aum to $500, which it
offers ."or the beat musical settings of Daniel
M. Henderson's poem, The Road to France.
Copies of the poem may be obtained from the
National Arts' Club Defense Committee,
Grammercy Park, New York. The competi¬
tion closes September 15, 1017.
uiviueu uvvi mr
--— Louis Koemmenlch, the former leader.
Though Mr. Daroroacb baa been appointed
by the Executive Committee, a large number
of members favor Mr. Koemmenlch, and a
split is threatened.
Los Angeles Is making intelligent lovers
of music by her splendid system in public
school instruction. Not content with the
usual instruction In vocal music solely, she
has over one hundred separate and duly
organized school orchestras, numbering In
all over 1,400 players. Los Angeles is easily
one of the foremost American music centers
—possessing an excellent symphony orches-
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. signal honors: the honorary degree of
Master of Arts at Atlanta University, and
the award of the Splngarn medal, a medal
which la given annually to that member of
the colored race and American citizenship
who baa made the highest achievement dur¬
ing the preceding year.
The members of the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra (formerly Thomas' Orchestra), to
the number of elghty-aeven, are to be In¬
sured, on the group plan, to the amount of
$1,000 apiece. The association of publicspirited Chicagoans, by which the orchestra
Is owned and supported, baa arranged to
provide for the premiums.
The Iota Chapter of the Mu Phi Epsilon
Sorority announces that It will give a
scholarship In a musical Institution In Cbt
cago to a needy student passing a specified
examination. The contest will be held In
Chicago, September 5th. Full Information
may lie obtained from Mrs. E. R. Compton.
54^ Sheridan Square, Evanston, Ill.
The Matinee Musical Club of Philadelphia,
an organization of 800 members, meeting
weekly In Philadelphia’s largest hotel, will
devote all next year to American music end
American composers. The club has a small
string orchestra and a ladles' chorus of 10o.
Composers desiring to have their works per¬
formed are requested to communicate with
Mrs. S. W. Cooper, 2306 Delaney Place.
Philadelphia, Pa.
The Netn York Globe has been conducting
an exceedingly active musical department In
Its columns. In addition to this It has ar
ranged popular concerts.
One recently
given at the Casino was given free to Globe
readers. Thousands were turned awav un
able to gain admission.
The seventh annual convention of the
Racramento Music Teachers' Association was
held June 2!>th and 30th. July 1st, 2d and
3d. Mr. Daniel Greggory Mason was among
the guests of honor.
The demands of the American Society of
Authors. Composers and Publishers. In col¬
lecting royalties for the public performance
of music, have been supported by a recent
Supreme Court decision.
It Is. however,
resulting unfortunately for the professional
musicians employed at hotels and similar
places, as the proprietors are cutting down
the size of the orchestras or discharging them
altogether, In view of the Increased expense.
In London, states that, apropos t_ ..
creased military success of the Allies and
the feeling in Great Britain that they have
at last "turned the corner," comes a revival
In many of the leaser lines of activity which
bad been suffering partial eclipse during the
war thus far. Their own subscription list,
for Instance, has greatly Increased since the
beginning of the year.
The Musical Herald, of London, give* a
list of the compositions that are selected
to be published under the Music Publishing
Scheme of the Carnegie Trust. It includes
symphonies by E. L. Balnton, Granyllle Bantock and R. Vaughn Williams, operas by
Rutland Boughton and Rlr C. V. Stanford,
a symphonic suite by F. Bridge, and a
pianoforte quartette by H. Howejls. The
truat alma to further the publication of
major works of serious composers of Great
Britain, which might not prove desirable
publishing ventures for the regular music
publishing houses.

A society has been formed In T^lpzlg for
the purpose of arousing Interest In the works
of Max Reger. Richard Strauss has been
made president.
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VALUABLE QUICK ORDER Uj
TEACHERS EVERYWHERE ARE ORDERJNG THEIR MUSIC SUPPugl
NOW TO PREPARE FOR WHAT BANKERS IN ALL PARTS OF AMERICA PREDICT WILL
HIGHLY PROSPEROUS SEASON.
L
PRIMERS—RUDIMENTARY WORKS

PIANO INSTRUCTORS—Continued
KOHLER, LOUIS. Practical Piano Method, Op.
249, Vols. I, II and III, each. JO 50

BURROWE’S PIANOFORTE PRIMER
:» of Harmon

PRESSER, THEO. School of the Pianoforte. Stu-

JOUSSE'S MUSICAL CATECHISM
KILLOUGH, G. C. Gibbon’. C.i.chi.m ol Music
499 Questions and Answers. Notation,
time values, intervals, scales, keys, chords,
LANDON, C. W.S’Writing Book for Music Pupils,
<g Book for Music Pupils, Book
Ig Book for Music Pupils, Book
practical and easily underst
tion of everything writable
MARKS, E. F. Writing B
uling and
on oppoMORRIsf M. S.CrWritfng'PHi.
No previous knowledge of music required.
Beginner learns the rudiments of music by

popuiar neginners' Book, but adapted to
succeed anv e’ementary instructor. The maandatt*act
an<* *P*rWing, melodious
SCHMOLL, A. New Piano Method. In Two
Book*. Each. 1 00
WAGNER, E. D. First Instruction Book tor the
Piano. Part I. \ 00
PIANO TECHNICS AND STUDIES
BACH, J. S. Little Preludes and Fugues
75
“ InyentionslortbePi.no
...
75
“ First Study of Bach (Leefson).
50
Well Tempered Claeichord, Vol. I
1 00
BERTIN1, H. 25 Studies lor Pianoforte, Op. 29
60
“ 25 Studies for Pianoforte, Op. 100
60
BIEHL.A. Element, of Piano Playing, Op. 30
60
B1LBRO, MATHILDE. Cenersl Study Book.
50
^ jl book o
supplebook
BUGBEE, L. A. Second Grade
Studies 1
A volume to succeed "Fit..
oluulcl
by the same author.
BUGBEE-DAVIS, L. A. First Grade Studiea. Easy

The child, by doing a little pasting and
binding, illustrates and practically makes
his or her own book.
PIANO INSTRUCTORS
ABBOTT Mrs. A. T. A Method for Gaining a
Perfect Knowledge of the Notes.
BATCHELLOR-LANDON Musical Kindergarten
. For the nursery and classroom. This work
BEGINNER's'METHOD.' Theo. Presses.
Intended for the youngest beginners and
perfectly adapted to their needs and insuring
not only pleasant but^rapid^ progress. Pheyoung pupih.P
nitruct
BEYER. F. Elementary School of Piano Playing
FIRST STEPS IN PIANO STUDY
1
A concise, practical and melodious intro¬
duction to pianoforte study.^ Carefully graded.

“ 18^Etudes do Genre, Characteristic Etudes,
CLEMENT!. M. Grade, ad Parnaasum
CONCONE, J. Selected Studies
“ 25 Melodic Studies, Op 24.
COOKE, J. F. Mastering the Sc ale..
Enables the teacher to start scale study
with very young pupils and carry it on to the
highest degree of proficiency with advanced
Man
ound in
CRAMER, J. B. Fifty Select__
CZERNY, C. One Hundred Studies, Op. 139.

PIANO TECHNICS AND STUDIES-Continued
HELLER..STEPHEN. 25 Melodious Studies, Op. 45 51 00

:

‘8

KOELLINC, CARL. Major and Minor.
This work takes the pupil in the second or
third grade through all the major and minor
keys with suitable studies and study pieces.
KOHLER, L. First Studies, Op. 50.
“ 12 Little Studies, Op. 157.
“ 12 Preparatory Li
" *"
“ Very Easiest Eiei

11 Op. 65, Studies for the Development of Technic
and Expression, three books, each.
14 Op. 65, complete..
“ Op. 66, Etudes Progressives, three books, each
“ Etudes Progressives, Op. 66, complete
MacFARREN, WALTER. Comprehensive Scale
and Arpeggio Manual.
MASON, Dr. WM. Touch and Technic: Part I,
The Two Finger Exercises; Part II, The
Scale.; Part III, The Arpeggios; Part IV,
The School of Octaves. 4 Books, each_
One of the most remarkable works in the
entire range of pianoforte pedagogy by an
author recognized as the most distinguished
of all American pianists and teachers.
MATHEWS, W. S. B. First Lessons in Phrasing
“ Studios in Phrasing, Book 1.
“ Studies in Phrasing, Book II.
“ STANDARD GRADED COURSE OF STU¬
DIES 10 volumes, 10 grades, each.
This is the original, and in spite of dozens
of imitators, still ^the one universally used

MORRISON, R. S. Second Grade Study.
Fresh and original teaching material by
well-known contemporary writer, suitable
accompany^or replace studies by such write

inary School ol Dexl

Seal and
:r by a,
DUVERNOY, J. B
e. Op. 120
“ Ecole Primaire, Op. 176...
GURLITT. C. School of Velocity, Op. 141
HABERB1ER, E. Elude.-Poesies, Op. 53 and 59
HANON.CL. Virtuoso Pianist, Complete
,
HELLER, STEPHEN. Thirty Selected Studies.
T1*“ 1 * studies from the most popular opus

Book 1 Left Hand Technic; Book II, Right
Hsmi Technic; Book HI, Hands Together;
Book IV Arpeggios; Book V, Double Notes;
|?"h VI, Octave, and Chords; Book VII,
The Tr.ll, Book VIII, Various Difficulties;
Each.
The contributions oMsidor Phillip,' of
the Pans Conservatory, to the literature
of pianoforte study occupy a front place
in modern piano teaching. His most
successful and most widely used works are
named above.

1
]
]

1

I
1
1
1

guarantees satisfaction. A stock of music on hand
at all times to select from, for every purpose, the same
large discount as though the music was purchased out¬
right. and a guarantee of satisfaction if you will but
name a few pieces or studies, so that our information
will be ot a comprehensive nature. Send your order
no preliminary correspondence is necessary. You pay
the remainder. Music
used ■»—.
is returned tc andLreturn
vwwvt ••
— L - nee a year Settlements
re to be made at least o:
year, preferable in June
r July.
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Delightful m
*. richly ha
Musical -Fairy Book. II
tuneful
tn
-Jreble
del pieces with w0,d,.
“ Mslody and Velocity. Op. 872. ,1
Ten Melodioui Studies lor AdvaaciaiPlim, '
Op. 876. . . ‘ 1 .
Melodious Second Grade Studies Op «| ,
’ Twelve Melodious Studies in Embtllishmex !
Op. 902.
™*’J
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Sensible Notation

Getting Public Attention

Every sensible music teacher knows that in some way he must

get public attention in order to succeed in his work.

The days

when the teacher stood aloof from advertising as though it was some

“ Ten Brilliant Octave Studies, Op. 1041,.,'. i
SCHMITT, A. Preparatory Eiercises, Op. lit |l
SCHMOLL, A. Studies and Study Pieces, J nls.

kind of belittling, trade-catching device, are now4 happily over.

nal equipment aa well as .
beautiful. Each.
SCHNECKER, P. A. Melodious Studies la Style
and Mechanism. To develop especiilly
fluency, continuity and good style
SCHULZ, F. A. Scales snd Chords.
SPAULDING, G. L. Etude. Melody,.

all be truthful and dignified.
||
||.
|[
Ill

special rhythmical device.
STREABBOG, L. Twelve Melodic Studies, 0,.«
“ Twelve Easy and Melodious Studies, Op. 64
VETTER, HERMANN. Melodic Pianoforte Studies
To follow any first instructor.
VOGT, J. 24 Octavo Studios, Op. 145..
WIECK.F. Piano Studies.

I
I
|
I
I
I

ORGAN WORKS
CLASSIC AND MODERN GEMS lor Reed Orjee
LANDON, C. W. Organ Melodies..
ga^gclstsr?caSCndP^emm.tn'K

OREM, P. W. The Organ Player—Pip« O'!0
Collection.,
ORGAN REPERTOIRE. Pipe Orgin Celleel.ee
PRESSER, THEO. Velocity Studies. Funusl* (
help in an unoccupied field.
{ ,
REED ORGAN PLAYER. Collection of elm* ,
Rogers” J. H°d GMdedl Mxtcriili for Pip* O'!”- (
An instructor especially lor piamite. ,,
STAINER, Dr. J. The Organ....
I
STANDARD ORGANIST. Fipe Organ nec ^
rrogres»i»*= —]
WHITING,GEO. E. 24 ProgressivePipe Organ.
To
Or
-Pipetrdluw'h'
--he Beginner’s
Organ Book. A.U* ,
technical practical instructor.

CATALOGUES THAT ARE
; CLASSIFIED GUIDES
: of musical works, including Singer's Hand Book
! Piano Study Guide. Hand Book for Violin Muse.
Hand Book for Pipe and Reed Organ. Choir and Cho
: Hand Book, Hand Book for 4, 6. 8 and 12 H
: Catalogue of Juvenile Musical Publications. *he"J.
; Catalogues and complete Catalogues of Vocal and
I strumental Music will be sent to you on request
; out obligating you to buy. Our Octavo (-ataK^n?
is extensive and comprehensive, continually incI7a*
with many notable accessions. We publish an ^
; choruses and part songs, all styles, and in all ‘WCrt
I of difficulty. We aim to assist in every way P035
■ the busy organist and choral director.

THEO. PRESSER CO., PUBLISHERS

At

the same time the teacher knows that his advertising must first of
One hundred years ago the musician

who advertised put in his local paper some such announcement as the
following which Mr. Louis C. Elson has very kindly sent to us.

It

appeared in 1821 in a Boston paper.
MUSIC TUITION.
TW/fl- R. S. P. TAYLOR, from New-York, Professor and Teacher of Music, and Organist to the
“West Church,” respectfully tenders his Profess¬
ional Services to the Ladies and Gentlemen of Boston,
in teaching the Piano Forte, Organ and singing.
JSipApplication to be made at the Franklin Music
Warehouse, No. 2 Milk-street—or at his house in
Clark-street, where he will give Instructions to those
Pupils, who can have the use of his Piano Forte.

ond grade and beginning third grade wort. I
Each study brings out some special wim. I
Musically interesting and techn'caily vahisbt
STANDARD CONCERT ETUDES
II,
STE1NHEIMER. S. Time Studies far the Piisdsrtt l
A new and attractive set of studio fcr I
secondhand third grade work. Each study it I

OUR USUAL LIBERAL DISCOUNTS APPLY
THEO. PRESSER CO. “ON SALE” PUN

VOL. XXXV
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" Double Not. Velocity*

KUNZ, K. M. Two Hundred Short Two-Part
Canons, Op. 14. 1
LESCHETIZKY METHOD. The Modern Pianist.
(Prentner). 1
LOESCHHORN, A. Selected Studies, two
ecific, techni-

PARLOW, E. First and Second Grade Study Piec
PHILLIP, I. Exercise
'
studies. Streng
“ Preparatory School
in technical esseiSchool ol Technic. An -

re Studies, Op. 553.

PIANO TECHNICS AND STiroi

Such an advertisement to-day would help a teacher if it had the
right distribution. It is dignified, makes no exaggerated claims, and
states all that the teacher has to say. We must assume, however,
that his possible patrons are acquainted with his credentials.
If
they are not he should, through public recitals or through circulars
giving testimonials, have had ready all material necessary to con¬
vince them that he deserved their patronage. S. P. Taylor, however
good a teacher he may have been, has probably been under the sod
for over half a century. In this strange way you, Etude readers,
become acquainted with his initiative and enterprise.
Initiative and Enterprise, those are the main factors.
Mr.
Taylor did not stay still and wait for business to jump over his
door sill. The whole subject of advertising for music teacher^ is
one which every teacher should study with great seriousness.
wo
books will be found of great help. One is The Musicians Business
Manual by Bender and the other is the little pamphlet Progressive
Ways for Securing New Pupils by Eastman.. The main thing, how¬
ever, is to make a start and TO-DAY is none too early for next season.

The Etude is most proud of its splendid good fortune in
keeping its old friends.

Thev stick to us in a glorious manner anc

their loyalty often affects us very greatly.

Every teacher knows

that if he cannot keep his old pupils he is lost.

T e

cac er

finds himself setting out with a new4 list every year, us o
P“P* _
running off to other teachers, may well begin to look to his laurelsThere must be a reason.

Better find that reason or fadure

find

you. Even when you are convinced that you have 111181
,
,
*u you can teach that pupil and you conscientiouslyIeel rt»* he

Voltaire had a gentle way of saying, “Men employ speech only
to conceal their thoughts.” It might have been said of the notation
of yesterday, “Musicians employ notes only to conceal their
thoughts.” On the music rack before us at this moment is an excel¬
lent five-hundred-page volume by an English musical savant attempt¬
ing to decipher many of the innumerable ornaments of the seven7
teenth and eighteenth centuries.
It would often appear that the composers of other days deliber¬
ately tried to sprinkle their manuscripts with notation obstacles to
keep the art a secret, just as physicians write their prescriptions in
such manner that ordinary table salt is made to appear like some
brilliant chemical discovery.
As a matter of fact, the composers
were merely trying to save their valuable time, and possibly still
more valuable paper, by not wasting any moments or space in waiting
out the musical decorations demanded by an age which sanctioned the
rococo and tolerated the baroque.
Thus such things as trills, mordents, turns, etc., w4ere expressed
by signs which with one composer in one particular place in a piece
of music meant one thing ami with another composer meant a totally
different thing.
Fortunately there are such hooks as Embellish¬
ments in Music, by Louis Arthur Russell, and The Interpretation of
Music, by Arthur Dolmetsch, which cast much-needed light upon the
subject. Bach’s philosophical son, Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, as
early as 1756, realized how serious would be the need for making
the cabalistic signs explicit and wrote his famous Versuch vber die
walire Art das Clavier zu Spielen.
Nowadays, it is not only the custom for composers to write out
embellishments clearly, in just the notes intended, but it also is pos¬
sible to obtain editions of the great masters with all except the most
simple ornaments fully written out.
Many of the old-fashioned
teachers counted upon the explanation of fifty or more musical
abbreviations as part of their stock in trade.
Sensible teachers,
however, rejoice in a more sensible notation which saves them the
trouble of teaching a very dry and troublesome subject.

I

Marathon Programs

Forty numbers of about four minutes each is the length of a
student’s recital program recently received from un Eastern city.
Allowing an average of one minute between each number we have a
program about three and a half hours long! And that without inter¬
mission ! Mercy on the poor audience! We once sat through a stu¬
dent’s recital program four hours long. Newer except at Bayreuth
have we been blessed with such continuous musical enjoyment ( ?). If
teachers persist in penalizing their audiences with four-hour programs
they should at least introduce the Bayreuth custom of allowing a little
recess, during which the audience may rush out and regale itself with
beer and sausages between the Magic Fire motif and the Valkyrie

must go to another teacher, win the loyalty of t ic pupi
. ’
him to pick out the best possible teacher. Montaigne urns ed 44
‘Man is a vain, fickle, unstable subject.” Admitting that th.sm.ght
he true, should not the wise teacher use every means to make Ws

motif.
How can a teacher with any common sense, let alone business
sense, plan a program of pianoforte pieces which could not he exe¬
cuted in less than three hours? Such a recital would be enough to
damage a teacher’s reputation for a year to come. One hour or an
hour and twenty minutes at most is ample. Better give several recitals

pupils lovnl

rather than crowding every tiling into one.

fnlt.Lfnl hv rendering them such service th

y
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The Real Accomplishments

Half-Baked Georgians
it was easy to see that the parents of
ot this dear girl
gin
An echo from the quaint educational systems of
admired her profoundly. I pitied her and them, and
yesterday is to be found in the delightful and practical
determined, as a matter of duty, that I would show
Leiters to Young People, by Timothy Titcomb, Esq.
her just how much her accomplishments were worth.
Timothy Titcomb was the pen name of J. G. Holland.
I accordingly asked of my wife the favor to invite the
These letters were written when Dr. Holland was
whole family to tea, in a quiet way. They all came on
editor of the “Springfield Republican,” and it said that
the appointed evening, and after the tea was over I ex¬
their common sense and fine moral sincerity, to say
nothing of their spirited style, were largely responsible
pressed my delight that there was one young lady in
for the great popularity that suddenly seemed to come
our neighborhood who could do something to elevate
to that paper. The first appeared in the early fifties
the tone of our society. I then drew out, in a careless
and were published in book form in 1858. At this day
way, a letter I had just received from a Frenchman,
they have the charm of those fascinating days before
and asked of Miss Georgiana the favor to read it to
the Civil War when the piece de resistance of every
me. She took the letter, blushed, went half through the
piano student was The Battle of Prague
first line correctly, then broke down on a simple word,
and confessed she could not read it. It was a little
cruel, but I wished to do her good, and proceeded with
Show us how divine a thing
my experiment. I took up a piece of music and asked
A woman may be made.
her if she had seen it. She had not. I told her there
—Wordsworth.
was a pleasure in «r0re for both of us. I had heard the
It is a matter of special importance to you that you
song once, and 1 would try to sing it if she would plav
comprehend and thoroughly appreciate the difference
the accompaniment. She declared she could not do it
between accomplishments and scientific and literary ac¬
without practice, but I told her she was too modest by
quisitions. A woman may have many acquisitions, and
half. So I dragged her, protesting, to the piano. She
no accomplishments, in the usual meaning of the word
SeH-few°M dr break doWn- 1 knew she would, and
and vice versa. As the life of a woman goes in this
she did. Well, I would not let her rise, for as Mr. and
country, these acquisitions perform their most important
Mrs. Green were fond of the old-fashioned church
office in the process by which they are achieved—that
music, and had been singers in their day, and in their
is. the great work which they do for a woman is that
way, I selected an old tune, and called them to the
of training and disciplining her mind. Many a woman
start0edt0offSS'Stf Mrs’,Gr«n *ave us ‘he key, and we
thoroughly learned algebra at school, with decided ad¬
started off m fine style. It was a race to see which
vantage to herself, who never makes a practical use of
would come out ahead. Georgians won, by skipping
algebra. She may have been a good Latin or Greek
scholar, but having no important use for her acquisi¬
1„ C
ro,e ,ron'th' pi"° ™h
tion in practical life, she suffers her knowledge of those
languages to fade out. In short there are very few of
,
™rvrk " ar,y
“d 1 "W to say
a cool one. They were mortified, and there was not
her text-books which, in five years after leaving school,
good sense enough in the girl to mak#* an
she would not be obliged to review with the severest
of the hints I had given her
'"iprovement
study before she could re-acquire the credit she won
Geofgiana was engaged, and then she was
in er last examinations. A woman may have a pet
*[ '!d.ioved
marr,ed
to a and
very loved
good fellow,
too. He loved
loved
acquisition which she transforms, by her manner of
music
paintlng
h.s
treatment, into an accomplishment.

Botany is thus

passed away, and I determined to ascertain tow

who S°T L °ng' .She was the mother of a fine boy
whom I knew she would be glad to have me see
An accomplishment differs from a science, or a
system of truth of any kind, acquired during the process
SSCS-1 TdtaI1m and Saw the identica] old
of education, in that it needs to be permanent, and so
of a tune. The husband withTsigh informed^
far as possible perfect, to be of any use to the indi¬
Georgiana had dropped her music I lonkeH dK”e ^
vidual or to society. Music, drawing, conversation,
composition, the French language, dancing—all these
in America are regarded as accomplishments; yet of
er.m, to.
back “ e;
Bmu °l
fifty women who acquire either of them, or all of them
“T
atcnientos
not more than two retain them.
mained of the accomplishments of the late
Miss Georgiana Aurelia Atkins Green was an intimate
Georgians Aurelia Atkins Green.
Miss
friend of mine, or, rather, perhaps I should say, her
I have told you this story in order tn
mothers brother boarded my horse and I bought my
meat of her father. It was the determination of Mrs.
youPrrtcrye Sfe
accomplishmeJTJK
Green that her daughter should be a finished lady.
learn alfew tunes bv ^.^,”*>ara* ve^ an easy task to
During the finishing process I saw but little of her
of to teacher, a few drawing;
It occupied three years and was performed at a fashion¬
few French exercises; but h i no,
. w,"h s
able boarding-school, between the ages of fifteen and
the science of music and go through with I
’"I
eighteen, regardless of expense. When she was finished
practice necessary
„,kc lhe
off she was brought home in triumph and exhibited on
various occasions to crowds of admiring friends
I
went one evening to see her. She was really very
wh,chy„o,hi„g hu, your own negCcL,'“
pretty, and took up her role with spirit and acted upon
it admirably. I saw a portfolio lying upon her piano
and knowing that I was expected to seize upon it at
once I did so against Miss Green’s protestation which
she was expected to make, of course. I found in it
various pencil drawings, a crayon head of the infant
Which their wi,„
to* S'*■>' We
aamuel and a terrible shipwreck in India ink. The
•heir tunes, seen all toi"®,*
*"
sketches were not without merit. These were all looked
over and praised, of course.
m>nds, and measured every charm and !?Unded their
Then came the music. This was some years ago and
henceforth there is nothffig
The .
^ See that
the most that I remember is that she played O Dolce
wives but insipidity. They married
^ °f their
Concento with the variations, and the Battle of Prague
complements, but they see never anewTvel ^
the latter of which the mother explained to me during
-no improvement. Their wives can dT t ^ment
its process. The pieces were cleverly executed, and
nothing. The shell is broken; the egg"s
then I undertook to talk to the young woman. I gath¬
ered from her conversation that Mrs. Martinet, the
principal of the school where she had been finished,
A Simple Cure for Stage Fright
was a lady of ‘so much style!” That Miss Kittleton,
Few people have observed it but it
of New York, was the dearest girl in the school, and
fact that when one is suffering’badlv fr neverthe,ess a
that she (Georgiana) and the said Kittleton were such
(and such a state sometimes comes to°Wr£8e'?ght
friends that they always dressed alike; and that Miss
penenced players, as well as tn
, y well-ex¬
Kittleton s brother Fred was a magnificent fellow This
stop breathing, taking little. stortAS^JtV^
last was said with a blush, from the embarrassments of
If
one at such a time will only breath* Z
breat^which she escaped gracefully by stating that the old
deeply and slowly stage-fright will vanish*
Kittleton was a banker and rolled in money.
moments. Try it.
nish ln a few

Zn
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By Edward Hardy
The purpose of this article is not tn „k
to get technic, but
how to restore Jk?’ y°“kt
possessed. .
nat you ^

1

The busy teacher and the busy amateur, both ,
have long neglected their systematic nr -*1*
themselves unexpectedly called upon to
concert or social affair. Thev look
P y at se*
old concert pieces and find them now alroS? °f
I'nder such circumstances I have found the
exercises very beneficial:
lhe foK

TZi l

thingf°rmed’ DOt Unfrequent,y> into a very graceful

1917

How to Regain Your Technic

It doesn’t matter whether you believe in the old ot
the new method of technic, your lack of practice ta
resulted in a lack of vitality of action of the lingers al
the knuckle joints. Your arms and wrists have not
become any stiffer. and if you ever really learned any¬
thing about relaxation that has become a habit ever)
time you play, so the only thing left to consider is the
vitality of action at the knuckle joints.
Play Example I with the first fingering, raising the
fingers as high as you can without causing stiffness.
The hand should be ardied, the knuckles being the
highest point. Success lies in making each finger do
its journey up and down as quickly as possible, tie
notes themselves sounding only at a moderate paceThe extension between the first pair of fingers going
up and the last pair coming down always appears to
me to aid considerably in developing in the knuckle
joint that springiness or vital action that we desire.
After the right hand, practice the left hand, then 0
Example I again to the second fingering.
..
The same principle holds good, as far as possi .
for Example II, after which play Example IH-91 ?
the fingers limp. Simply roll the figures from tn
little finger to the thumb. This takes off any stw
from the Example II.
,
The same gules hold good for Example IV
Example I, except the up and down journey ot■'
finger that plays the short note must be so rapid '
it is looked upon as one movement. While doing exercises keep in mind all you have learned about mr
ing the arm and wrists relaxed.
... a.
The student of Matthay, Breithaupt, etc., rni&n
claim, “Why there is nothing new in this- |D
modern methods have ridiculed that particular ■ |
action as hopelessly wrong.” To that I rePf ^
do not suggest you should play like that,
you should look upon these exercises as nnge ^
nasties and a means to an end. There is °ne -(£i
occasion when the teacher will find these four a ^
useful, and that is when lie is confronted wit" ^
adult pupil possessed of sluggish action and v i {ji.
finger discipline. Under these circumstances to
(
ercises will produce gratifying results. F°r . e $
know of no other exercises that would Pr
same satisfactory result in so short a time.

Music is the harmonious voice of creation, *®j
of the invisible world, one note of the divine
which the entire universe is destined one da)
—Mazzini.

=
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Paths to an American National
School of Music
An Interview Expressly Secured for

=

The Etude

with the Famous American Composer

REGINALD DE KOVEN

=

V.

The fact that our lack of musical atmosphere
and musical material has hampered llic
musician in expressing himself in a national

VI.

The fact that, all our best musicians, until few
exceptions, have been trained abroad under
foreign influences and therefore express
themselves in accord with their training.
The result of alj this (and it is a serious result) is
that our musical education hitherto has been from the
top down and not from the bottom up. It has been

|
Factors in American Musical Life
j The interest in American music and music in
j •nierica is by no means a matter of recent devel“Pntnt. American operas were being heard in the
and at the time of our Civil War there
«fe many men in both the North and the South
o had great ambitions for the future of the art
our country. Sidney Lanier is a notable exfim'f -^fifi°Uih he descended from a famous
cnm'rT masicians, and although he was an acjjjJ^
musician himself he realized that it was
nlittwL blS Poetic poetry that he could accomhe most for American music,
since' time *°r pr°Phecy ’s now> however, long
cant t’ and America has, thanks to those musidea] WV° have given their lives to the higher
place T 116 art
tb's country, now come to a
»forT,ere Aroerican musical art has begun to be
tyen 6 ln our national development. Yet we have
and r”°W ”° American music that is distinctive
^ome reasons T°r t*,‘s

The fact that music is the last art to de¬
velop.
The fact that our Puritan ancestors and our
Quaker ancestors not only did not favor
T
but aclua9y fought it "tooth and nail."
>e fac* that the dominant commercialism of
'hts country has denied to man the right to
Pursue an art, and still remain untainted with
this •same commercialism.
lv- Tin,e Ioct that musical snobbery in the post, and
'•"fortunately in a very large measure even
o this day, seems to prefer foreign artists
0 native-born American artists and com¬
posers.
III

I
E ,

1

:

= ;

[Editok’s Note.—Reginald De Koven, whose operas and
mgs have made him one ot the foremost of American
imposers, was born at Middletown, Conn., April 3d. Aliough the descendant of several old American families be
.u taken to Europe when he was eleven years of age,
berause his father, a clergyman, was obliged to go abroad
(or his health. Mr. De Koven was accordingly educated ln
dlitlapished European institutions, taking his degree from
St John's College, Oxford, in 1880. In Germany he graduated from the Stuttgart Conservatorium, where his teachers
were IV. Spit-del, I.obert and I’ruckuer. He also studied
rolnpositlon under Itr. • Ilauff in Frankfort. In Italy he
studied singing under VanuCcIni, and in I’aris he studied
malposition under Delibes and in Vienna under Genee. It
interest many readers of The EtcDe to know that
De Koven‘s intention at first was to become n virtuoso
ilinlst, and he studied for ninny years with that end
a view. For six years he was the conductor of the
ashington Symphony Orchestra. With this thorough
tiling In every branch of the art, combined witli a
re mclodie gift, it is not surprising to note the imynse success of many of his works. Robin llood
<1800) has been given 10,000 times.
Mr. De Koven has written over forty works for the
lage, most of which have been signal successes. Ills
WiterVfry Pilgrims produced at the Metropolitan
u»ra House last year, and based upon the tine libretto
0 Mr. Percy Maekaye, proved so successful that it
“ hern retained in the repertory of the company for
Mr. I)e Koven has written over thr-ee
veral of v
e the ii
f their tin
His song in this
i°t The Etu... MNHPI
•nits.' The title, The O
the words and
are all original
' Community music, the pageant and the masque have
^ “Sfsed Mr. De Koven's attention. Ills one great
"PJ?
is to contribute toward forming a national
•to? 0f muslr >« America. Accordingly lie was
•iratlj gratified to receive an invitation to write the
larrir'n"1 nnd <’hon'1
for the Masque of the,
Hi,"'-“"‘a recently given at the University of
. !l'an.la- . The production was a great artistic

iaav be'nated3*3^ 33 SUCb'

:

. .
u not the native growth. There
grafted upon us and
not
in the bigger
is really no such thing as
‘
Negro melosense.
*•
,nd“VmpE«ic
o, not
dies, whether written ii
are surely not national in their meaning < r their influe still a collection of hyphenence. As a nation we wei
The Civil War—the
ates lacking a 'national great battle
brothers-came at a^t.nie when our
lteeybSeermosJt united it was separated

by thirty years of hate and prejudice. This did not
disappear until the Spanish War again made us one.
The great impetus in American music has all occurred
since the Spanish War. Sectional discords died out
and we became for the first time in modern times a
United States.
Again the call to arms has come and Americans are
feeling an uplift of patriotism they have never felt
before. From the horrible welter of this world war
we shall emerge, not a nation of hyphenates, but a
nation of Americans, a democracy of races united as
brothers in a manner that the world has not seen
hitherto. Such a nation must truly be “of the peo¬
ple, by the people, for the people.” It is because of
this that Americans are realizing that song is the
one great thing of the hour. Rejoice that you are
a musician in this great day in our national life.
It is song that shall weld with the white heat of
patriotism and brotherhood those bonds which
shall make America the real commonwealth of ma¬
terial and spiritual freedom.
And it must be the song of all the people. Not
the song of one race or one section. I have often
been accused of speaking against ragtime when it
is mentioned as “American music.” My great ob¬
jection to “ragtime” is that it is the development
of a sectional influence. It is quite unnatural, and
it is now on the wane. It could not remain as a
permanent factor in our national musical develop¬
ment.
Such national music must come from the people
and be representative of the people—and that
means all the people. I welcome the popular song:
it is a definite and important factor in musical de¬
velopment. The greatest good that any musician
can accomplish is to make music a pleasurable and
helpful part of the lives of the masses who have
never before thought of music.
The Popular Song
For this reason, I am always immensely amused
when the very superior people, who imagine that
the musical progress and good taste of the coun¬
try is t6 be controlled and directed by their judg¬
ment, revile the popular song. Some of the popu¬
lar songs of yesterday were admittedly pretty bad.
It is a very encouraging fact that the artistic value
of the popular is being raised. But the popular
songs of yesterday, even though they were in some
instances bad, were necessary to develop latent
,
musical interest. They were the steps upon which
i
to climb toward a national musical expression.
Twenty or twenty-five years ago in America the
average theatre audience was composed for the
most part of the educated and cu^urcd classes.
But, as during these last twenty-five years, thea¬
tres and places of amusement have multiplied exceedingly, the taste and culture of the consequently
multiplied audiences have inevitably decreased in dweet
ratio to their numbers, and this must be held to account for
condition
toon,
(or the
to present
nrt.tn. wholly
wholly unsatisfactory
on
of the musical stage in America, so that anything like
an artistic musical piece does not exist outside of the
Metropolitan Opera House. The good light operas as
musical pieces of ten or fifteen years ago have degen¬
erated into leg shows banal, formless and meretricious.
But having reached the bottom we have now the chance
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to build up, and the public having been accustomed to
music as a pleasurable sensation are now beginning to
ask for something better, especially in their songs.
Without Artistic and Human Interest
Publishers are alert to this change, and they know
that the success of a song depends upon certain ele¬
mental human characteristics which, when presented
in the right musical setting, invariably beget a .re¬
sponse. People sing from the heart, and the com¬
poser who feels himself above writing numbers that
will be of service in letting the people express their
emotions in the manner best known to them has my
sincere sympathy. It has been my good fortune to
write songs that have been sung by millions. They are
admittedly popular songs. I have also tried to make
them musicianly in every way, but I have never lost
sight of the fact that they are first of all intended to be
sung, not merely by a group of aesthetes in a salon, but
• by the every-day man and his wife and their children
when they feel the inner need for musical expression.
Our American Musical Advance
There are many manifestations of our American
musical advance. When I went to Mr. McCaull, the
manager of McCaull Opera Company, with the manu¬
script The Begum, he told me that America would
give him “the grand laugh’’ if he should attempt the
production of a musical work by an American. I wish
I could feel that now the situation is turned entirely
around and any American composer with a really
meritorious score will have little difficulty in getting
the same attention as a foreign composer, but alas, it
is not so.
It may be that the need for using foreign names is pass¬
ing. Perhaps Lillian Norton, had she lived to-day, would
have been Lillian Norton and
Mme. Nordica, just
s Emma Wixon would have been Emma Wixon and
not Mme. Nevada. They would have been proud of
their Americanism and America would have been
proud of them. Yet only the other day a lady came
to me and said. “Mr. - (naming a foreign-born
symphony conductor long resident in this country)
has told Miss- (a singer) that she cannot hope
to be successful unless she changes her name to a
foreign name. Americans do not want musicians minus
a ‘vitch,’ ‘shy’ or ‘stein’ on the end of their names.” I
replied, “My advice is to send Mr.-back where
he came from and where he belongs, and he should
be debarred from having any part in the present devel¬
opment of music in America.” Could Farrar have
been a greater success if her name had been Farrarini,
or David Bispham a greater success if his name had
been Bistphamovitch ?
What We Have to Build Upon
Let us not, in our chauvenism, imagine that we are
doing things that we are not doing, or that we have
accomplished things that we have not accomplished.
Americans are admittedly zealots and enthusiasts, but
we are for the most part descendants of hardheaded, hard-working, hard-thinking farmers, mer¬
chants, woodsmen, plainsmen, miners and seamen. We
have the saving grace of common sense. Let us realize
that in music we have thus far merely laid the founda¬
tion. We are just beginning to make a base upon
which a strictly American national art may in time be
raised. What we have needed most of all is the com¬
munity feeling for art, through which our own na¬
tional art will develop.
. ,
,
, ,
,
Music has heretofore gone to the people; now it is
coming from the people, and with the great movement
for community singing in all parts of the country we
certainly find a new spirit representative of America
entering our musical life. It may be that the com¬
poser is yet unborn who will sense this and develop
it into an American musical art. but it is coming as
certainly as the spheres move in their orbits.
The Meaning of the Masque
All great art developments come from the people.
It has been contended that art cannot develop without
an aristocracy which will patronize it. Nevertheless,
the artists are the product of the people—they sense
the voice of the race and re-express it in permanent
form. Drama at first came strictly from the little
gatherings of the people themselves and not from
professional performers. Just now there is a form of
dramatic musical development arising in America which
is really prophetic. I refer to the Masque. It is almost entirely a non-professional and non-commercial
movement. It springs from the people. The Masque
(which need not by any means be confined to open-air
performances) is an allegorical presentation through

chorus, orchestra, poetry and poetic dialogue, songs,
dancing and stage settings of some significant epoch
in the life of a nation, or the development of a myth,
an art, or a science. The performers in the first
Masques were unusually persons of high rank, and the
early Masque took place in the home or on the grounds
of some nobleman. It was at first a patrician enter¬
tainment, combining poetry and music in a very delight¬
ful manner, but quite apart from the public. In the
early part of the seventeenth century an immense
amount of attention was paid to the Masque by the
great poets of the time. Ben Johnson, Beaumont and
Milton all wrote famous Masques. Lawes, Lanier and
Gibbons were among those who wrote the music. It
was not unusual for a Masque to cost $5,000 or over
to produce. The subjects in those days were generally
mythological. In America we have striven to make our
Masques such as those given at St. Louis, New York,
Newark and recently in Philadelphia, indicative of
some phase of our national life. Mr. Twombly, in his
Masque of the American Drama (for which I had the
honor of writing the score for the performance at the
University of Pennsylvania which was given as the
“climax” of the American Drama year of the American
Drama League), not only traced the story of the devel¬
opment of the theatre in our country, but also
paralleled with it scenes from our national life which
were certain to inspire and entertain the public.

The Community Spirit
The community spirit in music will certainly teach
our people to have a new reverence for our American
music workers. I have never been willing to glorify
exclusively our poets, painters, philosophers authors
architects, statesmen
and inventors
at
of
i
***■ the expense ui
and to the exclusion of our musicians and composers
Why is this? Why should we not all be as proud of
MacDowell, Chadwick, Foote, Hadley, Parker Mrs
Beach, Nevin, Cadman, Kelly and many others of the
same rank and accomplishment as we are of Long
fellow, Poe, Howe, Stuart, Whitman, MacMonies
Edison, Lincoln, Emerson or Washington. Where does
the difference come? Has it not been due to snob¬
bery pure and simple
My old friend Edward Mac¬
Dowell often said to me: “I refuse absolutely to be
coddled 'as an American composer, but I do claim if
I write music worthy of an American, that I shall not
be discriminated against for being an American.”
We need have no fear of being provincial by foster¬
ing American music and American musicians. We
shall always welcome the cooperation of our brother
artists and composers from over the seas. But through
the community spirit, the community chorus and the
_ movements coming
community masque, all popular
from the
the'people,'we
shall' certainly develop "a
people, we shall
a popular
admiration
for oi,r
nation,! musical heroes so
H p that
.
admiration for
our national

Z'Z

they will not be as now at a disadvantage when put
in competition with foreign artists or composers.
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By E. A. Gest
To a great many children the circle of fifth, •
unexplainable Chinese puzzle, and I have f j *
following a helpful device in solving it for ft til(
Take a strip of paper, one-half inch in wid
possible cut the staff from a piece of blank
paper) and mark the center.
Place this on middle C. Then, as each new «t
is found to be a fifth higher than the last one Z
the names of the scales (with or without their
natures) on the paper, in order, up to Ci.
f
Returning to middle C, count down in fifths forth
scales with flats, marking them on the paper
'
manner, to Gb.
Now, bend the paper, so that Fjf and CJ _■e exactly
covered by Gb and Db, and pin in place like a bracelet
Major and minor scales may be marked on separate
papers, or on the same one, beside the major
other side of the paper.

The Masque Does Not Demand Huge Bodies
The Masque does not necessarily demand huge
bodies of singers and performers, such as have marked
the performances in New York, St. Louis and other
cities. It should have the atmosphere .of the pageant,
but this does not mean a mob. The Court Masques
of the time of James I were given with comparatively
few participants and must have been very effective.
Best of all they were non-professional. At the Univer¬
sity of Pennsylvania performance the only professional
performers were those in the orchestra and a few
singers in the chorus. The officers, managers and di¬
rectors all gave their services without remuneration,
and the director, Lester Holland, an able young Phila¬
delphia architect, produced results in lighting, stage
management, and so forth, that would put many a
professional producer to shame.
I look upon the masque, the pageant and the com¬
munity chorus as the great expression of a revival of
musical and dramatic interest upon the part of the
people. The thing most to be feared is that our
American tendency toward big things will prevent many
communities from having choruses or masques. A
community chorus of twenty is just as much a com¬
munity chorus as one of two thousand and a Masque
given in a small school is just as much a Masque given
in a small school as one given in a great university.
The spirit is there, and after all that is everything.
I can easily see how under certain circumstances the
Masque of American Drama would be even more
effective when given in a hall seating, let us say eight
hundred or a thousand, as it would be in the great
open-air auditorium of the University of Pennsylvania
which seated ten thousand.
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A Bracelet of Fifths

Getting the Most from Five-finger
Exercises
By Ralph Kent Buckland
In these days of strict economy of effort along all
lines qf endeavor a proper and appreciative value must
be placed on time.
In piano work, direct simple
methods must take the place of ambitious etude study—
by many pupils scrambled through in a most hit or
miss fashion Time saving means the elimination oi
aimless key gropings and graspings: it means a settling
down to do the work in hand with the least expenditure
of energy and of motion, that of the needless kind
especially.
At the very head of the simple things one may do to
set about the mastery of the difficulties of finger work
in piano playing stand five-finger exercises by many
teachers, even those of marked ability, given for two
or three lessons, then dropped as though thenceforth
the pupil would never be called upon to humble himself
with anything so simple. Yet, without doubt, there is
no set of exercises that will add more to digital dex¬
terity than good old commonplace five-finger exercisesEach hand separately, without notes, in order that all
attention may be directed to the movements of the
muscles; at first holding all five notes, beginning w""
do of the scale being studied, raising each finger"1
turn eight times while holding the others down; then
two fingers alternately while holding the other three
keys down lightly,, yet securely. Then three fingerthen four, finally all five. All of this not only i" *
key of C, as many pupils are wont to do when >'•
deign to bother themselves with anything, to
minds, so trifling; but in all keys both major a
minor from “do” to “sol” with each hand separa .
All of this not only once in a while, but every day,
persistent regularity and whether or not any °tfier’ ,
is given to the piano on that particular day'
.
and five-finger exercises must come first, whether
thing else is done or left undone.
With the teaching of arpeggios should com ^
finger work in “skips.” if the hand can manage w
stretching. Five-finger work applied as a fou .
for dominant chord arpeggios and to the arpegiP
the diminished chord of the seventh will be °un° tj,e.
effective in producing an even run up and
er,
to many, troublesome intervals. These latter, ^ ^
should never displace or replace the fiye-finse
of the scale, an exercise which should withou
y
a place in each day’s duties, due attention ** ^
meanwhile to the acquiring of a properly hm
free from all stiffness.

The Sharp Major Scale Signal^
Reading the sharp scale signatures always
me until I evolved the following simple PlanWith one stroke of the pen make G—1°n?
^
With two strokes of the pen make D
Three strokes of the pen make A—!^ree * '
Four strokes of the pen make E—four s q g. I

How the Masters Sought Humor in Music
By ARTHUR ELSON
When the Jewish people escaped from Egypt by
passing through the Red Sea, which overwhelmed their
enemies behind them, all were in a happy mood, and
their leader, Moses, voiced their feelings in a jubilant
song. But triumph was not the only emotion that he
expressed. The thanksgiving would not have been com¬
plete in those days without a little sarcasm, and we
find the Egyptians duly held up to ridicule. “The
enemy said, I will pursue,” cried the singer, “I will
overtake, I will divide the spoil.” This ironical humor
no doubt proved highly amusing to the crowd of
listeners, who probably clapped their hands to the
rhythm of the song, and joined in with shouts, much
like the darkies at our own plantation camp-meetings.
Similar in style was the song of Deborah and Barak,
as given in Judges V. There is the same triumph over
a fallen enemy, the same biting sarcasm. The singers
made the mother of Sisera exclaim, “Have they not
sped? Have they hot divided the prey?” But Sisera
was dead, and his much-desired prey remained alive to
celebrate his downfall.
Humor in song and in other music must have flour¬
ished in Egypt also. On some of the Egyptian relics
are pictures of an actual musical conservatory, with
lessons going on in voice, dancing and instrumental play¬
ing, while some of the pupils regaled themselves in a
lunch-room. Human nature was much the same then
as it, is now, and very likely the irreverent students
produced their share of comic or satirical songs.
With the Greeks
The musical remnants of Greece are mostly sacred.
But in that ancient land of wit there must have been
many lively or caustic lyrics. Not all the Greeks took
music too seriously, at least from the auditor’s point
of view. Thus the Athenian with Dorian, after hearing
a tone-picture of a storm, exclaimed, “I have heard a
better tempest in a pot of boiling water.” This sentence
led to our phrase, “A tempest in a tea-pot.” On
another occasion a spectator at a song-and-dance per¬
formance, who did not show much enthusiasm, was in¬
formed that the work was very difficult. “I wish it
had been impossible,” he replied.
The Greeks of the third century B. C. had large in¬
strumental pieces of the program school. One of these,
depicting Apollo’s combat with the python, would cer¬
tainly have delighted Richard Strauss, for it had such
realistic touches as the hissing of the python, the twang¬
ing of Apollo’s darts and the gnashing of the monster’s
teeth, the last effect being obtained by a col legno on
the outside of the woodwind.
With the Romans
Ancient Rome, less intellectual than Greece, showed
much less humor in connection with its music. On one
occasion, however, there was always a chance for
satirical songs.
This occurred in the numerous
triumphs celebrated in ancient days. However great
e victory, and however important the general might
, the soldiers in his train were always allowed to inatuge in whatever ribaldry they pleased at his expense.
Roman music, incidentally, was given over largely to
I cts °f noise, though private concerts of strings,
tes and voices were much praised by Apuleius. Long
is orical or legendary ballads existed, and Nero sang
ae °f these (“The Destruction of Troy”), and acjnmpa"le<* himself on his lyre, while Rome was burnd'd not fiddle, as popularly asserted, because
viohn was not yet invented,
sic in the Dark Ages was based chiefly on the
rema‘>r,an ,ones'
humorous application of these
cherilhV0.. Us’ thouRh we know that Charlemagne
to ran n! the tonal art at flis court- and used his staff
lonH P "e beads of his courtiers if they did not sing
enough in the choruses.
j

The First Comic Opera

and" lu t-'Ine °* tbe minstrel knights music of a light
P asing sort became popular once more. This

tendency culminated in the play of “Robin et Marion.”
by Adam de la Hale, which was the first comic opera.
It was produced in the thirteenth century. Its slender
plot consists of the love of Robin for Marion, his boast
that he will always protect her, the advent of a noble¬
man who is smitten by Marion's rustic beauty, the driv¬
ing away of Robin, and his difficulty in explaining his
cowardice afterwards.
The Troubadours used a special form of sarcastic
political song, known as the Pasquinade.v The Minne¬
singers of Germany were usually less satirical, but
they could express themselves frankly enough at times,
and their discontent at royal parsimony found vent in
the following stanza:
“King Rudolph is a worthy king;
All praise to him be brought!
He likes to hear the minstrels play and sing
But after that he gives them naught.”
This was certainly a broad enough hint, and should
have brought a substantial sum into the pockets of its
composer.
The Germ of Vaudeville
The troubadours themselves played the harp or the
guitar. But when they visited the medieval castles or
other establishments they brought with them a train of
followers, known as Jongleurs, who attended to most
of the playing and provided the music at meal-times.
After the downfall of the Troubadours (in the War of
the Albigenses) the Jongleurs became wandering
minstrels, earning a precarious living. Their habit of
performing tricks has given the word juggler its
modern meaning. But they played various instruments
also, and sometimes gave more or less comic displays
of technic, such as are found occasionally in modern
vaudeville.
Ponderous Humor
The humor of the contrapuntal schools was of a more
ponderous kind. Some of the puzzle canons, in which
phrases or signs told how the single melody was to
accompany itself, were lively enough in character. But
they were usually too short for anything but simple
ideas in the words. The masses of the day often
showed an unintentional humor, because they were
built around popular tunes, and the singers sometimes
used the popular words instead of the sacred text.
In Merrie England
England developed a form of vocal round known as
the catch, which became very popular. It was usually
a three-voiced affair, sung by the “Three-man song
men,” spoken of by Sir Toby Belch in “Twelfth Night.”
All through Shakespeare’s plays one sees these trios,
and an extra character, usually a clown, is often intro¬
duced merely to take the third part in a song. Sir
Toby Belch, in the above scene, was in such a condi¬
tion that he felt he had to sing, and he named many
well-known tunes of the day, and used their words in
many oddly apt phrases, before he could be quieted.
The true idea of the catch is some trick in handling
the words, as well as a tune that is caught up by each
singer in turn. Thus Bishop, nearly two centuries later,
composed a catch on a love-appeal beginning “Ah, how,
Sophia,” and continuing with a request for someone to
“Go fetch the Indian’s borrowed plume” to decorate
the fair damsel. But when the words were sung fast
they became “A house afire” and “Go fetch the engines.”
Some of the earlier catches are by no means fit for
ears polite.
Humor in Instrumental Music
Instrumental program music began in the seventeenth
century, soon after the harmonic style of opera brought
the instruments and their possibilities to composers’
attention. One of the earliest exponents of this school
was the German organist Froberger. who wrote a tonepicture of a trip across the English Channel, with vivid

suggestions of rising waves and increasing seasickness.
Incidentally, Froberger was wrecked and robbed when
he made the trip himself, so that he had hard work to
establish his identity in England. Finally he got per¬
mission to play on a certain organ, and a former pupil
of his recognized him by his brilliant execution. He
was then taken to court and assisted in every way.
The school of harpsichord program music was
further developed by Rameau and Couperin in France.
Many of their little tone-pictures are dainty and grace¬
ful rather than humorous; but Rameau’s “La Poule” is
a delightfully funny imitation of a clucking hen.
Program music is readily enough understood when
its title is given, but without that explanatory aid
different people will draw different inferences as to
what the music means. Thus one critic took a phrase
in “Don Juan” to signify the hero’s disgust at not find¬
ing the ideal woman, but Strauss explained the passage
as showing Don Juan intoxicated.
,

Rossini as a Practical Joker
The critics went astray in somewhat similar fashion
at the first performance of Rossini’s “Barber of
Seville.” The composer had lost the manuscript of the
overture, and at the last minute he substituted the
“Aureliano” overture, from another work. The critics
then praised the piece highly because it foreshadowed
the plot of the opera so successfully.
An operatic curiosity by Rossini is “I die Bruschini."
He was under contract to produce an opera for a
Venetian manager, who cared little about him and gave
him this libretto, which was poor. In revenge, the
composer introduced various tricks into tlxe score. The
violins marked each bar of the overture by a tap of
the bow on the lamp-shades, the bass was given high
notes, and the soprano kept as low as possible; a
comical scene was suddenly interrupted by a funeral
march, and the chorus parts were led in such a way
that the words became a meaningless jumble of re¬
peated syllables. This work was actually performed
before the manager saw its true character.
Ruskin’s Harsh Diatribe
While on the subject of opera it may not be amiss to
include Ruskin’s criticism of “Die Meistersinger.” It
is not the accepted view of that work, but it is cer¬
tainly frank. It runs as follows:
“Of all the bete, clumsy, blundering, boggling,
baboon-headed stuff I ever saw on a human stage that
thing I saw last night—as far as the story anti acting
wrent, and of all the affected, sapless, soulless, begin¬
ningless, endless, topless, bottomless, topsy-turviest,
tuneless, scrannel-pipiest,-tongs-and-boniest doggerel of
sounds I ever endured the deadliness of, that eternity
of nothing was the deadliest as far as its sound went
I never was so relieved so far as 1 can remember, in
my life by the stopping of any sound, not excepting
railroad whistles, as I was by the cessation of the
cobbler’s bellowing: even the serenader's caricatured
twangle was a rest after. As for the great “Lied,” I
never made out where it began or where it ended, ex¬
cept for the fellow’s coming off the horse block.”
Evidently Ruskin knew less of music than of paint¬
ing. On another occasion Sir Diaries Halle played him
a Beethoven sonata, after which Ruskin asked, in a
bored way, for Thalberg’s variations on “Home, Sweet
Home.”
Program Music Again
To return to the subject of program music, we fin.d
Strauss claiming that it can be made very definite—
that it can even show', for example, when anyone at
table picks up the fork at his left as contrasted with
the knife at his right. This assertion may be taken as
an example of humor in music; for if the Strauss
works were played to new auditors without any ex¬
planatory text, their various interpretations of the
musical meaning would become confusion worse
confounded.
Strauss states also that every composer must have
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had a picture in mind whenever he created a composi¬
tion of any sort. This is another very tall statement.
It is not probable that the shapely sonatas of Mozart
or the spontaneous themes of the Schubert symphonies
had even the slightest program idea back of them;
while the Bach fugues of the Well-tempered Clavi¬
chord certainly have no suspicion of any scenic sug¬
gestiveness. If Strauss considers these at all pictorial
he must rate them as picture-puzzles.
Strauss himself has been guilty of giving two different
versions to one of his own works—the Sinfonia
Domestica. He explained the usual plot to the present
writer twelve or more years ago; but later on, in
Europe, he made an entirely different program for the
work. Possibly he remembered that in a Domestic
Symphony the domestic should not have been left out.
Strauss has enriched the humorous repertoire with at
least two important works—“Don Quixote” and “Til!
Eulenspiegel. ’ The former is the less spontaneously
bright of the two. Its effect^ are fairly obvious, such
as the upsetting boat, the bleating of the flock of sheep,
or the aerial ride on the wind-machine. But “Till
Eulenspiegel” is a masterpiece of humor. It is well
worthy of its famous medieval subject, a character
whose trickeries perpetuated his name in the French
word “Espieglerie.” The odd little rush of tones that
portrays Till himself, half bantering and half plead¬
ing, is one of the most amusing in the modern reper¬
toire. Till’s many pranks and disguises, his ultimate
capture, his half-impudent pleading with an angry
populace, and his final squeak, are set forth in the score
in a way that makes the hearer chuckle audibly.
The “Katzenjammer Kids”
Mraczek’s “Max and Moritz,” picturing the exploits
of the two bad boys of German humorous poetry, is
scarcely up to the Strauss level. It has much good
music, but the program touches are again too obvious,
such as the protest of the widow’s poultry when seized
by the boys, or the explosion of gunpowder placed in a
tobacco pipe. The oddity of this subject led one critic
to say that the next work set to music would probably
be the almanac. What if one of our American com¬
posers should set the Katzenjammer Kids?
An important American work in the humorous field
is John Alden Carpenter’s orchestral piece entitled
“Adventures in a Perambulator.” It contains delight¬
fully amusing suggestions of the pompous policeman,
the persistent hurdy-gurdy and the barking of dogs.
One movement, “The Lake,” is a charming picture of
rippling wavelets, and shows that the composer can
excel in the serious field also. -The perambulator sub¬
ject is even more odd than Max and Moritz; but a
great composer nowadays can make almost any
material interesting.
Schoenberg’s Unconscious Humor
Schoenberg has gone farther afield than any of the
others at present. His “Five Orchestral Pieces” are
not humorous intentionally, but they become so. invol¬
untarily at times. Thus his “Presentiments,” the first
of the set, has been described as a tone-picture of an
aeroplane dropping a bomb into a chicken-roost.
It takes genius to make pure music give effects of
humor, and yet it has been done. The rushing phrase
that opens Mozart’s “Figaro” overture, or the “Badinerie” for flute in Bach’s B-minor Suite, are amusing
in themselves, without the aid of tone-color.
Program music, however, may be manufactured with
comparative ease at present. The aspiring composer
need only choose some semi-humorous subject, mix it
well with modern orchestration, add melodious themes
in small amounts, season with unexpected discords and
Stir up with percussion instruments until finished. The
work is usually served hot.

“Music students should lose no opportunity to hear
the best music, both vocal and instrumental. Heard
with understanding ears, one good concert is often
worth a dozen lessons, yet many students know nothing
in music beyond what they themselves have practiced,
or heard their fellow-students give at rehearsals or
recitals.
Trying to gain a musical education without a wide
acquaintance with the literature of music is like at¬
tempting to form literary taste without knowing the
world’s great books.”—A. W. Moore, in For Every
Music Lover.
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By Grace Busenbark

War
A little device I have found advantageous with my
youngest piano pupils is the “echo exercise.” A dull,
apparently meaningless exercise, involving much repeti¬
tion, is turned into a series of calls and echoes. One
or two measures or a short phrase, is played, first
forte, then piano, then pianissimo. Even those who
have had no experience with the echo in the country
catch the spirit of it and try to “call” with their fingers,
.first loudly, then softly as possible.
At a class meeting I told the children about
McDowell's little cabin studios at Peterboro, where he
practiced and composed, and where the real woodland
music was his inspiration. It is evident that such listen¬
ing and striving for a contrast of loud and soft playing
not only makes for good technique in finger control but
is also an exercise in ear training.
Thus beginners may easily learn to listen to their own
playing—which many advanced students have never
learned to do.

Five Vital Business Watchwords |
For the Music Teacher
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Foresight.
Looking ahead and divining certain events,
f°ds, tastes, changes, etc., from which one
may determine what should be done in the
™<>y of preparation at the present moment.
Efficiency.
Leaving absolutely nothing undone to enable one to do one’s work (in the grade
selected) in the most capable, thorough
and least ivasteful manner possible.
Publicity.
Using every dignified and legitimate
means for acquainting as many prospeciive patrons as possible with the
sendees you have to offer them.
Maintenance.
Seeing that your business equipment,
pianos, instruments, books, music, clothes,
periodicals, stationery, etc., are kept "upto-date" in the highest sense of the word,
Thrift.
Saving a part of your profits regularly
and systematically. Keep books and know
what your actual profits really are, so that
you do not spend money that properly
should be used for maintenance.
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Up-to-Date Points from an Up-to-Date
Teacher
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Don’t talk war during lessons this coming staso
That will be the great temptation. Remember to
your patrons are employing you as a music teach,!
and not as a military expert.

Technic
Why technical exercises? They are like so many
wire entanglements through which you will have to
cut before you can achieve victory. In music thete
are no aeroplanes in which you can soar over these
barricades.
Hands
Chopin is reported to have said, “Think with your
hands.” Have you ever thought with yours? Do y))u
realize that your fingers are the extremities of your
brain?
Gifts
Don’t overestimate your natural gifts. When the
birds sing they merely pass air through an apparatus
which makes music automatically with practically no
thinking upon the birds’ part. The difference between
you and a robin or a wren is that you are supposed
to think.
Give
Never say that extra effort does not pay. It always
does. The habit of giving to your pupils more than
you are expected to give and giving it freely and en¬
thusiastically is one of the things which will ijive
you a reputation as a fine teacher. It is not enough
to merely fulfill your time contract, you must not
merely satisfy the pupil, he must be pleased and de¬
lighted. That is the basis of all good business to-day.
Progress
The great world is thinking, growing, expanding
every second in these momentous times. Your musital
periodical is the telephone which keeps you in touch
with music’s advance. To disconnect it is to cut your
bond with progress.

How Can We Do Our Bit?
By Dr. Roland Diggle

Spasmodic Performance
By Mrs. Noah Brandt
In discussing tempo with the late Dr. Wm Mason
as early as 1902, he expressed himself very emphatically
against what he called art abuse in its worst form. He
referred to the spasmodic performances one so often
hears, regardless of time or rhythm. The really great
artist never plays with mawkish sentimentality, but
keeps time, playing with rhythmical precision He’is at
the same time enabled to hold by the exquisite simplicity
of his art, the beauty of tone and the depth of the
performance being enhanced by this very simplicity
Ritardandos and expression marks are all proper in the
correct place, climaxes must be considered and reached
not only through the musical senses, but by a knowl¬
edge of form and composition. Those who believe that
dragging the tempo and playing with expression on
every note is music, and “originality of conception,” are
woefully mistaken.
As the young artist becomes the mature musician his
tempos unconsciously change, and he realizes how the
years have altered his views and quickened his insight
until the interpretation has taken on a new life. The
Berceuse of Chopin is also a composition often taken
far too slowly, as there should always he a happy
medium. My idea of the correct tempo is the natural
movement of a mother rocking a baby to sleep in a
cradle. The movements would be steady, and with a
quiet rhythmic swing in two beats. Tempo, after all
must be felt within oneself, and as Johann Sebastian
Bach so truly said. If anyone playing my music is not
sufficiently inspired to feel it, better far to leave it

New Material and New Methods in Musical Composition
By the Distinguished English Composer

CYRIL SCOTT

Ambition
Too much ambition is worse than too little. If
doubt this, walk through the neuropathic wards of af
hospital, sanitarium or insane asylum.

This is a question that has no doubt come to |he
minds of musicians all over the country, and w
splendid examples set us by our brother musicians in
England and France will no doubt spur many on to
offer their services to our country and be ready i
necessary to do their bit on the battlefields of France.
But what about the man who for physical or o
reasons cannot do his duty in this way? Surely tnf
are many ways that he can serve and be able to f«e
his heart that he is not a slacker. It goes
ing, that all of us that can will “Buy a bond," an” .
man who can do so and doesn’t is certainly not fl
his bit. Then it is possible to take over the P#1 s
a man who wishes to enlist but who needs the mo^
for some dependents. In one case I know of a
with a class of eighteen pupils who has arrange
f
three of his brother musicians to take over his P
between them. They are only taking one-third
fees and the other two-thirds are given to the en >
man’s mother. Of course some of you will
he should not have enlisted under the circums
,,
but surely, if he is willing to fight and die
■
country, we who stay at home can at least g,v ^.j|
few hours a week, as the gentlemen in lb,s cas
do, to help those left behind.
i,«w
Then again there will be many of us w*1° Wt'|,fr <npupils stop studying on account of father or br0 t0 do
listing. Here, it seems to me, is our real chan
.|,
our bit. Surely we can afford to keep the? P buj
going; in some cases a reduction of fees wd
' as
if this is impossible let us keep them going anyo
our bit in this mighty struggle. It is not l'*echer in
many pupils to any one teacher, but if every
^ s0Ch
the country was to give say two lessons a w
pupils what a splendid work it would be!
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There seem to be periods in the world’s history of
invention when everything goes by leaps and bounds,
arid when discovery follows discovery with the most
astounding rapidity. Indeed, what has the last hundred
years not done for chemistry, mechanics, therapeutics
an(l all forms of inventive activity—there has been
hafrdly a branch of science one can mention without
having.to comment on some wonderful innovation in
one way or another? Even so momentous a matter as
the immortality of the soul can hardly he called an
open question any more, since, for the enlightened and
open-minded, it is accepted as a scientific fact; that is
td say. it can be proved by science as other facts can
of a seemingly more material order. But in the midst
of all these innovations one thing is particularly sig¬
nificant and noticeable, namely, that certain ancient
sciences and arts which were looked upon a little while
ago—when the world was less enlightened—as gross
superstitions, are, now at the present day, coming back
into repute, and receiving the attention of great thinkers
and men of scientific integrity. No longer is such a
thing as Astrology, for instance, banished from the
tforld of thought as unworthy of serious considera¬
tion, nor again are psychometry and clairvoyance and
other occult arts, which in the Victorian agnostic era
received blit the contempt of the savants of that day.
For one thing seems evident, and that is, that when
knowledge arrives at a certain advanced point it em¬
braces once again all manner of factors that were left
behind, and rediscovers as true what at an earlier date
it thought to be false.

[Editor's Note.—Mr. Cyril
uks with Seriabine,
Debussy and others among the
dern of the inuova- -, Schumann, Wagner
and
' ■ Schoenbergs he f? equally gifted
guiea in
m writing. Mr.
.Mr. Scott
is a pmlosophei, iu the broader sense, and while The Etude
"Vt lea?y to accept all of his beliefs, (such for instance
tr7 •F'1’ -vlet
d° not deny any writer of
columns'] tb<? prlvik‘Be of expressing himself freely in these

,
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The Whole Tone Scale
As to the scale which has so come into prominence of
late through its employment by Debussy, this is the
favorite scale of the Siamese, namely the whole-tone,
so that certainly our great French tone-poet did not
invent it, as some people have supposed. Indeed Mus¬
sorgsky was given to making use of this highly oriental¬
sounding succession of intervals, nor was he the first
Russian to rediscover it.
So much then respecting the question of scale: but
it is necessary to add that one or two composers dis¬
pense with tonality altogether in certain of their works
—nay, as far back as Richard Wagner, we notice a
tonality so vague as hardly to be one at all; for the
opening bars of Tristan offer ait instance of this sort
in spite of what pedagogues may try to urge to the

How Music Has Advanced
.Now I allude to all this because the same thing has
obtained in the musical world as it has in the world of
scientific knowledge, and in my book on the Philosophy
of- Modernism (in its connection with music) I even
went so far as to write a chapter entitled The Law
of Periodical Recurrence—and this, because real
progress does not seem to be so much a matter of ad¬
vancement in a straight line, but in a spiral circle in¬
stead: that is to say, the old recurs in conjunction with
% nevy; and recurs, so to speak, each time a little
higher pp on the spiral scale.
„This, in a word then, is what is happening in our
tqusic of to-day, for if we are new we are also in¬
finitely old in one sense of the term; nay, older than
MozSrt or Purcell, who seem perhaps the simplest of
the classics—though after this statement many readers
m!f naturally ask. “In what way are we old?” For to
call the ear-splitting moderns by that epithet seems, to
sav the least, a paradox, and one difficult to adjust to
act itself. And yet nothing is simpler than to set
forward a justification of this paradox, if we will only
[t.. into the matter with deeper scrutiny. And to
ag'tt with, let us regard the question of scale in
roodern music—“scale” meaning, of course, its connectl0n 'vith key and tonality. If we cast our mental eye
over Mozart or Bach or Handel we find these great
composers worked exclusively with what we may call
modem scales—that is, the diatonic, major and minor,
and sometimes the chromatic. But what do we find if
wc ook into the composers of the present day? why,
Jr. uy 'lave revlved a number of ancient modes,
i they freely intersperse with the ordinary ones
?ed a century ago. In other words, you will find our
modern composers freely using lydian. aeolian and
long ignored by their classical forefathers;
lit ,’CSe tbey m'x together according to their fancies,
o* he colors of a patchwork quilt. Nor must we
taint t0 Ine.ntion
result which accrues, for it cerDr y Provides a subtlety of expression, and one so
™fOunced that no longer can we say a composer
tonat’l Cltl?er 'n rnajor or minor, or in any distinct
over' f
. tcvf'r t and this implies a certain throwing
Dre<( f ,m'tat'ons and hence a greater freedom of extnode°n a*togetbler- In fact, wc may rightly say that the
not /n Composer has considerably enlarged his area,
the ** • car^n0> but bv enriching, by bringing back
true it''6"1 dev'ccs int0 ‘he field of modernity: though
VehtikVS't°f cr,urse- that he has discarded certain conotlfe wh’ l • dlat 's discarding of another nature, and
>ch is a prerequisite to all originality.

intrary. We may also mention a later composer,
ough not one of the ultra-modern—and I allude to
lure who adopted a pleasant mannerism in many of
s creations, which consisted of getting as far away
om the orieinal key. and then getting hack to it in as
ort a time as possible—to put the matter colloquially;
if he really desired to retain his tonality hut
arned to discard it at the same time. But I think
is device is solely a characteristic of Faure, pushed at
iy rate to that extent, and assuredly it is a very
"asant and ingenious device, not without a touch of
,mor
Indeed, when blended with a rather Schuannesque accompaniment it suggests the idea that
•humann has lost control over himself and wandered
;r a moment into by-paths of extravagance. But
iinetimes, curiously enough, Faure goes so far back
to the musical past as to adopt a Schubertian acimpanimental figure, and I remember on first hearing
piano piece containing this particular flavor-it is
,me fifteen vears ago now-I was tempted to make the
“Whv It sounds like Schubert gone mad. Here

But let us now scrutinize the counterpoint and poly¬
phonic writing of the past and the present: for to
begin with, I may rightly point out, that after Bach,
counterpoint went out of fashion to a considerable ex¬
tent. In the case of Mozart, for instance, he was far
more prone to writing a melody with a mere accompanimental figure than employing counterpoint, as
bis great predecessor would have done. It would seem,
in fact, that with Bach the contrapuntal school came'to
a climax, and after his decease music relapsed into com¬
parative simplicity. Nor must we forget that for a
considerable time T. S. Bach was practically forgotten,
and it was Mendelssohn who resuscitated him—a debt
the world of music can never hope to repay. True it
is, that Mozart and Beethoven indulged in imitative
figure and phrases which “answered one another,” now
in the treble, now in the bass, now in the inner-parts;
and in the latter Beethoven work? counterpoint was
again manifest, hut we may rightly maintain it only
reached a second climax with Wagner and Strauss,
though this time of a different order, and one ac¬
companied by “seething melody,” a device unemployed
by Bach himself. Thus I may certainly mention the
Fcuersauber in Wagner’s Ring as a remarkable in¬
stance of a certain modern species of contrapuntal
writing, for in this there are three motives going on
simultaneously—the scintillating fire-figure itself, the
slumber-melody placed above, and a third and majestic
motive given out on the brass in the bass. As to Hum¬
perdinck’s Hansel and Gretcl it literally abounds with
almost an incessant conjunction of motives, and it is
well worth studying from this particular point of view,
In brief, the moderns have returned to counterpoint,
hut employ it not so much from the mathematical point
of view of Bach, but from a sensuous point of view,
in order to give enrichment and a certain exalted
voluptuousness, if the phrase be permitted. It would
seem, in fact, that the modern musical mind requires
more many-parted activity than did the post-Bachian
composers ;—in other words, more demand is made upon
the brain, being discontented with merely a melody and
an accompaniment after the manner of Donizetti.
New Rhythms
But now to pass on to rhythm—for this area is heing
very considerably enlarged, and the regularities of our
musical forefathers no longer satisfy the present-day
creator. Nor is it uninteresting to note that this de¬
mand for new rhythms came simultaneously to a
number of composers: heing not a matter of plagiarism,
but of necessity. So long as eighteen years ago Percy
Grainger was experimenting along these lines, when he
had never even heard of Seriabine, nor had I myself
seen a note of that composer, when some eleven years
back I started writing in irregular rhythm. But here
again, the changing of the key signature is an old
device, often to he found in plain-song—though used in
its day with a different purpose—namely, to fit in with
the occasional irregularity of the metre of the par¬
ticular poems set to music. Our own reasons, however,
are to gain greater subtlety, to avoid the obvious, to gain
a greater variety of phrase, or a more erratic species of
figure, giving greater impetuosity as in the last move¬
ment of Ravel’s most remarkable string quartet. Nor
did Wagner fail to use this device, when in the last
act of Tristan he desired to depict his hero’s madness.
All the same it seems strange that we have waited so
long to develop this new rhythmical tendency, and that
the old masters were content with absolute regularity
of measure, seeing its antithesis offers such great pos¬
sibilities. Certain it is that now this innovation in
rhythm has appeared in the musical arena, all com¬
posers of intrinsic modernity are adopting it, including
Debussy in his latter-day Piano Preludes, though before
these I think he “held back” and contented himself with
the more conventional system of time-signature.
Now one might suppose that a time-signature which
altered at almost every bar would be a most noticeable
thing to the listener, and especially to the critic, but
strange to say, although the result is a word-soundihg
music, yet the rhythmic reason for the novel sound
does not appear to make itself evident to the audience.
When my violin sonata (in which practically every
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measure is in a different metre) was first performed
in London not one of the critics mentioned its rhyth¬
mical peculiarities. And the truth is.-irregular rhythm
does not sound peculiar at all, provided its irregularity
be consistent, and' to quote Shakespear there be “a
method in its madness.” Rather does an odd-beat
rhythm persisted in for a number of bars make itself
more noticeable—such as ten eighth notes in a measure
in quick tempo.
Introduce, however, an odd-beat
measure in a number of perfectly regular ones, and
the effect is apt to be strikingly unpleasant. Indeed,
prose and poetry here offer a handy analogy, for as
the irregular sentences of the former afford no sense
of oddness because of their consistent irregularity, so
is it with music. But, taking poetry instead, if in the
middle of a regular-lined verse, a line of prose should
be suddenly introduced, then the shock of the reader
would be very considerable—as considerable as if the
most graceful dancer suddenly began to limp in the
midst of his performance.
All the same the possibilities along the line
of regular rhythm are more than at first meet
the eye, for apart from the gre'ater subtlety
and variety of phrase-creation already alluded
to, it offers also striking structural possibilities,
quite invaluable in forms of large dimensions
—symphonies, symphonic poems and so-forth.
With its aid climaxes can be achieved which
were otherwise not so compelling, and then
also a “calming down” of the most intrinsically
restful nature, by reason of the contrast
afforded by gradually or even suddenly adopt¬
ing regularity—especially when used in con¬
junction with melodiousness.

AUGUST Ml
their tenuity are rendered unpleasant to modern ears.
But the interesting part of their resetting, this placing
of old songs in a new guise, is the fact that they are
by dexterous harmonization endowed with an entirely
new tonality (or in many cases an absence of tonality),
very novel, agreeable and noteworthy. This detonalization. in fact, of the most tonal melodies, is one very
striking and pleasing characteristic of the modem
harmonic system, for without extravagance one may
say a too obvious tonality is a limitation. Indeed with
modern harmonic inventiveness at our fingers ends it
seems possible to take the same phrase and without
altering one single note set it in a number of keys—or
absence of keys, for that matter—a thing which was
practically unheard of a number of years ago.
It is, however, impossible to go into all the intricacies
of present-day harmonic methods, especially in an
article of this kind, and one very definite reason for
giving up such an attempt is the fact that modern
harmony has come to a stage when it has almost
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savants more busy than hitherto they have-bee
the strides in inventiveness are literally Gargantu’ °r
the present time.
As already said, of all tk **
harmony has made the most progress, or at any ^
developed greater complexities. As to orchestral ^
must content myself with just a few words resoeu”
this in concluding my present article.
P ln?

1

Berlioz, Wagner, Strauss
Now we may safely say that Berlioz was the fi
great orchestrationalist; to be followed by Wagner j
Strauss later on
Berlioz was. in fact, an experi
talist, and just a little too much so to be a comodsur
of the very first rank; for experimentalism comes fri”
the brain, while great music comes from the soul-V
former being external, the latter essential. Neverth'
less, Berlioz did a great work, and his illustrious
lowers owed him an unpayable debt; since he invented
what, for the want of a better term, we call tone-cob
and therefore we may rightly regard him as the in¬
ventor of the modern orchestra. Being discon¬
tent with the limited orchestras of his prede¬
cessors he added to the number of orchestfal
players, and Wagner and Strauss still follow¬
ing his example (Wagner demanded six harps
for his Ring) we got our giant orchestra ot
the present day; while to this Scriabine ahd
others add the organ to increase the volume
of sound. It must be stated, however, that for
a long time the organ was eschewed in con¬
junction with the orchestra, as the more aca¬
demic orchestrationalists declare it did not blend
well with the brass—a fallacy, however, as the
majestic finale of Scriabine’s Prometheus cohclusively show's. But even the employment of
Modern Harmonic Methods
the organ is not enough for the modern com¬
We cannot however dwell on this interest¬
poser, and w'e find Igor Stravinsky adding the
ing problem any. longer, but must pass on to a
piano to his orchestra, as also the considerable
survey- of modern harmonic methods—these
use of the celesta, while Percy Grainger em¬
being so marked a characteristic of modernity
ploys every species of percussion instrument,
and ultra-modernity. It would seem that when¬
in the form of bells, xylophone and so forth.
ever polyphony reaches its height in music
And yet, already we notice the reaction set¬
there goes along with it harmonic inventive¬
ting in, for other ultra-modern composers are
ness; that is, if we may judge from J. S, Bach’s
beginning to employ far smaller orchestras
achievements in this direction, for there are the
altogether—not so much merely diminishing
most arresting harmonies in the prelude to the
their numbers, as using a different combination
great G minor organ Fugue, and also in the
of instruments. Indeed, it would seem as .if
opening chorus of St. Mathews Passion, as
along this particular line we may expect great
well as in many of the chorals. There seem,
developments in the near future, and I may
in fact, to exist two species of harmonies, viz.,
mention the Dutch composer Van Dieren, who
harmonies resulting from moving parts, and
constitutes his small orchestra out of a number
harmonies, so to speak, pure and simple—
of
soloists, and so produces a species of glori¬
homophony in contradistinction to polyphony.
fied chamber music.
The Prelude of Bach referred to contains the
Although the chorus can hardly be termed
latter species, while the opening chorus of the
orchestral, yet here again we find revolutions,
Mathew Passion contains the former. And yet,
and many remarkable employments of the vocal
curiously enough after Bach the Great, har¬
DANSE ORIENTALS.
element are to be met with in modern music.
monic invention went the way of all flesh for
The Influence of oriental music and oriental rhythms uDon modem
Debussy has used singers without giving them
music is most pronounced. Debussy has openly paid UdbotetaU
a time; for Mozart, Beethoven and Schubert
and it is said that Mousourgsky was particularly attentive t),
u
any words to sing, likewise has Percy Grainger,
were no intrinsic harmonists, and only with
tion from the Hast. Mr. leott, in the accompanvinc irtiHe
and so attained some striking effects. Nav, one
no mention of this although many of his own eomposit?Sii%m orT
Wagner, preluded by Chopin, can we say har¬
ental in name and character. Bantock, Strauss, Liza Lehmann Pel ‘
may
safely presage, there is a great future or
monic inventiveness came once more into ex¬
i'ian David nud many others have striven for an oriental flavo- tr>"
vocal writing, and let anyone but hear the trej
their works. Groups of oriental musicians and dMcers^mnnontiv
istence—though Schumann contributed a cer¬
made nomadic tours of Europe. Indeed, their presence oil the com?
mendous effect produced by a combination o
tain limited amount in this direction.
The
nent dates many hundreds of years back. There is little donht tw
four soli male voices, with chorus and °rc e?
Spanish music was influenced much more by the music of thiiLrthat
truth is, structure and melody had for the time¬
than by that of the Gypsies as is ordinaril/supposed °f th* Moors
tra and sixty guitars, as are to be foun •
being gained the field, and with the temporary
Grainger’s “Father and Daughter,” and
oblivion of Bach harmony took a back seat in the
ears will be opened to possibilities quite
great musical arena. But, as a reaction seems to follow
reached the boundary of description. As soon as we
dreamt of hitherto.
all things great and small, one may safely say we are in
can find a C and a C& in the same chord, we have gone
Such then are the new material and methods t
the midst of that reaction at the present time—nay,
beyond dominant 13ths and other numerical descrip¬
ployed
in
modern composition, and they are maw ^
there is not a composer worthy of the name who does
tions. and must needs invent new nomenclature and ex¬
diverse, branching out in all directions, gatheftnS •
not, whatever he may write, attempt to be harmonically
planation. 1 can only refer my readers therefore to a
the old to form the new; for there is nothing
interesting, and should he pen the most modest song or
very remarkable and instructive analytical work bv
the world of art, as in the greater world ot
^
piano piece he is no longer content with a mere melody
Dr. Eaglefield Hull, entitled "Modern Harmony,” for
and what seems to sink into sleep only does so
and an accompaniment, but must needs, and rightly so.
the gaining of a deeper insight in this matter.’ For
time, coming up new again in a future day.
pepper the latter with as original a harmonization as
herein Dr. Hull has set himself the prodigious task of
he can bring to bear on the subject. Nor are we per¬
analyzing, explaining and classifying the harmonic de¬
mitted to forego the “defects of the qualities,” for
vices of latier-day ultra-modern composers. One is, in
Non Plus Ultra
^
some composers are unfortunately all harmony and
fact, tempted to wonder who are the cleverer, those
Every now and then the writer or composer
nothing else. Scriabine, for instance, in his latter days,
who invent the devices themselves or the analyst who
who announces that he has written the mos
seems to have become so obsessed with harmony as a
invents the explanations for them, for there is no
piece for the piano. In 1807 a composer'narn
^
basis for structure, that he unblushingly wrote whole
gainsaying that these latter are masterpieces of
wrote a sonata called Non plus Ultra. which
^
movements on one unusual chord of his own invention,
genuitv.
®‘
genuitv One
One thing
thing, however
however, "iV
is brought through tms
posed to indicate that mechanical difficulty c°u
^
invert.ng it m all possible ways, and surrounding it
fact
student’!’mind
* always
!?Ugh ®ls
fact to
to the
the student’s
mind, nnmdAwl
namely, that it is
the
further. It seems needless to say that the P
with a series of different musical figures. But in spite
composer who, out of his own soul, culls original delong since been forgotten. The following y*a sonata
of these contrivances the result, alas, is a certain
vices, impelled to good taste by his artistic instincts
whose memory has proved less fading. wror7.(ra
monotony, and a longing on the part of the listener for
while it is the metier of the musical savant to find
called Plus Ultra, dedicated to Non
,ffi'uity a
the introduction of an entirely new and contrasting
explanations
and
justifications
for
those
devices
after
element.
Music that is written with the idea of
Qne js rewards
Certain it is that the composers themselves
little else is certainly doomed to oblivi°nA
It wdll have become noticeable to many students and
ne\er thought at the time of their creativeness, whether
minded o’f the story attributed to Sidney
piece
music-lovers that much activity is taking place in con¬
they were writing “passing notes,” “auxiliary notes”
young lady approached him and told him1
cCgld
nection with the resuscitation of old folk-songs, and
organ points” or what not; all these names having
she had just played was so difficult tha
is
this with the idea of resetting them to new harmonies,
been supplied by savants in the course of musical
hardly play it. the Cynic said, “My °n_L
and ridding them of those archaisms which through
history. The present age, however, will keep these
that it was not so difficult that it was imp°s
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Playing Close to the Keys Versus the High Finger Stroke
By LeROY B. CAMPBELL
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Articles in support of high-finger-raising, highfinger-stroke and stroke with after pressure for the
purpose of strengthening the fingers are becoming more
and more scarce in the light of the modern ideas on
technic. Yet, from t;*T|p tr> H*™*
find some
pianist or teacher supporting these ideas. Semi-occasionally someone insists on beginning pupils with such
exercises. Only last week I read an article which pro¬
voked this present discussion, emphasizing both the
high-finger-stroke and the use of these movements for
the first lessons.
All of my early teachers, both American and
European, insisted that I should use the high-fingerstroke. From the very beginning it appealed to me as
unnatural and inconsistent, so I have always rebelled
against it and have spent no little time in finding argumeats in proof of my stand. In my later study not a
few teachers have strongly advised me to practice the
high-fmger-stroke, yet when I have demanded a scienlific reason for such practice'no real reason has ever
been forthcoming. I might say that I am still eager to
read or hear a good scientific argument in favor of the
high-raised-finger practice. The argument, however,
must not be of the usual weak type, vis., because some
great teacher twenty-five or thirty years ago strongly
advised such practice. It must be supported by science
or at least savor of consistency.
Technical work that suited the easy actions of the
early piano or harpsichord may have been good for
those instruments, but conditions have changed, andwhat was once very good has now lost its usefulness.
Lincoln was a great man. He once said an excellent
wav to get from Hodgenville, Ky.. to Lexington was
to ride on the log sleds. That was all true enough in
his day, but not at the present time, because conditions
have changed.

is invariably very slow and stodgy in motion, while the
Japanese juggler who handles only light clubs or balls
is very quick and nimble.
Corollary—the fingers should be trained for light¬
ness, agility and quickness, not for strength.
ist. The fingers of the “would be” pianist should
receive at least as much scientific judgment and fine
discriminating care as the-mechanic gives to his machinery. The scientific mechanic uses every possible
means to reduce all waste motion, all useless tension,
all waste force—in a word, he reduces all friction to a
minimum.
The high-finger-stroke wastes motion,
makes useless tension and in nearly every case wastes
force on the key-bed.
•2d The aim of the piano student should be directed
to the securing of an independent, energetic, firm, but
light finger motion near the key. All heavy tones can
be made by the use of controlled-weight. As the arm
balances nicely over the keys, giving a slightly con-

drawn into sympathetic action and the law governing
independence is broken.
The Cause and the Cure feir Lack of Independence
in the Fingers
To illustrate by concrete example. Suppose we wish
to strike a key into tone by the high-raised-finger
method, which tone, let us assume, demands six ounces
of muscular energy. The student has already become
a slave to the sympathetic-muscular condition to such
an extent that, as he strikes with a third class lever the
above mentioned tone, at least two unneeded muscles
spring into sympathy. It takes four ounces of muscular
energy for each of these two unneeded muscular con¬
tractions. or eight ounces for both. These two un¬
needed muscles now, in their contracted state, take up
the room which the needed muscle should have had
for its contraction, so the needed muscle must not only
call on its initial six ounces but must force each of
these unneeded muscles aside in otMer to make room
for its own contraction. This takes at least three
ounces of energy for each of the unneeded muscles,
or six ounces altogether. Add this six ounces to the
eight ounces used to contract the unneeded muscles and
we have fourteen ounces of unnecessary energy. This
procedure, as one can easily see. throws many pounds
of unnecessary friction into the playing mechanism
during the playing of any composition.
How would you avoid it? Simply by playing all tones
near or above six ounces by using at least four ounces
of controlled-weight and then calling on the small third
class levers (the finger muscles) for about two ounces
for the sake of clear articulation. A two ounce finger
stroke will not provoke the neighboring muscles into
sympathy if the person has developed even a slight
degree of relaxation-feeling.

Opposed to High-Finger-Raising in the First Lessons
Playing in Spite of Excess Friction
Let us first consider the idea of beginning the child
with raised or active finger motions in the first lessons,
this procedure does not appeal to me for the following
reasons:
/Sj PJychol°gy states the case very clearly in these
words, How important for the wise control of motions
“.'he,case °f the young, that the teacher be acquainted
»ith the fact that the members nearest the brain, such
ts the shoulder motions, should be developed before
hnVr?”tS *3r removed from the brain, such as the
the beginning, the arm from the shoulder to
o nger-joint is, to say the least, neither very grace• ,nor ”nd5r control. It is not alive to what one
g call piano motion. How inconsistent therefore
seems to begin the child’s technical work with finger
uha!°nSf a str'.vinS t0 add the most difficult and finest
.... e, of technic, viz., finger movements, on the end of
of awkward arm.
„A ' *le s'mPlest. most fundamental principles of
Z£0gy are broken by the use of the high-fingerla? tv, beglnnin- material.
motion-• S1.mple should precede the complex. (Arm
motions !"vo ,!n& two muscles are simple, while finger
(bl u? ,
ng many muscles are complex.)
considered*3 CS COme brst and then the parts should be
Pteced/t? known (joints nearest the brain) should
^ brain 1 6 Unl<n0Wn ^finger-joints far removed from
10 devd?11?*1 more consistent, therefore, it would seem,
arm whir?
3 fen simPle exercises a fore- and uppert0 Piano
".ou d be graceful under control and alive
of DerfoM°jIOn' an<! tben on the end of this two feet
technic v' ^ macllinery add this finer phase of
Let us «’ acute hnger motions,
linger strr i,0* turn *or a moment to the high-raised
For speed>e \t general as used for—what shall I say?
the sloWf
N°' because the higher the finger raises
but the mn°ne must p'a-v- For strength? Perhaps,
slower and
stfen?th above normal one adds, the
,rainer fQr
n'mble one’s fingers become. Even the
v<rv carefii 'ftlC eYents where agility is a factor is
amount
1
, t his subjects add only a limited
muscle. The strong man in the vaudeville

LeRoy B. Campbell.
trolied weight-impulse to them, the highly sensi'ive
fingers should he used for the purpose of articulation.
i. e., for making each tone sparkle, as it were.
3d, The ideal muscular condition of the fingers (ideal
because the minimum of contraction would be main¬
tained) is where a certain muscle or muscles may be
adequately used for a certain act, while those muscles
not needed shall remain quiet or relaxed. Let us see
how this law would be preserved when using the highfinger-stroke on a fairly loud tone.
Remember that the finger in making its stroke repre¬
sents mechanically a “lever of the third class.” namely,
one in which the power is applied between the fulcrum
and the weight. Just as when a man approaches a
ladder (weight) leaning against a wall, places his hand
(the power) up a rung and pulls the weight toward
him the ground acting as a fulcrum. The finger-joint
is the “fulcrum” in this case, the pull of the muscle
on the inside of the finger is the “power.” and the
resistance encountered by the tip of the finger as it
strikes the key is the “weight.” As everyone who has
a smattering of mechanics knows, a lever of the third
class is the least efficient of all levers in regard to
power, but very favorable in regard to speed. Now
when one attempts to use an undue amount of force
or tension with the small muscles which produce the
stroke of the fingers, other neighboring muscles are

How is it then that many learn to play who use the
high-finger-stroke? Many simply practice the high
stroke and then practice enough more natural motions
on pieces, etudes, etc., to overcome the resulting had
habits and most of the bad muscular conditions accru¬
ing from the high-stroke exercises.
Others simply
force the resultant muscular conditions into subjection
and play in spite of the sympathetic muscles; this re¬
quires about twice as many hours practice as would be
necessary otherwise.
This plan is similar to that of a man who might have
iron balls chained to his feet and then work up enough
muscle to run in spite of the encumbrance. The man
could run, but only at the cost of much exercise to
maintain the extra muscle, while the running would
not be very satisfactory to himself or to his friends.
The high-finger-stroke as consistent with the laws
of “action and reaction” is just as unscientific, but
space will not permit us at this writing to discuss this
phase. Again, as applied to the “laws of habit.” the
high-finger-stroke fails because one is sure by such
practice to contract the habit of excess motion, which
habit must, of course, be overcome in actual playing.
No artist raises the fingers high in playing.
It may also be asked “How about certain pupils who
seem to have a sluggish extensor muscle (the muscle
which raises the finger) ?”
I have found that about one student in eight needs
a tonic to bring more life and quickness to the extensor
muscle, and for these I simply use a most scientific ex¬
ercise which never fails of its purpose. The exercise
is MacDonald Smith’s “full contraction exercise.”
This exercise consists in raising the finger as high as
possible. This purely gymnastic exercise fully con¬
tracts the extensor muscle by squeezing all the blood
from the muscle into the veins while the artery blood,
which has been held momentarily in check, flushes the
entire muscle the instant the extctisor muscle is relaxed.
This also develops a relaxation feeling which assists in
independence of the fingers more than any other factor.
This exercise of MacDonald Smith’s brings the neces¬
sary tone and health to the extensor muscle by use of,
say. four such contractions of each finger performed
not more than three times a day. These few full con-
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tractions accomplish all that could be desired in giving
health, vigor and therefore quickness to the small
raise which the finger makes in real playing, without
the accompanying bad effects as found in the pro¬
longed practice of the raised-finger-stroke.
Simply
eight or twelve raises of the finger a day as required
by the MacDonald Smith exercise are not enough to
influence a habit of excess height in finger motion, as
is the case in the high-finger-stroke which makes
hundreds of useless half contractions a day. Supple¬
ment these exercises by use of repeated-note studies
and by practicing passages or scales by use of two
qbick taps, e. g..

H H 0
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The Element of Control in Striking a Key
Into Tone
It may be noted that the high-finger-stroke, as the
words imply, strikes the key. How can one exercise
any degree of fine control over a tool which he thus
strikes? Does the carpenter draw back and strike the
saw handle when wishing to use this tool?' Does he
draw back and strike any tool which he wishes to use?
Does he not rather approach gradually the tool and
when very near the tool add the necessary impulse for
the desired work to be accomplished? This is exactly
what all workmen do who wish to bring any element
of control to the tool which they desire to use. If this
is true with tools doing rather coarse work it is ten
times more needed in the use of the piano key, which
is a tool between the student and the tone. Therefore
do not practice a system whereby you strike the tool,
but rather use enough graceful motion to gather
momentum fas in the case of the man with the billiard
cue, where he makes several motions toward the ball
simply to get up an easy momentum before he delivers
the stroke to the ball. This is also seen in the batsman
in base ball and in many other similar cases, and then .
when near the key. add the desired impulse by use of
controlled-weight mixed with as little finger muscle as
possible in order to accomplish the desired end.
Those who have investigated in acoustics will find
that this manner of depressing the key satisfies all the
demands for producing the best possible tone, since it
preserves an elastic cushion-like condition in the imme¬
diate vicinity of the key, while the high-raised-fingerstroke satisfies all the demands for making a hard unsympathetic tone, since it uses an unyielding acutelv
contracted muscular condition near the key.
Here follows a few opinions upon this question from
men of unquestionable authority:

AU&VST]91:
system is naturally the elimination of all superfluous
friction.
For years I tried to learn to play and teach under
the old system, i but only after finding the modern
principles did I' learn to play easily and with good
tone. My pupil’s progress under the later principles
has materially improved and that with only two-thirds
the practice formerly required. The reason for this
is naturally in the reduction of friction.
Every teacher or serious student of whom I know
that has placed himself with open mind where he has
heard these modern principles has become an ardent
follower of the same. The logic and consistency of the
idea invariably proves a compelling force, and the in¬
dividual very soon finds himself in the company, which,
while five years ago was only a handful, now has grown
to include by far the majority of teachers and students
in our country.
The only persons who cannot be reached are those
like the persecutors of the old astronomer Galilleo.
They were trying him because of his disturbing ideas
on astronomy. His defense was simple and direct,
“All I ask is that you simply look through my tele¬
scope and see for yourselves.” The persecutors re¬
fused to look and, of course. Galilleo lost his case.
The truth of his discoveries however remained and
later came into its own.

In Europe Carreno studied with Mathia
stein. Her wonderful personal beauty and*t ^
intelligence, combined with her virtuositv m a ^
immediate. In 1872 in Edinborough V
S“tB»
of Meyerbeer’s “The Hugenots” was bejPerfor%a
as a celebration of the birthday 0f Oul!f ^
The manager, Mapleson, was greatly dismal
short time before that the singer who was to5
important role of the queen was ill. Carrefi h
never posed as a singer prepared for the roViT
days and sang it with such great success t!,!
determined to give up piano playing and
*
singer. In 1873 Carreno married the violinist Sj
Sauret, and lived ,n America for some time aP
separation from Sauret she married the Italian *
singer. Giovanni Tagliapietra. While in VenZt
with an opera company managed by her husband &
reno was suddenly called upon to act as conductorl
This she did with great success. In 1892, after t
d?a*h °f ma,g lap,etra' she married the Pianist
d Albert. This union was not a happy one, and
Carreno again married Arturo Tagliapietra (brother
of Giovanni Tagliapietra), in 1902, and has lived happily for the past fifteen years.
Of Carreno’s children, one Emilita Sauret-Tausdw
is a brother-in-law of Mme. Gadski. Her husband m
a captain in the German army' and is now a prisow
in England. Terisita Carreno Tagliapietra-Blois ispianist, is married to an Englishman. Giovanni Tagliapietra, Jr., is an opera singer educated in Italy live |
in Germany, but considers himself an American. Hera
d'Albert and Eugenia d'Albert, daughters of tlte ScotchGerman pianist, live in Germany, and are regarded as
Germans. Mme. Carreno always said: "I am a Yankee
I have lived in the United States almost all my life
and no man can say things against it in my presence
I love it as the greatest country in all the world.”
As a teacher Carreno had many brilliant pupils, the
most notable of whom was Edward MacDowell. A;
a composer she has been credited with writing ike
national hymn of Venezuela. However, it appears
that the hymn used as a national hymn in that coun¬
try was written by Jose Landaeta. Carreno did, how¬
ever, write much delightful piano music. Some of her
pieces are used quite extensively. (Basket of Florn,
Mi Terisita, Springtime.)
With all her remarkable versatility, Carreno was first
and foremost a pianist. There are many who contend
that she was the greatest pianist of her sex. Her
brilliant technic and her invariable good taste, com¬
bined with her Latin fire, made everything that she did
at the keyboard of infinite interest. Those who knew
her will never forget her great kindliness, her rate
personal charm and her fine common sense. She«
as simple and unaffected as any country school teacher,
but at the same time her conversation was as brilliant
and significant as the queen of the salon.
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High School Credits in Texas

without the molSentumlfter'across
nsrVr"ng'a^ThFfaT"^ ^>'u°wlU nw^te^bl^to-«£ke them
are merefy deluibng themsH^H~ h0Ke who thlnk
BREITn.Im?"g<‘ra remaln in close contact with the keys."—
"Fingers should always lie close to the keys"—Iiszr

Mme. Teresa Carreno
It is with the deepest regret that The Etude is com
pelled to print this notice of the death of Mme Teresa
Carreno—Tagliapietra. Our esteem for this great art-

teaches us to use the lingers delicately WithiJtuk force
fngPinst^d their'delica
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This results In no waste motion of anv kind no loss of
S'0ate8t po88lbl* conservation of
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My reasons for championing the ideas set forth in
this article are based upon a prolonged experience both
>n the high-finger principle and later in the modern
idea, viz., of playing with the least amount of muscular
contraction compatible with the end in view which

THEWaFST[SOn'ligth,a"d her association with the work of
The Etude at different times was so valued that we
are at loss to express ourselves in eulogy at this mo¬
ment. It is somewhat significant that the Tnno •
Of T„ Etude should .p£, J, ££ £
the musical world. It was a message f„li
,
artistic importance and enlivened by her fine spirit'
and good humor.
y
*ne spints
Teresa Carreno was born at Caracas
,
December 22 1853. Her father was formerly S
of Finance of Venezuela and a relative of the great
'bfe;a,0r’ S'mo" Bolivar. She was musical from heJ
infancy. At the age of six her family was driven
from South America by a revolution, in New York
she studied with Gottschalk and made her debuTai the
age of nine at the New York Academy of Muric
The manager upon that occasion decamped whh lli
the profits and left the Carreno familySed It U
a noteworthy fact that Carreno plaved at tin- WK-.
wXn.f°r President LincoIn and recer>tly for President

The secretary of the Corsicana, . Texas. Mfc*
Teachers’ Association reports the following interest®?
facts to The Etude.
Since so much attention u
directed toward the giving of High School Credits:
music students the following report will doubtless t
of interest to many:
.
“This year the High School of Corsicana. Texa&
inaugurated the plan of giving credits for music
done under the direction of private teachers compo
the Corsicana Music Teachers’ Association.
,
“The work consists of a four years’ course'
plied music and theory, for which two nign ^
credits are given toward a requirement ot
^
credits for graduation. At the end of the l'rst.s.
a practical examination was held under two we - ^
musicians, both music teachers, who were chose ^
out-of-town. The theoretical examination wa>
under the supervisor of music.
.,
“The outcome was most successful, no fai 3 , ^
recorded. In order to arrive at the real value ^
work the music teachers asked the opim°n5 jiusmost concerned—the High School Principal, tn
Supervisor, the Board of Examiners and the p
“From each source were received expres*^
hearty endorsement of the plan as resulting
Lj
memory work, more uniform advancement. ^ ^
interest, regularity of practice, and accuracy
part of the pupil.
. Teachf
“With such results the Corsicana Music ^
Association feels assured of the continual . /
system of the consequent advancement ot
music standards for pupils and teachers.
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How Shall I Play Phrases Properly?
With Special Illustrations Taken from Modern Editions of Beethoven’s Sonatas

By DR. HENRY G. HANCHETT
It can hardly be said that there is at present any
dearth of editions of the Beethoven Sonatas. Some
publisher upon occasion puts forth a fresh venture
along this line and each new editor fancies himself
bound to contribute original comments and emendations.
In this way markings have multiplied, till the old
editions now wear an almost bare and antiquated
appearance.
But mere increase of marks is not the whole story—
the signs have actually been changed. The uninitiated
student is mildly shocked upon discovering that in
many recent editions the guides to interpretation are
not always Beethoven’s own signs, but may be even
radically different, introduced as the notion of some
performer—perhaps a high authority, possibly a mere
upstart. In careful editions, Beethoven’s own markings,
if changed, may be preserved in footnotes or dis¬
tinguished from editorial signs by typographical
peculiarities. Quite often an edition leaves one entirely
unable to discover what marks Beethoven inserted and
what are mere editorial suggestions, and the same is
sometimes true even of the notes themselves. Let us
examine some of the phrasings.
Of late a singular confusion has arisen in the use
by musicians of the word phrase. The obvious defin¬
ition of a phrase is: all the notes under one slur. That
is really the whole story; simple, clear, correct. Phras¬
ing has always meant and means now the expression
of the grouping of successive tones, especially the
melodic tones. If we wish to judge a performer’s
phrasing we compare his interpretation with the in¬
dications of slurs, staccatoes and rests in the notes.
Does the player put slight stress upon the first note
under the slur, connect the notes covered by the slur,
and clip the last note of the phrase sufficiently to de¬
tach it from what follows? If so, he phrases correctly.
What is a Phrase?
But unfortunately the word phrase has been recently
subjected to some strain in the effort to make it serve
as the name for a clause. That quite modern study,
musical analysis, has been in dire need of terms. A
distinction has been attempted between phrasing and
articulating.
The authorities in the subject have
noted in music something akin to the sentences of
language. As a designation for these the term periods
nas been generally accepted. For one subdivision of a
period the term section has found favor, although there
P as y®1 no agreement upon its technical definition.
u, pel"lods break up into a variety of subdivisions,
“ still other terms are needed to designate small
Portions. The word phrase, already in use both in
• US1C and language, seemed available, and our authors
but^r efable numbers have attempted to utilize it;
,?° . {hey are quite unable to agree as to its exact
PP ication. No one to-day can mark off a portion of
usical period so that it shall conform to the definn ot a phrase given by any considerable number of
Pr.e,nt authorities. Writers simply agree in trying to
to
f WOrd out
'ts established relations and uses,
'n a v3®116 and wholly unnecessary new
/er' het us examine the authorities.
• schni 0ng tbem none W'H he valued higher for careful
al arsh'P than Elson’s Dictionary, whose author,
telU*S
,ing 'n m>nd what words ought to mean,
sensed6'611*161688 w*lat tlley do mean when the two
„Phr are not quite in accord. He says:
Hoa. T- A sh,ort musical sentence: a musical thought or
division lVv„nLse,ln,muslc ™ay be regarded, as a dependent
“Phrastnn
li?‘“ in a poem.
•^tlons -pi. Dividing the musical sentences Into rhythmical
..“Srefioa. APunctuation
music.
complete but not an independent musical
Us,'d In music u”usl£al Period. The word is very vaguely
jf .
11 is often applied to a semi-phrase.”
a sectio°m tbe a,1°ve quotation we get the idea that
iitimateVh P3rt of a Phrase, the next will as strongly
later one a*ia sect‘on is composed of phrases, while
°n that S .
sh°w that as yet there is no agreement
'I'hra mattCr' Dunstan’s Cyclopaedic Dictionary says :
Pl'an a Mot, A term variously used by different writers to
SentenV Sub-section, a Section or even a Complete
®wnite musical .'i A Phrase Is perhaps best defined as a
h^P'ete in t» .,fthn,'Jlir V idea, or as a passage of melody
® tength from
nd "Jihro'-n in continuity. It may vary
°ui two or three notes to a whole section,”

msnuwif0]1!.8 A’0?1-—Dr. Henry G. Hanchett is known to
c"” ,“f the readers of The Etude through his articles and
knnwBhn^ls b00ks up.°“ pianoforte playing. Many do not
nDi,o;f
.r .er;, that, he is, a gifted and splendidly schooled
rtountcu
ha,” Siven lengthy courses in recital form,
twifccJ the discussion of the Boethoveu Sonata*. It is
hXZ U esp;c‘?ny interesting to Enina readers to get a
V r.'.'ncui t H‘ suy,ect of "Phrasing" through I)r. HanB1;eettthovenOUIoh««faS0n
?f
*'
Mason, Dr. Hanchett i. t_
past as well as the present.]
u The following definitions from different portions of
“Complete Musical Analysis,” by A. J. Goodrich, show
both the true and false conceptions of a phrase, the first
using the word for what should be called a clause, a
portion of a period, and the second defining it in its
proper or executive sense. But the first definition lugs
in the idea of the metrical subdivisions of music—a
very rejil thing, but as distinct from the structural sub¬
divisions into periods, sections and clauses, as are both
from the executive division into phrases (properly
understood), and the formal divisions into movements,
subjects, episodes, codas, etc. Mr. Goodrich tells us
that:
“A complete musical sentence or period Is divided, firstly,
into two equal parts called Sections, and, secondly, into
subdivisions called Phrases. The period therefore contains
two sections, four phrases and eight measures.
“Phrasing is chiefly influenced by the slur. The slur tells
just how many tones are to he connected, and whore the
disconnection or punctuation is to occur. • » • t|w.
commencement of each slur is to be somewhat accented to
indicate the beginning of a phrase or period.”
After two definitions stating that phrases are smaller
than sections it will now be in order to quote two im¬
plying that sections are smaller than phrases. The
first is from the much quoted Dictionary of Stainer
and Barrett.
“Two motives form a section. A simple phrase consists
generally of two sections."
The next is from a work on “Musical Notation and
Terminology,” by Gehrkans, who says:
"A Phrase is a short musical thought (at least two
measures in length). The typical phrase is four measures
long. The two-measure phrase is often called a section.”
Mathews: “How to Understand Music,” puts it thus:
“The simple period consists of two similar sections. Eacli
of these sections, again, consists in genera) of two phrases."
Goetschius: ‘‘Lessons in Music Form,” is generally
regarded as .authoritative. It is difficult to put its
teaching on this matter clearly into a brief excerpt,
and the quotations that follow are presented in an
order opposite to that of their appearance in the book.
The author must not be understood to mean that a
Melodic Motive is longer than a Phrase, but exactly
the opposite. He states that the Motive is a longer
section than a Figure, his Motive being apparently what
others would call a Section, and smaller than a Phrase.
Motive is a particularly unhappy term to thus lug into
structural analysis. The word implies germinal quali¬
ties, and belongs wholly to formal analysis.
Mr.
Goetschius says:
“Tbe term phrase is equivalent to ‘sentence,’ and repre¬
sents the smallest musical section that expresses a complete
idea. A phrase in the great majority of cases covers exactly
four measures.
“Melodic Motive or Phrase-Member. This is a somewhat
longer section, compounded of two or more figures. Melodic
motives differ In '-" “’ '.*
plete phrase usu
more) motives.”
Webster’s Dictionary favors the small phrase thus:
“Phrase. A short clause or portion of a period. A com¬
position consists first of sentences or periods : these are sub¬
divided into sections, and these into phrases."
Shepard, in his “Harmony Simplified,” speaks for
the large phrase.
“A phrase is a more or less complete musical thought.
Phrases are usually of two. four, or eight measures. A
phrase of two measures Is technically called a section.
Moore’s “Encyclopedia of Music” probably antedates
the idea that phrases are structural portions of periods.
It says:
“Phrase. Any regular and symmetrical group of notes
which commence and complete the intended expression.
In his “Encyclopaedic Dictionary of Music,” Riemann,
who is perhaps the chief disturber of settled thought
on this subject, does not introduce the words phrase
or section as headings, but under Phrasing he says:
“Marking off of the phrases, i. e.. of the natural, and
more or less self-contained members of musical
thoughts.”
. „ .
Carpe’s “Grouping, Articulating and Phrasing” is a

book that may be consulted, but that gives no concise
quotable definition that can be inserted here.
From the above quotations it is clear that most of
the authors were influenced to some extent by thinking
of a phrase in relation to a period, and thus failed to
express the simple fact that a phrase in music is
primarily a melodic group of tones selected by the
composer arbitrarily, and indicated by a slur. It is
most unfortunate that anyone should have attempted
to divert the word from its established meaning,
especially since we have the word clause available,
similar in sound, sense and size, as well as in literary
application, defined by Webster as “a subordinate
portion or a subdivision of a sentence,” and a word
having no established musical attachment from which
it must be divorced in order to assign it as a name for
a part of a period. But whatever else a phrase may be
defined to be, every musical artist will at once recog¬
nize that it is a melodic group of tones which the
composer indicates by a slur.
Unreliable Phrases
We are now prepared to appreciate the real calamity,
growing out of this confusion with regard to the force
and meaning of the phrase, that has befallen Beethoven,
Chopin and other great composers. The printed phrase
markings are in all stages of unreliability, as may be
seen by examining a short passage in a few successive
editions.
Sonata Op. ,?/, No. 3, L. van Beethoven
Original Notation as Certified by Mandyczewski on
Authority of Nottebohm

The first Litolff edition in this particular passage
differed only in having “Ped. Ped.” in the first two
measures; the dotted line after “ritard,” shortened by
one measure; "cresc,” printed one measure later; and
a slur added over the last four sixteenth notes—a
change in phrasing.
The Reinecke edition, usually very careful, partic¬
ularly in preserving the Beethoven original where any
changes in the notes themselves are suggested, changes
the phrasing in the above excerpt by writing a slur
over the last four sixteenth notes and the next follow¬
ing eighth note, without showing that the slur is an
addition.
The Von Billow edition has:
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Here, in addition to pedaling, fingering, annotating,
“tranquillo,” and harmless accents (fully provided by
Beethoven in his liars and slurs), we have extra and
decidedly questionable slurred staccato notes in first,
second and seventh measures, a very had slur in seventh
measure the effect of which is to annul Beethoven’s
phrasing, although his marks are allowed to stand,
and the added slur over the last five notes shown.
Double slurring, as shown in the seventh measure,
must always lie meaningless—one or the other phrasing
may be expressed by the performer, not both. It is
impossible at the same time to connect and detach two
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tones. The editor probably means to say that he thinks
he can improve upon Beethoven’s phrasing.
The present writer based his extensive courses of
Beethoven readings upon the excellent Epstein edition
(now out of print), which gives the passage we are
examining as below. Usually the edition carefully
shows all differences from the original, but while
metronome, pedal and other marks are distinguished,
as stated in the foot notes, there are the slurred
staccato notes in the seventh, and the slur in the
eighth measure with nothing to show that they are not
Beethoven’s.
The Epstein edition has:

anticipates Beethoven’s “cresc” by one measure,
and the extension of the slur is perfectly mean¬
ingless, because the accompanying dots call for the
detachment of the notes. The line over first note of
seventh measure is nothing but an additional slur
which can have no additional effect, but the -second
slur plays havoc with Beethoven’s phrasing, changing
his terminals, E natural and G, into connected notes.
In the eighth measure, by breaking the ligatures of
the four sixteenths, he gives emphasis to the fact that
he has entirely distorted Beethoven’s phrasing to an
utterly unjustifiable extent.
Riemann’s Work in Phrasing

Two more examples of the treatment of this passage
follow, the editing of which may be properly char¬
acterized as simple impudence. Some things, like the
"A” at beginning, are explained in the preface, but
for other things the only explanation is aberration of
mind.
The Germer edition has:
E*.« Allegro J„u« ,

The Riemann edition has:
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Strictly speaking, a slur over two notes that are
of the same pitch and adjacent is a tie; the two notes
played connectedly, as the slur directs, become
practically united into a single note. It is customary,
however, where the slur covers more than the two
notes, to assume that the composer desires the two
to be so far separated that the second one may be
distinctly enunciated. Germer has, therefore, gained
nothing by extending the first slur to cover a third
note. The line over that note is equivalent to a slur
so far as the latter affects a single note. It means
“play this note in a way that will favor its blending
with a following tone; give it the legato touch and its
full value.” Germer, therefore, says in effect: “con¬
nect the third note to the second in one phrase, but
detach it enough to give it distinctness. Make it the
end of the phrase (as shown by the slur) but do not
clip it, for, since the rest provides for detachment,
we can give this note full value as I indicate by the
line over it.” In other words, he tells us here to play
exactly as Beethoven said more clearly, only he kills
Beethoven’s dainty little two-note phrase. His ~with the line over the third note, implying the least
possible stress, is again saying exactly what Bee¬
thoven said more clearly and simply by his metrical
arrangement.
In the third measure, the
-~

The arch conspirator against Beethoven’s right
to say how he desires to express himself musically,
however, is Hugo Riemann. He has apparently argued
that a slur is the sign of a phrase (correct) ; a phrase
is a part of a period (wrong); Beethoven’s slurs do not
punctuate his periods (true, because they mark real
phrases which have no fixed or essential relations to
periods); therefore, let us re-write the slurs so that
they shall correctly indicate the punctuation (a quite
superfluous office, but that is another story). All this
might serve as a basis for argument, if one could first
discover what is Herr Riemann’s conception of a
phrase, but with slurs crossed and doubled, even
tripled (see first note of the eighth measure), the
definite limitations of his phrases are not ascertainable.
The first note of our excerpt is marked with two
slurs, both terminated with that note. The idea that
the slur proper is there to connect the note with the
first ending, when playing the repetition, is negatived
by the use of a similar single-note slur for the first
note of the next movement, which is not involved in
repetition. The mark is meaningless, as is also the
slurred staccato over the bass chord. The chord is
detached anyway, and no observance of the sign —
can make any difference in the interpretation. The
change in the form of the sign, which is usually
shown with the dot instead of the slur, next to the note,
seems also to be without significance—a mere prefer¬
ence for something different. The next slurs attempt
to signify something by including rests—a perfectly
meaningless arrangement, although it is not unusual
to indicate slurred staccato notes by a continuous slur
regardless of rests, each note being detached any way,
and the slur being a sign of touch and not of con¬
nection in such cases. No examination of Riemann’s
account of his “reading marks” (see over the fourth
bar and in the seventh measure) has as yet enabled the
present writer to surmise their purpose or the logic of
their application ; and the junction of the ligament from
second to third beat in measure seven is like the
breaking off of the first note of the next measure, a
mere occular reinforcement of the violence intention¬
ally done to Beethoven’s phrasing by the alterations
of his slurs. In the last measure shown, we have the
pointed or full staccato marked below the triplets,
but contradicted by the slur above, it being usual to
write the slurred staccato, where intended, by dots
instead of points under the slur or lines.
Other changes in our little excerpt may readily be
found, and the passage is by no means an extreme in¬
stance of that editorial impudence, preeminently charac¬
teristic of Riemann, which seems to indicate a con¬
viction on the part of some editors that Beethoven
hardly knew how to write music, although their work
seems to concede that his ideas were worth putting on
paper, if only he will allow them to see that it is done
to suit their pedantic vagaries. Some editorial marks
are doubtless intended to call attention to the com
poser’s meaning, for the benefit of careless pupils who
slight so many fine points; but of that sort of pupil it
may be said, as was said by Abraham of the brothers of
Dives: If they hear not Moses and the prophets
neither will they be persuaded if one rise from the
dead.
Let us know clearly what Beethoven intended
and we will strive loyally to give his indications an
honest interpretation.
an
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By Edwin Hall Pierce
It is freely admitted that to become a
virtuoso on
any instrument
specialty, to the almost complete exclusion oTothe
partments of music. Likewise, in recent times V
coming to be believed that no great composer can L‘5
first class orchestral conductor, no eminent player *
great composer, and no great conductor a composer f
music at all above the level of what the Germans dl
Kapellmeister Musik.
Kapellmeister Musik is a most meaningful term. There
are thousands of excellently trained German musicians
who know about all there is to know concerning
harmony, counterpoint and composition, but neverthe¬
less have failed to push their talents to any high level
of original expression. They gradually drift into little
posts as kapellmeisters and write ordinary music that
scarcely justifies the waste of the manuscript paper
that it occupies. Consequently the Germans have de¬
vised the term Kapellmeister music as a term of rerision for any commonplace compositioa
There is no doubt a measure of truth in these ideal
concerning specializing—although from the day of
Bach and Handel up to that of Mendelssohn and Schu¬
mann a much broader range of abilities was expected
from the better sort of musicians—yet owing to the
tendency of human nature to run to extremes it has
at length come to a pass where a professional violinist
who can also play the piano really well—no uncommon
case, by the way)—is apt to hide His pianistic light
under a bushel, for fear he will be thought less of a
violinist, while a pianist who can sing scarcely dares
open his mouth, for a similar reason. Possibly such
fears may be justifiable in the case of those who are
nursing like a hot-house plant their tender and bud¬
ding reputations as strictly concert performers, but in
the case of amateurs, or of professionals settled in the
smaller cities, they are ludicrous and worse than need¬
less. The writer remembers well a talented piano pupil
of his who refused absolutely to take part in a pupils
recital, because she feared it would injure her chances
as a singer. (She had been taking vocal lessons of an
excellent teacher, but her voice as well as her reputa¬
tion as a prima donna were still far in the future and
quite problematic, as a fact, they never arrived.)
The blame for this state of things is largely to be
laid at the door of the writers in certain musical peri¬
odicals, who have been hammering away at the sub)
of specialization with one-sided zeal, and holding up _
blame many musicians of broad and thorough attain
merits, merely for making use of all the various taen
they happen to possess, instead of merely one. >
The question depends, in practice, largely on ones
vironment. In the largest cities specialization undou
edly pays best, but in smaller places it is better w
only for the teacher’s pocketbook, but actual}
for the general musical culture of the communitya music teacher to be skilled in more than one
One is not required to have a virtuoso tecnnic. ^
merely to be competent to do properly w“at 0
.
dertakes, not making any false pretentions o
edge that is really outside of one’s prepara i
experience.
Much of the cultural musical work of a c0
. ^
such as the training of amateur orchestras, ^ ^
•societies, the organizations of musical clubs,
^
be done most conveniently and successfully y ^
whose musical knowledge is not limited to a
strument, or to the voice.
•„ disAt the same time one should exercise a
^
crimination in the choice of instruments as a
For instance, it is seldom if ever that a Piani* up that
a good viola player, but a violinist can t
vio|,:
instrument with easy and quick success. ^
i£e
and the violoncello cannot well both be k®P
0ett::
by the same player, because of the w" ,Aijists
stretch of the hand, but I have known two
ff{re
were good chorus directors, and two others
|finfn
excellent piano teachers. Had these *°.u. nofle of
limited themselves strictly to their sP^c'a n)etroP'’1i'
them could have made a living outside of t
teaciiin?
there being such a limited demand for c* soj0ist
and so few opportunities, to appear as a P
,e a go*-the smaller cities, but, as it was. each one
tj,e coin'
income, and was a great benefit musical y ^ stnaj]col'
munity in which he resided, one being ,n .fty w
lege town, the others in cities of fr0*
hundfed thousand inhabitants.

Curious Facts in Musical History
By EDWARD KILENYI
It is a common fault with musical historians to
omit certain seemingly unimportant facts which are not
only interesting and curious in themselves but often
throw a vivid sidelight on the state of music at the
time of which the writers treat. Among the many
scholarly works on the beginnings of polyphonic music
and the theorists of the thirteenth century, for ex¬
ample, one searches in vain for information that would
enable us to form some good conception of the place
of music among the people. Indeed the information
we find, while it may be accurate, is likely to breed a
misconception. When we read of the clumsy instru¬
ments of the thirteenth century we are apt to jump to
tile conclusion that their use was not popular. But
when we unearth the apparently insignificant fact that
there was a decree passed in Bologna, in 1261, forbid¬
ding the playing of viols at night we incline to the
opinion that viol playing was popular to the extent of
being a public nuisance. One whose sleep has been
disturbed by the music of serenading lovers in small
European towns can perhaps appreciate the zeal of city
officials of the past. At any rate the habit of “playing
viols at night” more than six hundred years ago suffi¬
ciently proves to us that instruments at that time were
popular and must have been capable of a fairly pleasing
tone quality—in spite of the lack of interest in them on
the part of our modern historians.
It is precisely such facts that musical historians in
text books generally overlook. What could be more
illustrative of the attitude of the thirteenth century
toward musicians than the fact that musicians in Alsace
were refused the privilege of lodging in or frequenting
public houses? And what an idea of the popularity of
music in the fourteenth century we get from the informa¬
tion that the City of Basel deemed it necessary to
satisfy, as we may assume, the demand for public en¬
tertainment by employing a violinist to play in a public
place! That single violinist in the service of the City
of Basel represented what our orchestra and band con¬
certs in the public parks do to-day, and the expulsion
of musicians from public houses six hundred years ago
bas for us an interest analogous to that which the
relation of music to the modem big hotels will have
or the musical historian six hundred years from to-day.
Ensemble Playing of Other Days
Curious facts in musical history and culture, seemlngy unimportant events in careers of musicians of
genius, are not considered properly by historians or by
StU e.nts °‘ music. And if writers of books on music
mention certain facts that are of practical value for
J.U ents' t*le readers usually fail to derive benefit from
em. To whom would it occur, for instance, to learn
a b k ensem^e chamber-music playing from reading
jtj°° on music by a seventeenth century writer? Still
p1S more 'ban amusing and interesting to read Michael
whkh0rvS (die<1. 1621Syntagma Musicum (1619), in
t is most important musical writer of his age, in
^ cussing every kind of instrument then in use, speaks
prac."Se.mh|e playing in a way that furnishes many
requir'd h'ntS We arC to'd tbat instrumentalists were
written h!° exte,nPorize their parts, which were not
off the’ Y early comPosers i that in their zeal to show
lion sine COntrapuntal knowledge—which was a condiwanted to”*1 M°? ^°r evefy player—everyone of them
fanciful’’ eXCCl tlle ,°ther in improvizing loud and
playing ,„Pass,a,ges’ with the result that their ensemble
Michael pSern jled the “tittering of sparrows.” Old
ment in ,/"actf'ru'.s might find similar ground for Corn¬
ell ere ear-h' , ay'ng
many of our young quartets,
soloist f
P',ay,er enfieavors to show his quality as a
the essemi ^et.
tllat the production of pure music is
k PhrS'aaJ °? ^ art of quartet playing,
be learned f ” bringing out dynamic signs can also
■t mav s™"1 text hooks on musical history—though
cannot do a ,strai)Ke that what a good many teachers
Of course t), CW lnes .°‘ a text book could accomplish.
Well by tea i,eSe certa'n few lines must be interpreted
Cner and Pupil. Teachers have to ask pupils

very often not to neglect dynamic signs, and pupils
very seldom grasp their vital importance. It is so be¬
cause no vivid illustration is given. “Beethoven,” to
quote a history, “realized how fully the vitality of
musical, thoughts depends on dynamic (and rhythmic)
design.
The truth of this is shown in a passage from
his First Symphony:
e
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which without the dynamic signs would say nothing at
all; while as it is it prepares the reappearance of the
first theme in mighty octaves.

We can turn to our practical benefit not only certain
passages written in histories but also seemingly unim¬
portant episodes that usually are considered not
significant enough to the historian. There arc volumes
written on piano playing for instance. Students read
them with eagerness, perhaps with more or less results.
If they should think more of the musical mental power
of Liszt, as illustrated in the following facts, they
themselves would gain more efficiency in piano playing.
It is not usually known that Liszt, already a prodigy
and an accomplished and technically well-prepared
pianist at the age of twelve, continued for years to do
the most serious study without playjng in public. Only
after years spent in vigorous and stern studies could
he achieve his unsurpassable art. Study music in order
to be able to begin to study was the keynote of his
virtuosity. To that alone he owed the fact that he
never lost anything, even if in later days he could not
practice. And if we consider that he was a conductor,
composer (his opus numbers are over a thousand), a
virtuoso who traveled much, we can readily see that
he often could not find time for practice. But he had
the training and consequently the confidence. When he
went to Leipsig to play for the first time Mendelssohn’s
G minor concerts under the baton of the composer, on
account of “bad weather,” he arrived late in the after¬
noon of the evening of the concert. Mendelssohn
wanted to rehearse the work, because Liszt had never
even seen the manuscript, at which he was shown a
beautifully written copy. “Oh, this is nicely copied,
indeed,” he said, “I can read it off to-night. It will be
all right.” Instead of worrying, instead of fatiguing
himself, he took a few hours of complete rest, and
with his full confidence, with his remarkable musicalmental power he played the concerto so well that
Mendelssohn confessed that he never after had heard
it played with so much inspiration, life and spirit.
Paganini’s Secret
The same musical-mental power was the secret of
the wonderful playing of Paganini, who used to say that
he practiced and studied enough in his student days—
a principle that can. of course, be misused by young
artists.
We do not read such facts in musical histories,
though we ought to, for, after all. text books arc
written for the benefit of students.
It is only too clear that technically overworked
fingers can not do much good. We should remember
that Schumann in his excessive ambition overworked

practicing and paralyzed his finger for ever. Or to
illustrate a contrasting case our attention is seldom
called to the fact that Brahms became practically fright¬
ened by his first sincere success, and in his serious am¬
bition not to disappoint the great expectations he had
aroused he retired from publicity and worked seriously
on the technic of the highest art of composition.
These serious studies made him really one of our
greatest masters. This remarkable conscience was lack¬
ing in Godard, who after some success turned out
numerous compositions carelessly. In vain his friends
besought and admonished him; his success made him
intoxicated and he became too productive, too lenient
in judging his own works, the good qualities of which
have “often been obscured by too hasty workmanship.”
If it is curious that we can learn practical playing or
composing from books on musical history, it may sound
even more curious that we can learn musical history
from books of fiction. Modern novels, however, are
full of references to music and they are often in¬
structive just as- well as amusing. The description of
Sullivan’s Lost Chord in David Harum is more than
charming, the effects of Handel’s music on a young
loving couple in an empty church (in Turmoil) is truly
pictured. And while wc fail to get from text books, a
triic idea of the era, for instance, of Piccini’s music
and of his “far and wide popularity,” Rolland, in his
famous Jean Christophe, enlightens us in a few lines.
“. . . Madame Jeannin used often to speak of her
grandfather, who adored the violoncello and loved to
sing airs of Gluck, and Dalayrac and Berton. There
was a large volume of them in the house, and a pile
of Italian songs. For the old gentleman was like
M. Andrieux, of whom Berlioz said: ‘He loved Gluck.’
And he added bitterly, ‘He also loved PiccinL’ Perhaps
of the two he preferred Piccini. At all events the
Italian songs were in a large majority in her grand¬
father’s collection. They had been Oliver’s first mu¬
sical nourishment. Not a very substantial diet, rather
like those sweetmeats which corrupt the palate, destroy
the tissues of the stomach, and there’s always danger
of their killing the appetite for more solid nourishment.’’
(II. 211.)
From the same book we obtain an excellent idea
of “what is a song” (folk song) in the following
passage:
“‘Unde! Tell me! what were you singing?’
'I don’t know.’
‘Tell me what it is!’
‘I don’t know! Just a song.’
‘A song that you made?’
‘No, not I! What an idea! ... It is an old
song.’
‘Who made it?’
‘No one knows. . . . ’
‘When?’
‘No one knows. . . . ’
‘When you were little?’
‘Before I was born, before my father was born, and
before his father, and before his father’s father . . .
It has always been.’
‘Uncle, do you know any other?’
‘Yes.’
‘Sing another, please.’
‘Why should I sing another? One is enough. One
sings when one wants to sing, when one has to sing.
One must not sing for the fun of it.'
‘But what about when one makes music?’
‘That’s not music.’
‘Uncle, have you ever made songs?’
‘Oh ! how should I make them ? They can’t be made.
. . . Why to make them? There are enough for
everything. There arc songs when you arc gay, for
when you are weary and for when you are thinking of
home; for when you want to weep, because people
have not been kind to you; and for when your heart
is glad because the world is beautiful. . . . There
are songs for everything, everything. Why should I
make them.’” . . . (1.87.)
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Bach’s Fugues Poetic
And who can convince us more that Bach’s fugues—
every one of them worthy of a poetic suggestive title—
are written in a highly poetic musical language, than
Mr. Holland in a beautiful garden scene, where through
the first kin a loving couple becomes engaged, while in
the distance their friend plays:
"There are moments when music summons forth all
the sadness woven into the woof of a human being’s
destiny. And suddenly they kissed. O boundless happi¬
ness. Religious happiness. So Siveet and so profound
that it is almost sorrow . . .”—J. S. Bach.
JS.Bacb.Fugv, in E flat minor.

and his harmonies as rugged and harsh! It is the same
story ever since the first chord

Futurists in Musical History
If the task of musical history is to discuss and throw
light upon the music of the past, it is not entirely
accomplished. One hears so much at present about
futurists in music, and so little is said about respecting,
or, at least, listening to them. Musicians and critics
declare, for instance, that Schonberg—this last word
in modernity and in daring, novel, harmonic effects—has
gone musically mad. They say so, because the majority
of them do not study him, they simply refuse to play
his music, because it is far beyond their perceptive
ability. It is the same story: “There is nothing new
under the sun.” We may recall that musicians refused
to play the following passage of Monteverdi (in 1600),
because it was too difficult:

mm na
We may recall also that the strange harmonies at the
beginning of Mozart’s Quartet in C major
N<fos Adagio

pi--* ■

J #j-

yy
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were looked upon as a passage full of printing mis¬
takes and was “corrected” by an amateur. Gluck’s
music was described by his adversaries as unmelodious
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By Frederick A. Williams

of Beethoven’s first symphony was “startling,” ever
since contemporary critics declared that “Wagner’s
Flying Dutchman made them seasick, ever since Schonberg’s beautiful Sextet was not accepted by a Viennese
musical society because there was found a ninth chord
in the following inversion:
No.7

How curious it is that while modern painters seldom
ever make a picture of a violinist holding his instru¬
ment properly, our writers begin to refer to music in
the right way. Music is an example of our modem in¬
tellectual life and so it is mirrored in literature, which
is nothing else but an artistic reflection, a mirror of
life. Arts and intellectual life are making striking
progress. Music invades the home of the poor, music
is given in parks, in festivals, schools. It helps to make
men more contented, in the thought that people can
gain happiness thj-ough other than material ways.
Every phase of intellectual life seems to be growing
young and modern—except the way .of teaching art.
We still see voluminous books from which students can
learn little or nothing, because writers fail to see
further than the surface. Many writers not only debase
old principles, but also stand in the way of the evolu¬
tion of the new. And so we see the fight against the
modern, the present artists of the future, or the
futurists, as they are called, and so we see also how
the artists of to-day do not receive due attention be¬
cause they are alive! Nobody doubts that Saint Saens,
for instance, accomplished at least as much as Antonio
Maria Gasparo Sacchini, though this latter is treated
in a treatise (consisting of 683 pages, published in
1911) in fifteen lines, while Saint-Saens receives but
six lines. Or has anybody ever had any doubt that
this composer, who ranks next to Mozart in successful
versatility, did not already belong to the History of
Music many years ago? The same can be said of
Debussy, D’lndy, Ravel and others whose contribu¬
tions to modern music are worthy of detailed discussion
in treatises on music of the past and present.

,;
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Four Reasons Why You Should Slurb
in the Summer
u'

There are no such chords, argued the jury; therefore
it could not of course be performed.
Undeservedly Forgotten Facts
In musical theories there are so many neglected facts
not treated properly from a practical point of view
that a book could be made up of them. Should we
blame the writers for not writing in a way that may
be of benefit? or should we blame the faulty tendency
of present-day musicians, who in their zeal to specialize
in playing, one in a hundred do not see the error of
their neglecting not alone the importance of playing on
more than one instrument, but also theoretical studies?
They do not know the fact—another curiosity—that in
the sixteenth century a musician was engaged by the
Court of Dresden on the condition that he played all
instruments, stringed as well as wind. They do not
know that they could be better musicians and so, of
course, better players, if they know something more
than finger technic and dexterity and a few recital
programs by memory. Unfortunately they often do not
see much further than their noses—that is than their
instruments—and do not read as much as they really
ought to. They overlook the significance of thorough
reading on musical subjects, and so they may perhaps
overlook and fail to derive benefit from comments on
curious facts in musical history.

Practical Pointers for Parents
By Mae Aileen Erb
1. Allow the child to commence lessons upon a good
piano. Nothing is so discouraging or so harmful to a
sensitive ear as an old, discordant instrument.
2. Have a care to select a teacher not only well
trained but who possesses a pleasing personality. ' After
choosing a teacher never let the child hear you.criticize
that teacher in any way.
3. Interview the teacher frequently, and learn in
what ways you can cooperate to insure your child’s
more rapid advancement.
4. Have a regular daily practice time for the child
Do not permit anything to interrupt this piano study
period.
J
5. Do not complain about your inability to get the
child to practice. That reflects on the parents and not
on the teacher. If the parent:, who are with the child
daily. lack the power to obtain obedience how can the
teacher, who sees the child but once a week be ex¬
pected to give some kind of magical “absent” treatment
for faithful practice?
6. Do not enforce extra practice as a punishment.
Music should always be regarded as a pleasure.
7. Sit with the child whenever possible during the
practice hour. It will prevent careless work
8. Never express your dislike or disapproval of a
composition or study in the child’s presence
9. Enjoy hearing the little pieces and ask to have
time1 Played aS a tfeat outside of the regular practice
10. Ask the child to play for your friends that call
It will give him confidence and prove an incentive to
learn new pieces.
11. Take the child to a concert occasionally as a
reward for good work.
y
12. Read stories of great musicians to the little stu¬
dent and encourage him to keep a scrap book of musical
Pictures. This will have a broadening and cultu a
effect on his character.

The long summer vacation time will soon h u
when the rush and grind of school work will k
for a while. To music pupils who attend school a °'"
the winter I want to say that there are several
why this summer period should be the best^
(1) There is plenty of time for practice and i
practice hours can usually be arranged during 1
morning, which is, by far, the best time of the dav
(2) The pupil not having other studies to worn
about is free to devote his entire attention to ml
study, getting from two to three hours daily practi„
and still have plenty of time left for recreation
(3) As there is usually less illness during the stmnw
than during the winter season pupils are not obliged®
miss so many lessons, or lose so much practice on that
account.
(4) Those who discontinue lessons during the whok
summer lose much practice, and even go backward
Many are beginning to see the advantages of sumnw
music study, and are giving it special attention.
It is, no doubt, a wise plan for both teacher and
pupil to have a week or two of complete rest sowtime during the summer, but to discontinue music for
a longer period seems a waste of time, and is certainly
a drawback to satisfactory progress.

Special studies of some length have been given in
this series to Berlioz, Gounod and Debussy. In the
following group other French masters of renown are
discussed. Among these are several men of outstand¬
ing importance, notably Bizet and Cesar Franck. Any
one of these distinguished masters deserves more
lengthy consideration than the limits of this series will

Shall Pupils Imitate
By Edward Ellsworth Hipsher
Yes. We might as well admit it They will do it if
ever they hear us play. We all do it. consciously or
unconsciously. Our duty is to guide them so that their
imitation loses its parrot-like, mechanical quality and
becomes lost in the pupil’s individuality.
Where Imitation is Necessary
Now there are some phases of playing that are most
easily, if not quite necessarily, taught by imitation.
The position of the arm, hand and fingers, as well as
their motions in the act of playing, are learned fro®
the example of the teacher, with much more speed and
accuracy, than by all the talking and shaping of tlx
pupil’s hand in which the teacher mav indulge. .Espe¬
cially is this true with our young pupils. Here the
idea of doing something “like the teacher” makes *
very strong appeal. The writer has known children to
make remarkable progress through awakening the
desire to use their hands or to have their playings0®
like his—and this after much “teaching” and “?«»•
ing” in the abstract had failed.

Benjamin Godard

In Phrasing and Nuances
In the matter of phrasing, the execution of stor®
notes and similar technical points imitation o
teacher is the surest and quickest way for the P^1.
achieve results. Here they have the help of botn
eye and the ear to assist in producing the desi
effect. Their first efforts are bound to be more
mechanical, and they would better be made in fo 0
a good model.
How Far Available
The wise teacher will know how far to avail
of imitation as a means of instruction. Gt.
^
should not go so far as playing studies and. pl®
the pupil so she may go home and merely st™e, o j*
them sound like the teacher. No, the pupils
taught to read her own text and to depend
own resources to learn the notes and time. 1 e
^
of ever playing a study or piece for a pup“- e ^
has studied and practiced it well, is open ^ ejserious doubt. Possibly there are very, vef7,, gjd
ceptions. Surely, so far as the proper rei
^
execution of mere notes are concerned, make ,h; fct
to feel that she must rely on her own stre * ' j
so far as the technique of the hands an
^
concerned, so far as specific phrasings are.c(j do®1
so far as all similar problems are to be. S°<Lt in
hesitate to give frequent examples of the
(0 tk
store. Encourage the pupil to reproduce
tc i
best of her ability; and then, as time pass >
y
that she learns to drop the quality of
a ^ irar
procure the desired effects in her individu3
she
ing her to judge by careful listening w
achieved the best that is within her,

touch were' remarkable. Bizet, however, was destined
to become a composer for the stage. His first work
was a lyric scene entitled Clovis e! Clotilde, with which
he won the Prix de Rome in 1857. From then to his
death came eighteen busy years, during which he pro¬
duced works of high dramatic importance and musical
significance, but of even greater promise. Bizet’s ambi¬
tion was to fill his musical works with local color.
Carmen, his masterpiece, first produced on March 3,
1875, is wholly and unmistakably Spanish, while Les
Pecheurs de Pcrlcs (1863) is oriental. Apart from
these two works Bizet is now best known by his music
for Daudet’s play I/Arlesienne (1872).
Three months after the production of Carmen Bizet,
who had been suffering with a severe throat trouble,
passed away. He never lived to know how great a
success he had given to the world in his masterpiece.
Bizet wrote thirteen pieces for piano two hands, thirteen
for piano four hands, some forty songs, seven choral works,
three religious works, live symphonic works, four comic
operas and seven serious dramatic works. Bizet also wrote
eight operas which were never produced. In addition to
the foregoing works, Bizet made many transcriptions from
(he works of other composers—Gounod. Handel. Massenet.
Mozart, Saint-SaBns, Schumann, Thalberg and Thomas.

Georges Bizet.
Chaminade was discussed in the series dealing
1 famous women composers.
Georges Bizet
Bizet’s
HizeMS Hf016 was ProPer’y Alexandre Cezar Leopold
qc ’ Ut « 's *cnown almost exclusively by the name
came fS' He was.born in Paris, October 25, 1838. He
teacher1"01?1 a m.us'ca* family, his father having been a
famn,
s,nging and his mother an assistant of the
mmous Delsarte.
a lifcheJntered 1,1 e conservatory, where he became
the sec ° “larmontel at the piano, obtaining in 1851
in 1852°nR-Pr*Ze ^or P'ano playing and the first prize
classics
Was given 3 very strict schooling in the
He aiSf,anc 'vas known to be a proficient Bach player,
and fu Stu ,d the organ with Benoit, counterpoint
HalewgUu W'tb Timmerman and composition with
Cf,nservat °SC daughter Genevive he married. At the
Ilizet anrl°r 3 strong friendship sprung up between
,0 each
and tbey were of great mutual help
that in
"'zet’s versatility is shown by the fact
servatoir* •ltm° t0 "inning tbe first prize at the Conin fUgU(, 'n P’ano playing, he also won the first prize
eventual!,, ,, ihe first prize ’n organ playing, and
For a ,:
. Grand Prix de Rome in 1857.
a ProfeJ™
.'va.s expected that Bizet would become
(1863) t|JTp,?ni?V Berlioz, that acute critic, wrote
ms facility in reading and his security of

First a violinist, then a pianist and finally a com¬
poser, Godard occupies a unique place in the' history
of musical art. He who can produce original melodies
that endure for over a half a century is indeed a
genius. Godard can not be regarded as one of the very
great masters of music, but he was unquestionably one
of the most melodious. His Berceuse, from Jocelyn,
and his Second Masurka are as popular to-day as when
they were written.
Godard was born at Paris in 1849 and died in 1895.
He was a pupil in violin playing of Richard Hammer
and Henri Vieuxtemps. and in composition of Reber.
His parents were wealthy and spent money liberally to
further the musical interests of their son. This was
fortunate, as the family lost its means when Godard
was twenty-one, but not before the young musician was
sufficiently established to care for his needs. His com¬
positions rapidly became popular in Germany as well
as France. In 1887 he was placed at the head of the
ensemble classes in the Paris Conservatoire. He was
one of the few French musicians who competed for
the Prix de Rome, lost it and yet attained success.
Excessive work and the gay life of Paris under¬
mined Godard's health and produced consumption, from
which malady he died.
It is only in recent years that the high value of many
of Godard's pianoforte compositions has been realized.
His works for the stage and the voice and the violin
also have a greater value than has hitherto been at¬
tached to them. They are sometimes trite it is true,
but again they rise to notable heights.
Godard’s works include eighty-one numbers, some
of which are sets of several pieces. Godard wrote
several svmphonies and many works for the stage. It
was not in that field, however, that he was destined to
meet with greatest success. His most notable work
for the piano is doubtless En Route, which is No. 24 in
Etudes Artistiques.
Jules Massenet
Although Massenet was one of the most prolific of
modern French composers, it is worthy to comment
upon the surprising manner in which his works, written
years ago. are continually revived with great success,
such as that which attended the Mary Garden-Hammerstein productions of Thais, Herodiade and Lc
Jongleur de Notre Dame.

Jules Emile Frederic Massenet was born in 1842
(May 12th), near St. Etienne, in the province of Loire,
France. He was the last of twenty children of an old
officer of the former empire who had quietly settled
hack as a manufacturer of scythes and other steel
implements.
Massenet was admitted to the Paris Conservatoire
in 1851, where he became the pupil of Savard, Laurent,
Bazin and Ambroise Thomas. Twelve years thereafter,
at the age of twenty-<jne, he captured the Prix de
Rome. After his years in Italy he visited Germany and
Hungary.
Massenet’s great talent was so conspicuous that he
had little difficulty in gaining recognition. When he
returned to Paris in 1866 he found the orchestras ever
ready to perform his symphonic works, and in 1867 he
produced, with no little success, his opera La Grand
Tante. Thereafter he continued a veritable fountain
of works, which continued until his death.
M. Alfred Brunneau speaks of his continuous vic¬
tories as without precedent in the history of the French
stage. Debussy declares that while Massenet can never
be said to have spoken with the universal voice of a
Bach or a Beethoven, he, nevertheless, was a charming
specialist who wrote in his own style in inimitable
manner.
With the death of Ambroise Thomas (August 13,
1912) Massenet was offered the Directorship of the
National Conservatoire, but refused, saying that he
preferred to be the Professor of Composition. During
the eighteen years that he taught at the Conservatory
he brought forth many pupils who captured the Prix
de Rome and who no doubt may be among the masters
of to-morrow. Distinctions of the highest kind were
heaped upon him in his advanced years, among litem
that of Grand Officer of the Legion of Honor and that

Jules Massenet,
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of presiding over the Academie des Beaux Arts et
I’Institut de France in 1910.
A mere catalog of Massenet's works would occupy several
pages. There are some thirty pieces for piano solo, twenty
pieces for piano four hands, a large number of songs. In¬
cluding excellent works, such a„
W§ ML oicus, many
choral works, religious and secular, twenty pieces for the
symphonic orchestra (Including a piano concerto, 1903),
eight musical settings for plays (Jfusiijuc tie Scene), three
ballets, five oratorios and cantatas, twenty operas and
much special music, transcriptions, orchestrations, etc.
An' excellent life of Massenet has been written in English
by Mr. H. T. Finch.
Gustave Charpentier
Gustave Charpentier, born at Dieuze in the Lorraine,
June 25, 1860, sprang into musical immortality with the
performance of his opera Louise in 1900. Up to that
time Charpentier was known to but comparatively few
people. Louise was given just a few weeks before
the opening of the Exposition and its 'success was so
great that it was repeated two hundred times con¬
secutively—an almost unheard of record for a work of
its type and class.
After the Franco-Prussian war the parents of Char¬
pentier, who were intensely French, could not continue
to live in the conquered territory under Prussian rule
and accordingly moved to Tourcoing. There in a local
college Charpentier received his first instruction in
music, as well as in arts and sciences. Although he
was pronouncedly musical it was not decided that he
should become a professional musician. Accordingly
he was given employment by a spinning establishment,
where he remained until he was nineteen years of age.
The head of the business was a violinist and assisted
Charpentier in organizing a symphony society. Seeing
the talent of his young employee the proprietor decided
to send him, at his own expense, to the Conservatory
at Lille, where Charpentier received the first prize in
violin playing and in harmony, as well as the prize of
honor. Thereupon his village of Tourcoing alloted
him an annual pension of 1200 francs in order that the
brilliant young man might go to Paris.
In 1881 he became a student at the National Con¬
servatory, studying violin under Massart and harmony
under Hector Pessard. In 1887 he won the Prix de
Rome with a cantata entitled “Didon.” In Rome Char¬
pentier wrote his Impressions of Italy, The Life of a
Poet and the first act of Louise. Returning to France
he took up his residence upon the butte of Montmartre,
that precipitous hill that rises out of the middle of
Paris and until the erection of the great cathedral of
Sacre Cour, given over to the peculiar mixture of art
and under-world which made the spot famous. There
he was swallowed up in the mysticism and socialism
peculiar to the butte—there he lived the life of the
artist, so close to the vagabond; there he built his
wonderful music drama Louise and made it a living
thing, full of human heart-beats, full of real life, a
permanent work of art which shall forever pay
enormous interest upon that generous annual pension
that the far-sighted and public-spirited people of the
little town of Tourcoing spent to develop a great talent.

avoost

Cesar Franck.
Chorpentler has written Borne dozen songs, seven pieces
for voice and orchestra, six works for the symphonic
orchestra, and four works for the stage, including the sequel
to Louise, entitled Julien. Like Wagner, he is a gifted
literateur, and the words of many of ills works are original
with him. All who have seen Louise realize that even
without the music it would rank as a powerful play.
Maurice Ravel
Ravel, while known to most people as one of the
musical extremists of France, is regarded by his con¬
temporaries as a composer likely to command per¬
manent renown in the tone world. He was born
March 7, 1875, in Ciboure in the Basse-Pyrenees.
Entering the conservatory in 1889 he came under the
tuition of Anthoine, Beriot, Pessard, Gedalge and
Faure. In 1901 he won the second Grand Prix de
Rome, but it is rumored that he did not succeed in
winning the first prize because he was unable to write
in a style sufficiently conventional and academic to
meet the requirements of the examiners.
At a time and in a country where there is a veritable
battle for originality, it is difficult to trace influences
in the work of a pioneer. French critics, however,
claim that Ravel with all his originality shows the effect
of his study of the modern Russian composers as well
as Richard Strauss, Chabrier and Debussy.

Franck's best-known work Is doubtless Let BeaHMtt,
an oratorio written in 1870. This Is without question one
of the greatest oratorios produced in modern times. The
text is a poetic form of the Gospel. It deserves to be given
very much more frequently. Of his fifteen works for piano
solo, the Prelude, Choral and Puyue Is probably heard mo
than the Fantasies on the other works. There are ti
pieces for piano duet. For the organ he left twenty-seven
pieces. There are fourteen songs, nine works trensemble, ten chamber music works (Including a quartette for strings), sixteen religious works, eight work)
for symphonic orchestra, six oratorios, three operas, and
some transcriptions, which Indicate how industrious be wm
during his sixty-eight years.
Franck died of pleurisy, in Paris, November 8, 1890.
The modern French school is exceedingly comprehensive
in its scope. In addition to the works of the foregoing, it
reaches from the delightful melodious ballet music of wo
Delibes (183(1-1891) .to the extremities of I.ekeu (I81O-I8WL
Alfred Brunneau (1857-), Faure (1845-1014) and
others. There is a richness and warmth and brilliant)'to
much modern French music that always rewards tne
listener. The music lover who has been unfortunate enougn
not to hear some of the works of the following composers
is, indeed, to be pitied: Charles Bordes (1803-—
de Castillon (1858-1873), Emanuel Chabrier
Ernest Chausson (1855-1899), Camille Chevll ard
-), Paul Dukas (1885-), Henri Duparc 1818—-;'
Paul Lndmirault (1877-), Edouarde l.alo J1823-1W-'
Andre Message!- (1853-), Gabriel Piernd
Jean Poiielgb (1876), Albert Itoussel (1800——).
Schmitt (1870--), Deodat de Severac (1873-

Ills works include some twenty pianoforte solos, seven
pieces for piano four hands, fifteen songs with piano, two
chamher music works (a quartette and an Introduction and
Allegro for harp, strings, flute and clarinet), two compositions for symphonic orchestra, a musical comedy, a ballet
and other works of interest. While his output his not been
Fnr^^heJ,a8J,.brougi,t..distlnction
ingenious handling of dissonances. t0 himself through his

Benjamin Godard.

Vincent d’Indy
Paul—Marie—Vincent cTIndy was born in Paris,
March 27, 1851, of an old and noble family. Losing his
mother shortly after his birth, the father,'Count d’Indy
placed the boy in the care of Mme. Theodore d’lndy,
grandmother of the little Vincent. Commencing the
study of the piano at the age of nine, he had the good
fortune to continue under M. Diemer from 1862 to
1865. Thereafter he studied with Marmontel, Lavignac.
Duparc and the great Cesar Franck. For a time d’lndy
studied law and then became a volunteer in the FrancoPrussian War. His interest in orchestral music led
him to take a position as the kettle drummer in the
orchestra of the Association Artistique. In 1885 he
won the grand prize of the City of Paris with the
Chant de la Cloche. In 1887 he conducted the chorus
for the first Parisian performance of Wagner’s
Lohengrin.
He was one of the founders of the
Rational Society of Music and the Schola Cantorum
Later he became director and
professor of composition’
---—'-omipusiuon.
d Indy has visited America and conducted nnnn.-t,,
concerts here. Of
French musicians,
musicians fil
“«
Kjt present-day
preseni-uay trench
fie
representative
of the
the middle
middle path
net), between
I,.!*
»
"t,,
conservatism isand
radicalism. "■
*'bevo"nd
th £5
ln sense.
Idealism,
beyond the
boundsare,
of lof,-v
common
Tliev and yet
'hooHct Vrty works f,°X Pl8D0 sol(>- ‘wo works for piano four
hands, ten songs with piano accompaniment, five choruses
seven religious works, qight chamlicr music works sivtenn
works for symphony orchestra, two musical settlnl,* ^
plays, six works for the stage (including a omic omraf
many popular songs, piano arrangements, etc
lc opera)>

jsj.

Cesar Franck
Although Cesar Franck was born in Belgi
•
tragic city of Liege ((December 10, 18221k U ***
so much of his life in Paris that he has becL.'-^
fied with the French school of moderns whirku
so 'much to benefit through his serene and
ideals.
SUI)II1M
Franck’s first studies began at the excellent ,
servatory of Liege, where he gave concerts wL i
was eleven years old. In 1837 he entered the P?'
Conservatoire, where he became the pupil 0f Zm
man, Leborne and Benoist. He took the first o'™
forte prize in 1838 and the second composition
one year later. In 1841 he captured the second S
in organ playing. This is significant as Franck [Z
to be regarded one of the greatest of French organise
Franck s music was too serious and earnest to win
him the immediate applause of the public. Aside from
the fact that he worked prodigiously every day, his life
was “regular and tranquil,” almost uneventful. For
thirty-two years he was organist of the Church of St,
Clotilde. His many organ pupils remember him for his
generous, kindly, painstaking nature. His influence
upon French organ playing was most beneficial. Becoming a French citizen by naturalization in 1870 he ac¬
cepted the professorship of organ playing at the con¬
servatoire in 1872.
Franck has been termed by some “the modem Bt
because of the severity of style manifested in i.
of his works and because of the fineness of his technic,
Some are even inclined to credit him with the founda¬
tion of a new school—the Franco-Belgian school. Hit
influence upon the work of such of his pupils as d’Indy,
Duparc, Chausson, Rousseau, Pierne, Augusta Holmes,
Bordes, Ropartz, Benoit and R. Huntington Woodman
was pronounced.

Gustave Charpentier-
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The Teachers’ Round Table
Conducted by

N.

J.

COREY

This department is designed to help the teacher u\
t>on questions pertaining to “How to Teach,” “ What to Teach,” etc.
theory, history, etc., all of which properly lbelong to the Musical Questions Answered department. Full name . and not technical problems pertaining to musical
and address must accompany all inquiries.
How to Shift the Gear
•■I have a pupil of thirteen, who has progressed
slowly through two and one-half years of study, hut
has done her work carefully, and has studied all
details of technic, phrasing, reading. Angering, etc.,
and has nearly finished the second book of the
Standard Course. She plays correctly until I ask
her to Increase the tempo, wheir she seems to be
seized with an unnceountable nervousness,, and
stumbles_ badly,
,__n
e-it
finding t difficult
.ntr
to return t(
— v tempo she did so w ?11 at first. How cat
I teach her to play with mol ; speed?"—H. S.

treated in another letter in this department. You will
there find suggestions that may help you to devise
means of overcoming the nervous troubles.
You
should go before your audiences with quiet confidence,
and, above all, with music that you are sure does not
just touch the limit of your technical ability to per¬
form. You make a grave mistake if you believe your
selections should be difficult. Look over the programs
of the virtuoso pianists and you will note that they
play many compositions that are simple. Difficulty is
only a relative matter, and, when a pianist has acquired
high skill technically, he does not consider his program
from the standpoint of difficulty, but simply from the
amount of beauty revealed in the various numbers.
Fanny Bloomfield Zeisler made much success in her
programs with Godard’s Le Renouveau. It would suit
your needs admirably. Other interesting numbers are
Reverie, Op. 34, Schutt; Serenade, Op. so, Karganoff;
Morning Serenade, Henselt; Nocturne in G Flat,
Brassin; Nachstiicke, Schumann; Serenade in D,
Moszkowski; Angclus, Godard; Serenade Hongroise,
Joncieres; Souvenir, OP- 10, Karganoff; Song of the
Brook, Lack; Elude Mignonne, Schuett; Kammenoi
Ostrove, Rubinstein; Fable, Raff; Song of the Trouba¬
dour, Raff; Serenade, Op. 3, Rachmaninoff; Chant du
Voyageur, Paderewski; Melodic, Op. 10, Moszkowski;
Butterfly, Erotik, and To Spring, Op. 43, Grieg. 1
take it from your letter that you are in touch with
the principal things of Beethoven, Schubert. Schu¬
mann, Mendelssohn, Chopin, etc. In your condition
I shauld advise reserving the larger things for occa¬
sional use, especially such afternoons as you feel
physically equal to the attempt, having some of the
smaller things ready for general use. All of these I
have mentioned accent the feeling of sentiment, hence
will be in line with your request.

Similar cases have come under my observation a
number of times. I have found the trouble often due
to the fact that young teachers overlook an important
fact. They take their pupils through two or more
books of the Standard Graded Course, sometimes as
high as four and five, allowing them to play every¬
thing slowly. They have then jumped to the conclu¬
sion that a given pupil finishing the third book, for
example, was in the third grade.
They have not
awakened to the fact that to be a third grade pupil it
is necessary to play the pieces and studies in the third
book at the correct tempo, indicated by the metronome
marks. No piece is learned until it can be played cor¬
rectly at the prescribed tempo. Neither is the pupil
in the grade represented by that piece if he can only
play it at half speed. He is still back in the earlier
grades.
Your pupil is doubtless still in the first grade, so far
as playing things up to speed. In this case the en¬
deavor to play advanced second grade pieces in correct
tempo is almost sure to lead to trouble. The thing
for you to do is to explain to your pupil that in order
to acquire correct tempo and freedom of hands and
lingers, as well as interpretive ease, she should select
things she has already known that will not tax her
technical powers. Pick out some of the simpler and
more interesting things in the first book, and let her
practice them a great deal until she is perfectly com¬
fortable in them, and can play them as directed. It is
an excellent idea to have her memorize these, and keep
her at them until she can play with as much “slap
talented, and am a ...__
_
toh” as can be expected with such simple pieces.
how to begin with her. She is only five, hot
Very often students make far greater progress in workplays several simple little pieces with good rhythm,
and picks out tunes she hears by ear. I can t
mg at simple things of this sort until they can com¬
afford elaborate kindergarten material, and would
mand them, than they do in striving away at music
like to know if there is some book I could use
before taking up The -Yeio Beginner’s Book. ”—•
which they can only laboriously work up to a moderate
L. L.
tempo. Speed is only possible when a player is com¬
fortable in what he is doing, and the principle is
Yes, there is one kindergarten hook which will
relatively as applicable to a beginner as to an advanced
answer your purpose in an admirable way, that by
Pianist. I would advise you to go over the ground
C. W. Landon. It has the advantage of being available
a83in for correct tempo. Oftentimes the most im¬
at a nominal price. A child of five should not be
portant work a student engages in is the review. I
pressed forward very rapidly.
Neither brain nor
ave seen somewhere a collection of etudes with three
muscles will be equal to it. It is to be hoped that the
metronome marks at the head of each study. The
piano on which she plays has a very light action, as
'r^tl0‘ls were that they should all be learned first
there is not enough strength in the fingers of children
he slowest tempo. When the last one was finished,
of that age to strike the keys by finger action alone.
, ^ a return to the beginning should be made and .
Hence it is sometimes necessary to begin with the down
he second speed aimed at. If at the second going
hand touch, leaving the strict finger action to be learned
ofW ^e third speed was still too great, a few months
later. In selecting your very simple little pieces avoid
0 other work was recommended, until more advanced
those at first that have any passage work in them.
sne*!!13^ i°Ver t*16 hands was obtained, then the high
Teach the child all the little facts about music that
^.e a should again lie aimed at. So far as the nervousness
you can find, thereby laying a foundation that will
rani,u'en^0nec! ’s concerned, when attempting to play
serve her in good stead a year or two later as the
confi/’ 'V°U- W'^
this will gradually disappear when
fingers become strong enough to gradually take up
overt/nCC 'S acclu'.re(i by playing music that does not
finger action. There is a little game called Elrmentaire
theso * y°Ur- pupi,s ability. After you have tried
which you can order of the publisher, which teaches
will,suggestions for a few months, the Round Table
e glad to know with what success.
the lines and spaces in an agreeable way. Allegrando.
by Hofer, teaches the values of notes and rests, the
More Nervousness
names of notes, as, well as the various keys and
there*5J}2VC weekly gatherings at which we play,
different kinds of time. Musical Dominoes, by Grimm,
St*„2*8!* “fny here who Injoy these occasions,
is also a most excellent game for children. Valuable
tew carinhV,
!,lay v,,r-v frequently as there are
rl?iW mnsic ic '}ave dim<'l,lt-v ln finding just the
assistance could be obtained by teachers from these
sltlon
L cannot lose myself ln a compomesg
'if
aPPeal to me, I find I make a
games with many children. I would advise that you
well C'hnnin'o
whlch I know well. I play
write out in figures the first exercises and pieces you
from Booth,,* Nocturne in F Flat, and the Allegro
Rest aomi,K.n 8 Sona*« in E Flat, fan yon snguse with so voting a child. It can be done very simply,
that lc
things with a strong heart appeal, as
the finger exercises striking the same keys for each
kwen« »y '?"? and strong suit? I play Beeta Sehiimnn?”H-''/,‘ Sonata well, but broke down in
hand. A little melody can be written as follows:
“ 'ip to mJL number la«t week. Although I had
aagers°iu2I!fr2norn" ‘lm,‘ f°r several weeks, yet my
»top."^e^d 10 become paralyzed, and I bad to
ff'g; Ifl(!i’l«SiUiil‘IMfj’l*Blliil
some^of^i/™111 your
letter that you also have
the nervous conditions that I have already

Count three. The dash may indicate a count, while
the note that it follows remains quiet on the key, has
two or three counts, in other words, as the case may be.
The first pieces should be selected from such as are
within a compass of five keys. After they have been
learned in the key of C, the hand should he placed over
the key of G position, and the pupil will be surprised
and pleased to find she can play her piece in another
key. Then place the hand on various key positions
successively, showing her the place for the black keys,
even using position like the key of A flat, which places
the thumb and little finger on black keys. In this way
she can be learning many keys, while her fingers are
not being forced beyond their natural strength. A
little later you can write out little pieces, using the
letters representing the keys and staff, and these will
thus be unconsciously learned. At first write some of
the pieces with which she is already familiar. As soon
as a little facility is gained with the letters, pieces can
be written out in which the letters go beyond the fivefinger positions. This cannot be conveniently done with
the figures. This work can be gradually transferred to
the staff, and almost without knowing it your little
pupil will be passing into the things that are beyond
what she is old enough to know much about. This is
an excellent manner in which to start all small children,
and they will be more easily interested in what they
are trying to do. You can gradually pass into The
New Beginner’s Book, as well as the First Steps in
Pianoforte Study. You may find it necessary to con¬
vince the parents that they should not look for a series
of pieces, rapidly advancing, that their child is con¬
stantly presenting them for their amazement and the
surprise of the neighbors, but that the field is being
prepared for successful progress later.
A Headlong Rush
“I have a third gra’de pupil who knows her notes,
but is very Impulsive, and does not take time to
place her fingers on the right keys. Can you
suggest any exercises or exercise book which will
be nt assistance? lu spite of ail I can do, she
will play too fast.
"Can you tell me how I can Impress on her mind
the importance of suspending rather than dropping
her wrist?"—D. M.
T here is nothing better than the second book of the
Liebling-Czerny Selected Studies. Insist on very slow
practice. In order to bring this about insist on your
pupil counting twice as many in a measure as is in¬
dicated. That is, if the measure is four-four, double
it and make it eiglif-eight. Even in this case your
inattentive pupil will probably succeed better by count¬
ing four twice. Do not permit the regular beat until
the etude can be played correctly at the slow tempo.
All scales, arpeggios and other exercises should be
played without notes. For pieces, at first select some
that are not difficult. Insist upon their being mem¬
orized. Memorizing necessitates accuracy, and a cer¬
tain amount of this work should be done every day.
Continue the daily drill in, counting, and make her
count aloud at the lessons while you play. This practice
will help to develop steadiness. Changing these im¬
pulsive currents will be a very slow process, and you
must not be discouraged if you do not see immediate
and decisive results. You should insist upon her get¬
ting the pieces she is already working on correctly
learned, counted and fingered before assigning another.
Being compelled to continue practice upon something
that the pupil thinks has been learned, but is carelessly
practiced, will often exercise a salutary influence. You
will have to hold the check rein constantly in your
hand.
I do not know what more you can do than try and
make her realize the necessity of absolutely correct
position and motions if she is going to play well, and
that whatever she does she should desire to do just
as well as possible. Sometimes the attention can be
for a time directed to maintaining a level wrist by
holding the sharp point of a lead pencil under it while
at the lesson. This will simply impress upon the pupil’s
mind the importance of attending to this detail, and
she will be more likely to think of it when at her
practice at home.
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Feeling the Time Pulses

irjif

Why Some Gifted Experienced Teachers

By B. H. Wike
Dance music can be made a stepping stone toward
the acquirement of rhythm if the right spirit or view
is taken. Anyone who dances can usually tell when
that kind of music is played with proper rhythm, and
yet they may not know one note from another nor tell
why it is so. Those who play and have not already
gained an accurate knowledge of what the various
.tempos in music mean need to know that measures are
divided into so many beats or pulses and each of these
beats may also contain one or more notes. The point
is then to understand through practice and reasoning
how to make either one note or more occupy no more
time to a beat than is absolutely needed. By this we
come to understand that the mathematically measured
flow of tones, taken in their relation to the amount of
time to each measure, constitutes true rhythm.
Counting aloud is trying and tedious to many, but
mental counting where the time mgvement is felt is
undoubtedly the- best of all. This is proven often by
“ear” players who sit at the piano and soon “pick” out
a dance tune after a few trials to familiarize them¬
selves with the notes. I have observed that these per¬
sons do not count aloud, nor do they say they think of
how many notes are to fill a measure; they surely feel
the pulses and are sure it is at least nearly correct
because their inner sense tells them one could dance to
their playing. If they were compelled to count aloud
the beats it would make a muddle of the whole thing,
very likely, and so development of the time idea would
be retarded. Once I made a pupil see how she could
keep time in a 4/4 march when she played and listened
to my steps as I paced the floor in a march. It was
an experiment to convince her that there is a second
hearing sense that needs cultivation and will keep track
of the time and rhythmical element, though the other
senses may also be alert and busy with their various

A Simple Way to Teach Transposing
By Emil Bertl
Transposition is not such a difficult art to acquire if
the student is willing to spend time enough at the start
with very simple material. It is largely a matter of
training the eye to read notes very quickly a certain
distance higher or lower on the staff. Take a simple little
exercise such as is to be found in Schmitt’s Opus 16.
Tell the pupil to read the exercise first as is written.
Then play the exercise one step higher, in the following
manner (applying mentally the proper signature for
the new key).
First exercise as written in the key of C;

By Ernst Eberhard

Mary Gail Clark is a daughter of Seth Clark, a
prominent organist of Buffalo.
She was born in
Berlin, in 1892, but both her parents are Americans.
Among her teachers were Agnes Wynten, Kate Chit¬
tenden and Mrs. Evelyn Choate (piano) and George
Coleman Gow (harmony and composition).
Miss
Clark is a graduate of Vassar College (1914). Since
her graduation she has specialized in the teaching of music to young children, and her first efforts at com¬
position have been along the line of little imaginative
piano-pieces suitable for this purpose. In this par¬
ticular line she has already displayed most unusual and
original talent (and we use those overworked ad¬
jectives with a full sense of their meaning, not as a
mere press-agent formula). To register real originality,
within the narrow limits prescribed by a beginner’s
technic, is something very few composers have achieved,
and Miss Clark has placed herself, in this one respect!
in the same class with Robert Schumann and Carl
Reinecke.
Her group of six characteristic pieces, entiled On the
Street, is already published by the Theo. Presser Co.
The choice of titles is no less original and character¬
istic than the music itself, viz., The Scissors Grinder,
A Cat in the Sun, Street Menders, Hop Scotch, People
Walking By, The Early Milk Cart. The last-named
has the rather unique tempo-direction "at a tired horse’s
In this month’s Etude readers will find The Night
Train, one of a set of three pieces entitled After Dark.

Do Not Teach Too Soon
Second exercise as played in the key of D:

Try to learn to play the second example, reading it as
a figure on a degree of the scale, rather than reading
the notes singly. Say to yourself. “These are the first
five notes of the scale up and down.” Try the same ex¬
ercise up and down the scale, proceeding first by half
steps, then whole steps and then at the direction of the
After a sufficient amount of drill in these simple ex¬
ercises the student may turn to very simple pieces.
Never mind if you can play very difficult pieces. You
are learning to transpose now, not to play. Do not be
ashamed to try little “baby” pieces and play a lot
of them.
This very direct method should prove a great aid to
he teacher who cannot spend a great deal of time at
the lessons in teaching transposing by other methods.
The study of harmony is of course a very great help in
learning to transpose.

By T. L. Rickaby
The majority of pupils seem to want to teach, parti
because they imagine they would like it and partly t
get back the money they have invested in lessons. N
amount of lessons, however, will enable anyone to d
real teaching. Pupils who have studied for a few veat
could perhaps teach some theory, together with th
pieces they were taught, that and nothing more
Up to the present time that was all the preparatio
that the majority of teachers received. They learne
by years of work and experience and were taught b
their mistakes a slow and costly method. Those wh
• were wise read books and magazines; they taugh
studied, organized and by all available means kept oac
with musical events. Others, who also were wise wer
into other channels of activity; while others kept o
in the .same groove and became “teachers of the ol
school.
But now it is different. The whole music'
profession is being stirred by the new spirit. Examina
tion as to fitness licensing and registration of teacherand standardization of methods are all on the
and in a few years those who aspire to the art o
teaching music will have to prove that they are caoabh
So if you intend to teach begin to prepare for it whit
learning to play.
wni1

A conscientious teacher prepares himself f
work by years of patient, careful study Then ^ Y
good knowledge of his subject as a foundation’ZV
necessary superimposed structure of experien l
starts out to make a name.
ce’ *
A young man can have no greater misfortune
him than to be placed in charge of a business wi,h !
having had previous experience. A teacher g0 •
business for himself, or if engaged by a conservato
has the status of a general manager. With no to *1
edge of business practice, ignorant of the handling of
men and the seamy side of life that he must buck
against, he blunders along, making one tactical mistake
after another, sometimes injuring his reputation in ctr
tain quarters beyond repair. This is the fundamental
reason for the non-success of those who might other¬
wise be great teachers.
Occasionally a talent combines artistic temperament
with natural business ability, but the latter can no more
develop without education than can the former. Most
of the great names of to-day are borne by musicians of
sound musical attainments combined with a keen busi¬
ness sense which may or may not have been the result
of special training. I can recall no really preeminent
musician of to-day with whom this sense is absent,
A teacher is far better able to cope with the world in
the keen competition which has developed if he spends
a year in business as a preparation to setting up in
business for himself rather than to plunge unprepared
into a struggle in which he places his dependence on a
one-sided training. Irregularity and lack of mental
activity in meeting the daily problems which spring
up in intercourse with others constitute one of the most
prominent features to be noticed in any analysis of the
unsuccessful genius. Plenty of musicians are unbear¬
ably provincial and intolerant in their conversation,
seeming to consider that because they know nothing
outside of music it necessarily connotates great mu¬
sicianship. Modern business and an extensive educa¬
tion provide Genius with a harness wherewith to direct
and render efficient the unbridled passion of a great
soul.
The Loud-Mouthed Charletan
All this sounds sordid and commercial, but should a
teacher with good, honest instruction to back him be
compelled to rank as a failure by a tenth-rate so-called
musician possessed of nothing besides sharp business
ability ? A glance around a great city reveals the man
with knowledge and attainments only too often starving
in a garret, while a loud-mouthed charletan cries his
wares through the streets followed by an applauding
throng. Artistic success is the greatest gift that God
can give to a man who teaches with his whole heart
and soul, but artistic success is not possible to “*
genius who starves in his garret. Mind, body and talent
atrophy as the hand of time steals the golden hours ot
his manhood.
_ Every advantage that can possibly help in prepara¬
tion is needed to bring a life-work to successful coir
pletion. A man must study himself and his capabiit'and limitations, find out where he is deficient and ■<
remove that deficiency. He must make himself strun,
and efficient in every branch of the work that »e _
called upon to perform if he is to meet and com
present-day conditions.

A Help for Weak Finger Joints
By E. A. Gest
Those who are troubled with the common fa'i^
weak finger joints—will be benefited by the to
exercise:
, * vs
Place the fingers on five consecutive white <j. ^
press them all down. While the keys are
. ^
drop the wrist until it presses against the woo
piano, r.i« each
With the hand in this position press and
finger several times, without raising the key *
care that the nail joint does not “break.’
^
This should be done for a few moments
..^rt
hand before daily practice. It has been 'min. inod{I,‘
wonders,” but should, of course, be done i
tion, owing to the unusual wrist position.
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THE OLD, OLD LOVE!

Words and Music by

Reginald de Koven, Op.
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A light but tasteful drawing room piece, with songlike themes delicately embroidered in effective passagework. Grade IV.
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HUNGARIAN CONCERT POLKA
UNGARISCHE KONZERT-POLKA
SEC0N1X)

Arr.by W,P, Mere

IMRE ALFOLDy

Some of the most charming of the Hungarian folk melodies arranged in the form of a polka. A brilliant, well balanced duet. Grade IV.

Allegretto brillante (tempo rubato)
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HUNTING SCENE
from the OZARK MOUNTAINS
100
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THE NIGHT TRAIN

CARL WILHELM KERN 0„m

sparkling characteristic piece free and original in harmonic scheme, and far above the ordinary hunting piece in musical interest

Allegro

||j
’

A portrait and sketch of Miss Clark, with comment upon this piece, will be found upon another page of this issue. Grade II.
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THE GOBLIN’S POLKA
!

A lively little dance movement which will attract young players. Grade II.
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TWILIGHT IN AUTUMN
REVERIE
In this expressive reverie in modern style Mr. Felton has
utilized
what may be termed the“baritone” register of the pianoforte for the
delivery of a sonorous song-like melody, the accompanying harmonics
Modfiraio M.M

I
I

W. M. FELTO);

being written above it. For the guidance of the player notes of diff‘
ent sipes are employed. One o
e irs
o a opt this effective 4.
vice was Henselt in his popular T^ove ong.
rade 1\.
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little dance
A good little teaching or recital piece in the style of a classic rondttw

HERBERT RALPH WARD
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LILY BELLS
WALTZ

LILY STRICKLAND

A bright and swaying waltz movement,useful for teachingor recital, tirade II.

Moderato
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Although written in gavotte rhythm, and suitable for recital use, this number would make an effective postlude, especially for summer use, where
lighter pieces are demanded.

Moderate con motoM.M.J=
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SWEETHEART!

A melodious drawing-room piece of the modern intermezzo type, with an alluring principal theme. Grade III^

Andante con espressione amoroso
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LA CHARMEUSE
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L.J. OSCAR FONTAJNE.Oo 140 m ,

A fine study piece,affording valuable practice in double-notes, in style and in phrasing. Grade IV.
Allegro M.M. q.=80
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MY LOVELY NANCY
Robert Burns

WALTER WALLACE SMITH

A taking encore song, well constructed and easy to sing.
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When the Honeymoon is Over
By Ina B. Hudson
The vexed question whether marriage
places a woman under obligations to
Abandon teaching is constantly being
threshed out. Meanwhile, there
mor¬
ning and giving in marriage in musical
circles Often before the honeymoon is
fairly over the young wife finds herself
meditating on the first domestic problem,
“To teach or not to teach.”
Recently a gifted young violinist was
tarried Let us call her Mary Wise,
She gave up a large class of promising
minils
She resigned from all social
settlement work, including the conduct. of a Y W. C. A. orchestra which
The had organized. She outlined a purely
domestic career for herself and thought
herself happy in so doing.
For a time all went well. “Mary is
carefree” said her mother. “The ‘have
to’ is now eliminated from Mary’s repertoire ” chimed in her sisters. Mary
herself fairly reveled in the novelty of
staving in her little home, now trying a
new salad or dessert, now concocting an
appetizing soup, between times furbishing
and burnishing the newly acquired pos.
sessions, until John had to admit that
his fear of Mary’s not knowing how to
keep house was ill-grounded.
It was John, however, who first became impatient of this domestic fervor.
•'We’ll have some music this evening,
Mary I'll call up a few people. Reba’s
coming over to accompany you, happens
to have this evening to herself. I met
her this morning.”
“You asked Reba to come, John? I
told you I couldn’t play so long as my
hands are in this state, and really I’m
always tired. Of course” (noticing John’s

doleful expression) “I like housework
—J
—.----and ——«
cooking, and *I agree
with you that
a woman’s first duty is to her husband
and family. I know how humiliating it
would be for you if I should keep on
earning money while you are the
legitimate provider. I gave up my music
when I became your wife, John, and now
you must not expect me to slip back into
the old place. Many a time I have
wanted to take out my violin in the
morning when I was fresh, but have re¬
frained. I have watched you go to your
work, sometimes with envy, thinking of
the lessons I once gave and the joy I
had in my pupils’ progress.”
“Mary,” interrupted John,
wrong. You are being stifled n this atmosphere of undiluted domesticity
I
should have married a cook if I chose
to demand all that I did of you before
our marriage. I see my selfishness, but
I hope not too late. You can earn infinitely more by a few hours pleasant
labor in your chosen vocation, while you
can pay some experienced servant who
needs the money. The household menage
requires still more provision, which devolves upon me, hence I , preserve my
self-respect in the bargain
This was the beginning of a new order
in the Wise household. Mary was the
presiding genius, and her knowledge of
domestic economics kept the machinery
of daily routine moving easily and well,
Her artistic work continued on the same
high plane she had set before her marriage and the Wises attractive home became the center of an exclusive circle of
musical people.

RANICH
■'-BACH

World’s
Smallest

Vltra Quality Grand Piano <
/ot~ Boo/cfet

Main Office, 235 E. 23rd.St.,NewYork

Corn and Chorus

Chicago Wa reroom, 235

S.Wabash Ave.

By Frances L. Garside
There are those whose picture of
Kansas is that of an immense granary,
with a tiny schoolhouse in the remote,
very remote, distance, and a cyclone
sweeping over all. That the cyclone has
become a resident of States farther east,
that the granary has an addition used as
a musical conservatory, and that every
schoolhouse has become a community
chorus center are not facts so well
advertised.
The wave of community singing that is
sweeping the country from coast to coast
had its inception in the Middle West.
Parsons, Kansas, a town not much
jarger than a flyspeck on the map, is
building^ a community singing hall, to
cost $150,000.00. Lindsborg, Kansas, a
small town in the Smoky River Valley,
as its Bethany Oratorio Society of more
than a thousand voices, and at whose an¬
nual festival such great singers as Schumann-Heink, Nordica, Gadski and Fremstad have sung.
L is an old discovery (re-discovered in
c European war) that a company of
fo diets will cover one-third more ground
! “tty march to music. Applying this
Aspiration to more peaceful callings, it
!3 ,ound that machinists work faster and
•etter. that artisans of all kinds put more
. eir higher nature and more enusiasm into their labor, and the labor
*comes so glorified that it loses its una“ractiveness.
ccause of this, and because no man
^.n s>ng with the man standing next to
bw *nd fee* h°sti,e toward that man ;
accau*e ltle world needs a better spirit of
,"'r ' an<l greater sympathy and kindm .’ lecause of all these, and because
a W*S
onD factor that can bring
*ter feeling about, Arthur Nevin,

head of the musical extension work in
the University of Kansas, projected the
first community chorus.
Beginning with a litle music center in
Lawrence, he has established music
centers all over the State, and now all of
Kansas sings as it plows and sows and
reaps, and it plows and sows and reaps
as never before.
The idea of the Community Chorus is
to call together those who can sing and
don’t know it. They do not need any
knowledge of music, or to be the pos¬
sessor of a "voice” to belong. They do
not need membership fees, or admission
tickets. All that is required is that they
be present, and that they lift up fheir
voices: the leader will do the rest, mat
Arthur Nevin is doing to Kansas. Peter
Dvkema is doing in Wisconsin and
Harry Barnhart is doing to New Tork.
Beginning with Buffalo, he has Com¬
munity Choruses in towns all over the
State, and travels from one music center
t0The idea is far-reaching in its beneficent

wiih

«£

orts rTctu'anfanTdelightedly hears
in the rustle of the leaves of growing
C°Arthur"nevin (who. by the wav, is a
brother of Ethelbert Nevin) has carried
Se gospel of music all over his beloved
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Where Shall I Breathe?

Department for Singers

By Edward Ellsworth Hipscher

Edited for August by Edward Ellsworth Hipscher

A Lesson Talk on Felice
A Song by Thurlow Lleurance

less emphasis. Persevere till you are
able to do it neatly and gracefully. This
syncopation of accent, nicely done, im¬
parts a lightness and grace to the waltz
movement. It lifts the rhythm out of the
ordinary, the mechanical, or the musicbox type. Measure 34 will require care¬
ful, slow practice to acquire clearness in
executing the three successive half-tones.
To facilitate this, breathe after “eyes” in
32 and then after “true” in 36. Also,
there should be a carefully developed
crescendo from 33 to the E of 36. Begin
quite softly at 39 and gradually increase
in volume till 50. In the last phrase, be¬
ginning with the last beat of 50, let the
tone be full, but with no effort at loud¬
ness.
You will, however, need great
steadiness of both tone and emotion. Ob¬
serve the raltentando. The mordente at
52 must be done neatly, with a light,
fleet touch of the voice. Then be careful
not to slide down from G to F in this
measure.
In such a broken melody great care will
be necessary in handling the breath.
Observe every rest scrupulously, if you
wish to make the most of this theme’s
piquant character. But do not breathe
indiscriminately. Determine your places
for breathing by the same rules as if the
melody were sustained. Then, when a
rest occurs in the midst of a phrase, drop
the preceding note neatly, suspend all
motion of the breath for the interval of
the rest, and attack the next note with
the greatest care. Thus you acquire light¬
ness of melody.
With the last beat of 54, Animato, the
Second Theme begins, an excellent con¬
trast to the First. Sing it so. Let the
first two measures, sung on ‘"Ah,” not
only be a good crescendo as marked, but
also gradually increase the speed of each
beat. Then, beginning with the second
beat of measure 56 (p) let the movement
gradually slacken till a tempo is reached
in 58. This variation of rhythm will be
repeated twice till 66 is reached. This
may be made most beautiful. There must
be no jerkiness.
The quickening and
lengthening of the beats must be so
gradual that your hearers will feel it
without being disturbed by any sudden
breaks.
From 66 let the accellerando
continue to rit. at 69. At 70 a flexible
voice may introduce a cadenza:

Op real "vocal” waltzes there are none
too many. While not the highest form
of art, still they may be good art. They
offer excellent material for developing
lightness in the voice, while they add in¬
terest to both study and repertoire.
To begin, Felice is distinctly vocal—not
words fitted to a waltz for piano. It is
expressed in the vocal idiom.
Its
melody is light, tuneful, abounds in
pleasing intervals, offers considerable op¬
portunity for varied tone-color, and has
a rhythm both attractive and flexible.
The introductory passage is marked
Lento and must not be hurried. Sing
this with genuine feeling, as if addressing
the words to one you admire; but beware
of sentimentality. Try truly to feel the
sentiment of the words, to express it
through your voice; but do not exag¬
gerate. The first motive of two meas¬
ures is most happily conceived. The first
syllable of "Felice” on the high note is
to be sung softly, while its last syllable,
a third lower, is to have increased power
and emphasis.
This follows carefully
the accent of the name, although mu¬
sically expressed in an unusual manner.
This is followed, in sequence, by the same
figure (C falling to A), which should
have the same interpretation. A breath
between the third and fourth measures
will enable you to render the second
“Felice” more eloquently.
Following
these is the phrase, "Come to me, Felice.”
You will notice that “come” falls on the
third or weak beat of the measure, while
“me” appears on the first or strongest
beat of the following measure. Yet, if
you will read this sentence carefully, you
will find that “come” naturally is more
emphatic than “me.” In other words, the
“coming” of Felice is the thing desired.
Place a
with its larger end
over “come” and the smaller over "me.”
While this indicates the gradation of
power, yet the more important part of
the stress on the first word will come
from the emotional element which you
feel within.
On the last beat of measure 16, count¬
ing from the beginning of the introduc¬
tion, and in 17, the small notes are prefer¬
able. It is very difficult to repeat a figure,
especially in the higher register, and have
the second one more effective than the
first. Then, at the end of 17 substitute
“to me” for “O come.” Aside from
At 86 the First Theme returns.
eliminating the many repetitions of “O
In 118 enters an episode of varied
come,” if “me” is sung with an open ee phrases—substituting, with pleasing va¬
placed well up to the front, it will help riety, for a Third Theme. The first eight
to develop a much better tone on the measures, excepting the two mordents,
high G than will the more gutteral vowel consist of a monotone on F, marked
of “come.” In 19-20 make a considerable Lento. Sing these slowly, quietly, very
but very even ritardando. Then take a evenly in time, suggesting the calm of the
breath before “Felice” to enable you to night. Link the syllables of the words
give this your very best voice and feeling. so closely together that you get the effect
And now to the First Theme of the of a sustained tone molded into words
Tempo di Valse.
by the lips and tongue. Yet they must be
The first three phrases of this are made very distinctly enunciated. Develop well
up of little motives of three notes each. the crescendi at 127; and observe the
Tuneful and graceful, these must be care¬ raltentando in 131-134. With the last
fully executed. Practice vocalizing these beat of 134, a tempo, take up the original
on the vowel sound most comfortable to waltz rhythm. This immediately gives
your voice. Do this with considerable way to a slight ritardando during the
stress of voice on the first of the three crescendo in 135. which prepares the
notes, while the last one (even though it pause on the F of 136. Do not breathe
be the first beat of a measure) receives after this pause.
So calculate your

ritardando and pause that you can de¬
scend lightly to “sing” in 136, pick up
the original rhythm, and complete the
phrase to the rest in 138, with one breath.
The next four measures should have
similar treatment. To breathe between
the syllables of a word is as unpardon¬
able in the singer as in the reader. From
142 the time will be quite regular; and
the only breath necessary will be before
“through.”

E. E. Hipscher.
At 150 begins the second repetition of
the First Theme. A word regarding such
a repeated theme. In order that this may
not grow “stale” it will be necessary not
to exhaust your resources on its first ap¬
pearance. Sing it beautifully, make it
attractive, but each time reserve some¬
thing of your powers to be added to its
next rendering. For a theme appearing
three times this requires careful calcula¬
tion. If each repetition has not added
brilliancy, , familiarity will make it seem
to the audience to have less.
The first six measures of the Finale
will be interpreted much like the Intro¬
duction. Then should begin an accelIcrando (not neglecting to observe the
pause marks) and a crescendo, both of
which will culminate in the final “Good¬
bye.” If the young singer finds it im¬
possible to render effectively the entire
“Good-bye” on the one high pitch, C
might be substituted for the first F,
though such changes should be made only
after careful trial and study.

The Office of Silence
General Joffre modestly attributes
part of his success as a military' com¬
mander to the fact that in giving orders
he never tells a man more than he can
.remember.
Many music teachers might with benefit
take a page from his book. Often they
fill the lesson hour with garrulous com¬
ments and advice, and then wonder, with
much discouragement, why so little of it
sticks in the pupil’s memory.
In looking back over his student days
the writer feels constrained to confess
that the teacher who said the least taught
him the most. Although kindly in de¬
meanor, he was almost taciturn during
the lesson hour: the few remarks he
made were, for that very reason, well re¬
membered and acted upon.

Changes
May we make them? Yes. Dare m
doit? Certainly. When? Ifwearecertain that we are not destroying the com
poser’s intent, that we shall render the
phrase more singable, more effective or
more artistic as a whole.
Why are changes necessary? Because
of the great difference in individual
voices. Because many of our best songs
are translations, and the translator not
always was a musician. Because some¬
times composers of great musical gifts
have lacked the literary training to en¬
able them to grasp the nice inflections of
The meter of the words and that of the
music always should agree. To put an
Unaccented syllable on an accented beat
means artistic defeat. While these things
should not occur,yet they do, and in songs
that, otherwise, are of much merit. So
when they are met it is the singer’s duty
to readjust them.
Often a slight change in the relative
length of the notes of a measure will cor¬
rect the deficiency. Sometimes the words
may be transposed in their order.
In England, the cradle and home of
Oratorio, and where the classic masters
have been near canonized, many such ad¬
justments have been made and have be¬
come traditional among their greatest
singers. For instance, in Mendelssohn's
Elijah the old prophet's lament, “0 Lord.
I have labored in vain,” is altered to "0
Lord, in vain have I labored,” tying the
first two notes of the measure for
“Lord” and dividing the notes of the
final slur for “labored.” And but one
trial of this change is necessary to es¬
tablish its superiority of dramatic ex¬
pression over the original. And many
similar improvements might be cited not
only from the classics but also from
modern works.
The point to keep in mind is that sue
changes must be done conscientiously,
not from a mere whim. They neier
must do violence to the composers tern
so far as altering the musical express!
of his thought. But when, after carer*
study, a change is found to add to
truthful expression of the phrase, do
hesitate to make it; for, by so doing, J
will add both to your success and t<

Volumes have been written on the
management of the singer’s breath. How
to breathe has been exhausted. When to
breathe is the rock on which many a
singer wrecks her hopes.
One of the greatest factors in the in¬
telligent delivery of the text of a song
is the use of the breath. That the singer
understands tone-production is expected.
That she shall use tones to interpret the
sentiment of the words is her only
apology for singing. That the meaning
of her words should be made intelligible
is unquestioned.
How long would we be interested by
the reading of one who stopped for a
long, wheezing breath, indiscriminately—
between syllables, after prepositions, and
anywhere, ragardless of the thought con¬
tent of the words. And yet one fre¬
quently hears singers doing these things
—not the great singers, however. As a
budding Melba (?) of some local repu¬
tation once said, "I just breathe when¬
ever my wind is gone.”
Now the breathing should be so man¬
aged as to divide the words into thought
groups. No phrase of words should be
interrupted by breathing, before its
thought is expressed.
For instance,
never breathe between a preposition and
its object; because the object is necessary
to the completion of the idea begun by
the preposition. An adjective preceding
a noun never should be separated from
it by a break in the melody. All verb
phrases, as “should have been,” must be
closely connected.
No similarly close
grammatical construction should be broken
by breath.
Then one must be careful that the stop
for breath does not throw a modifying
phrase out of its proper connection. For
this sin the singer not always deserves all
the blame. Much lyric poetry is written
in such uneven lengths of thought phrases
that both composer and singer are in a
hard way to success. If the composer
makes a strophic setting—all stanzas to
be sung to the same melody—then the
singer will need all his wits.
One of the most glaring of these in¬
consistencies which comes now to mind,
is m DeKoven’s “O Promise Me”—a song,
by the way, which familiarity has caused
to be underestimated.
Not only the
verses but also the music is full of poetic
ancy artistically expressed.
With a
oreign composer’s name and foreign
0fl“*• 't would perhaps be more highly
garded. This is interpolated merely to

show that a song may combine some very
strong and yet some weak points. And
the latter appear because of the attempt
to set in strophic form stanzas very dis¬
similar in outline—a weakness not absent
from many old classics.
In the second verse, if one follows the
music phrases literally, is this passage:
“And let me sit beside you, in your eyes
(rest for breath) ■ seeing the vision of
our paradise.” Sing it thus: “And let
me sit beside you (breathe), in your
eyes seeing the vision of our paradise."
Lengthen the dotted half-note to a whole
note, so there will be no break between
‘eyes” and “seeing.” To sing, “And let
me sit beside you in your eyes,” as a sus¬
tained phrase, with whole beat rest fol¬
lowing it, and separating “in your eyes”
from the following words with which
they rightfully belong, creates nothing
less than a ludicrous situation.
In Mascheroni’s “For All Eternity,” the
sixth and seventh measures of the vocal
score is another false phrasing. In the
sixth measure dwell slightly on “soul”
and follow it with a breath.
Then
lengthen the last syllable of “revealing”
so as to eliminate the rest in the seventh
measure, singing connectedly “revealing
the meaning of this mem’ry-laden hour.”
Now both these songs are of un¬
doubted musical merit. Personally, from
a repertoire of a thousand songs, they
are among my favorites, for they have
really singable “tunes” treated artistically
and fitting well the sentiment of the
words. But, because the composers al¬
lowed themselves to be drawn from the
sense by the meter of the verses, their
beautifully rounded musical phrases are
not always calculated to aid in the best
interpretation of the meaning of the text.
It is in such instances that the singer, if
he have the requisite knowledge of
music and literature, may be pardoned
for taking such liberties with the com¬
poser’s score as will assist in making such
passages more intelligible.
To sum up the whole matter, the place
of breathing becomes a question of
studying the thought expression of the
words. A song, with words perfect in
form and interpreted by perfect music,
would leave no problems of this nature
for the singer. But, while we attempt the
expression of ideas by imperfect means,
we must. be coptent to labor to make
these of the greatest possible effect. And
let not slovenly breathing be added to our
certain musical sins.
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Impediments to Successful Voice Training
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practice is reached it is not only useless
but also positively injurious to continue
it. Just in this way the end is sometimes
defeated.
Too Little Practice
There are a larger number, however,
dislike routine practice, and fail “
give the amount of practice needed. They
foolishly hops that the skill of the
teacher’can Minehow pull them through.
Never was a greater mistake made.
Irregular Practice
This is one of the most common diffi¬
culties in the way to success. Good
practice to-day. none to-morrow, a little
the next day, sometimes in the morning
sometimes In the evening, sometimes too
much, sometimes too little, is sure to re¬
tard if not prevent advancement.
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Interpretation of the Words in Singing
To the average young singer a song
not much beyond a tu,.e. If she
has had voice training, pretty tones de¬
livered more or less rhythmically repre¬
sent to her successful singing. And yet,
in nine cases out of ten, the real appeal,
that which grips the heart of the public,
is in the sentiment of the words. Adapt
to it other words, and how often would
we hear the music of Home, Sweet Home,
Annie Laurie, or, making a great bound,’
The Erl King?
If the literary text is unworthy a most
careful study and interpretation, why is it
that even the great masters have leaned
on it to furnish the inspiration of their
well-known vocal music? No great song
ever has been written except as the com¬
poser sought to interpret through his
music the sentiment, the passion of the
verses of the poet. And this being true,
only as the singer most carefully studies
the literary text will she be able properly
to interpret the music. Only as she be¬
comes imbued with the sentiment of the
words will she be able to render the mu¬
sical phrases with their proper shadings.
The music having sprung from the words,
it must be interpreted through them.
Every song is a story. The singer
comes before her audience for the pur¬
pose of relating to them some heart ex¬
perience of someone, somewhere. This
has been made vivid by the imagination
of the poet; and his work has been am¬
plified by the genius of the composer.
Manifestly it becomes the singer's duty so
to present the musical text that through

means

it she may interpret the composer’s con¬
ception of the poet’s ideas.
Then what must be the singer’s
equipment?
First, she must understand voice pro¬
duction. That is, she must be able so to
control her voice that she can turn her
breath into a stream of beautiful, ex¬
pressive tones.
Next, she must have
mastered all phases of musical notation
till she is capable of grasping and ac¬
curately executing the composer’s score.
Then, she must have a literary training
that will enable her to grasp and interpret
the innermost meaning of the song-poem.
As has been said, a song is a story.
This must be presented to your audience
so vividly that they instinctively will un¬
derstand and feel it. To do this, you first
must have studied it so thoroughly that
you feel within you its beauty and its
message. This means that the words
must have had much study by themselves.
Nothing will help to the proper grasp of
the sentiment of the words so much as
the repeated reading of them aloud. No,
do not merely say the words. Really
read them, giving much thought to their
meaning and to the sentiment therein
contained.
Then you must make yourself thorough¬
ly acquainted with every detail of the
music. So master it that the phrases flow
spontaneously from your vocal organs.
Technically, the music must have ceased
to contain difficulties of execution. Other¬
wise your thought can not be devoted

In response to widespread demand the Theo. Presser Co. has just published
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The Voice in Conversation
The voice is used much more in con¬
versation than in singing; hence its qual¬

ities are mostly formed by it. Now sup¬
pose that the pupil knows what constitutes
a good tone and has a clear idea as to
how it can be cultivated and even
practices regularly the exercises for its
development; still there is a liability that
all the good rules which she understands
will be entirely ignored in her conversa¬
tion. If, in conversation, a rough, thin,
metallic, close, hollow, breathy, too loud
or too soft tone is used, it can be readily
seen what almost insuperable difficulties
are in the way. The teacher should re¬
move these difficulties by giving instruc¬
tions in elocution, thereby laying a good
foundation for musical exercises.
The herculean task of the teacher is to
see to the removal of these impediments,
which the pupil should and could quite
easily remove himself—Song Friend.

Save 40c

THE ETUDE.-)
Every Week. 1
Woman’s Home Comp....
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Wrong Practice
Signor Garcia said that Jenny Lind was
a little slow in understanding his instruc¬
tions, and would ask him to repeat his
statements even two or three times, until
she thoroughly understood what he
wanted her to do.
Then she would
always practice the exercise right and
the result was such singing as the world
has never heard before nor since.
It is safe to say that the instructions
of even the best teachers are rarely un¬
derstood perfectly. Pupils should insist
upon getting a clear idea of what is to be
done and then faithfully carry out the
instructions.

-
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My Bonnie
Onward Christian Soldiers
Auld Lang Syne
God of the Nations
Marching Through Geo
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Russian National Hym,
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Abide with Me
Ground
How Firm a Foundation
Old Folks at Home
Sicilian Mariners’ Hymn
My Old Kentucky Horn
Long Wave Old Glory
Battle Cry of Freedom
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Dixie’s Land
Soldier
Home, Sweet Home
Annie Laurie
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Easy to do? No. The glamour of being
before an audience is apt to diffuse much
of the realism with which she had
thought to deliver her song. But this,
also, must be overcome. Repeated ap¬
pearances will help much. However, the
attitude of mind is her chief reliance.
The song must have been mastered ab¬
solutely. Then the singer must be so lost
in its sentiment that, for the present, it
is to her a reality of her own existence.
If it is addressed to an absent one, it
must be made so real that she and her
audience feel that one’s presence. If the
song is in narrative style, it must be ad¬
dressed directly to the audience and so
clearly that they feel its appeal. Then
she may hope for success.

First Singing of “Home Sweet Home”

p.

Concert Singers and Vocal Teachers!

freely to interpretation. When this state
has been attained, then you are ready and
should use the music to emphasize and
interpret the literary text.
As each
phrase of melody flows from your lips,
color it to the sentiment of the words to
which it is set.
The singer must study the “story” of
the song until it becomes so real to her
that, for the time being, she feels it as
truly as if it were her own life-experi¬
ence which she is telling to her audience.
Then she must beware of “preaching.”
Her audience is her friend. At least, she
must feel so. She must tell her story
with the same simple directness that she
would use if she were relating it to a
companion in the privacy of her home.
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Perhaps the most thrilling quarter of
an hour of John Howard Payne’s life
was that when Jenny Lind sang “Home,
Sweet Home” to him. The occasion was
the Jenny Lind concert in Washington,
the night of December 17, 1850. The
assembly was, perhaps, the most dis¬
tinguished ever seen in a concert-room in
this country. Among the notables present
and occupying front seats were President
Fillmore, Daniel Webster, Henry Clay,
General Scott and John Howard Payne.
Jenny Lind opened with the “Casta Diva.”
and followed with the “Flute Song” (in
which her voice contested rivalry for
purity and sweetness with a flute in the
duet), then the famous “Bird Song,” and
next on the program the “Greeting to
America.” All pieces were applauded ap¬
parently to the full capacity of an en¬
thusiastic audience, and Mr. Webster,
who was in his most genial after-dinner
mood, emphasized the plaudit by rising
from his seat and making Jenny a pro¬
found bow, as if responding for the

country to her “Greeting.” But when the
“Swedish Nightingale” answered the en¬
core by turning in the direction of John
Howard Payne and giving “Home, Sweet
Home” with all the wonderful tender¬
ness, purity and simplicity fitting both
the words and the air of the immortal
song, the difference was at once seen be¬
tween the mechanical applause called out
by a display of fine vocalization and that
elicited by the “touch of nature that
makes the whole world kin.” Before the
first line of the song was completed the
audience was fairly “off its feet,” and
could scarcely wait for a pause to give
expression to its enthusiasm.
People
ordinarily of the undemonstrative sort
clapped, stamped and shouted as if they
were mad, and it seemed as if there
would be no end to the uproar. Meantime
all eyes were turned upon Payne, a small¬
sized, elegantly-molded, gray haired gen¬
tleman, who blushed violently at finding
himself the center of so many glances.—
Brooklyn Magazine.

Soft-Tone Practice

charm none can be more
mysteriously potent than
the perfume or powder
she uses.
Lundborg’s Arborea is a
fascinating perfume—a
rich, alluring and delightful
fragrance. It is to be had
in extract, toilet water, face
powder, sachet and talc.

By Louis Arthur Russell

jlwidhorg^
There is much to say regarding softtone practice, a frequently misunderstood
principle in vocal study. It is not enough
to know that a tone is soft to make it a
proper tone for practice. A tone may be
soft and yet very far from pure or of
correct form.
Discriminating judgment regarding the
quality of a soft tone calls for keen sensi¬
bilities and the quality of good judgment
is not likely to be found in the average
student or young public singer. If the
only quality sought is softness, many
very wrong characteristics of tone may
be included which will not be realized by
the student
While a “soft” tone is less likely to
lead to disaster than would be a loud
tone, yet the practice of soft tones is
very vital in the matter of developing
habit, through which the singer’s self¬
controlling (automatic) processes are
built up.
A soft tone may be very breathy;
faulty in resonance, of imperfect focus,
of falsetto character, etc., and yet not be
offensive to any but the most delicate ear.
The teacher must be so keen of ear
and so well trained in philosophy and
hearing that he can at once detect the
defects in the softest of tones, and he
must be able to trace the cause, and to
make the whole matter plain to the pupil.
A soft tone anywhere in the voice must
be of a character capable of development
to a full tone anywhere in the normal
range of the voice, else its practice is
useless and often very harmful.
The same care as to breath control
must he given a soft tone as a louder
tone, and the student should he trained
early in his work to hear and to feel the

close connection of a breathy tone to the
throat, a condition always to be avoided.
The soft humming tone is worse than
useless in voice development, because, 1st,
it is not true singing if the vowel sound
lie denied emission through the lips; 2d.
the hum (through the nose) cannot be
vocalized (vowe’.ized) ; 3d, the hum can¬
not be developed without the intolerable
nasal twang.
The hum is a delusion and a snare. In
some voices it may be of interesting
quality, but at its very best it loses all
semblance of beauty when developed in
power. It is not singing, its delivery
is not that of the true vocal art, and to
lapse from the hum to the true vocal
tone the singer must change the process
of emission. We practice for the de¬
velopment of correct process habits; to
practice a wrong, unmusical, unvocal
process for the cultivation of a right,
musical, truly vocal process is as irra¬
tional as to practice a trombone for
the learning of violin playing.
The
difference is not so extreme but just
as positive.
The soft tone may be
falsetto and yet being soft it may please
the average ear, but it is wrong and
should not be cultivated, except as a
special class of voice useful to the artist,
but an offensive unartistic quality when
used in place of a pure tone.
There is much to be said on the sub¬
ject of soft-tone practice, let me add here
only the one warning:
The soft tone to he useful must lie pure
tone; it must be capable of development
without change of process; it must be of
correct focus and resonance, it should be
of a nature interchangeable with the
speaking and the singing voice.

Ar h ore a^Talc
combines the exot ic Arborea
odor—which suggests lan¬
guorous heliotropes, rose
leaves, spicy carnations and
sweet violets—with the
finest of soft, soothing
borated talc. It is put up
for you in a beautiful, crys¬
tal-clear Jar de Boudoir,
instead of a homely tin
container.
Get Lundborg’s Arborea Talc
at your drug-ordepartment-store.
25 cents the jar, or send 25 cents
for a week-end box with miniature
packages of Arborea Talc. Sachet,
Extract, Toilet Water and Face
Powder and a sample of Lund¬
borg’s Peroxide Massage Cream
which whitens and softens the skin.
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ecent contracts
include four manual
organs as follows:
First Presbyterian, German¬
town, Philadelphia, 119 stops;
St. Joseph’s Cathedral, Hart¬
ford, Conn., 68 stops; First
Presbyterian, Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.,5Sstops;PlymouthCong.,
Worcester, Mass., 52 stops.

Touch, Phrasing and Extemporization at the Organ
.A Second Section of Dr. Marchant1 s Important Discussion of Educational Phases of
Modern Organ Playing
With
reference to the aii-important
all-important scale-notes, and finally he makes the fol¬
"..
ing and pedalling, touch and phrasing,
subject of organ touch, it may be said at
lowing statement, which is undoubtedly should be thoroughly mastered before the of Mendelssohn, the phrasing mart,
,,o, b, ,,ke„ too
-■
once that, while the legato touch is still
only too true that “The organist's finger¬ young player passes on to the use of the
and always will be the fundamental basis ing is, as a rule, deplorable.”
oral indication of what is wanted. Again
louder combinations, or to indulgence in
of all true organ playing; at the same
in Rhemberger’s Sonatas, we mustS
the stop-changing, tone-color fascin¬
time it may be pointed out that modern
for some one to give us an edition £
Phrasing on the Organ
ations of organ playing.”
Many or¬
organ action enables an organist to get
s playable ; as they are printed at present
In the matter of phrasing, very much ganists are in the habit, for some reason
much more variety in his touch than was
might be said with reference to a sub¬ or other, of adopting too quick a tempo they are quite inaccurately phrased. D,
possible in the old days, when the mech¬
ject that demands musicianship of a in pieces of a certain type, particularly G. I. Bennett (who, by the way was j
anism of the key action, consisted of
pupil
of Rheinberger) says: “From the
high order on the part of the organist. in some of Bach’s fugues and other com¬
stickers, trackers, etc.; resulting in a
The term is very comprehensive in its positions of a like character. It should paucity of expression marks (the cres¬
touch both clumsy and heavy, more or
application to organ playing. It includes, always be remembered that in a large cendo sign appears only once in the
less. Furthermore, the old idea that was
amongst other things, technical dexterity,’ building, the speed must be somewhat course of the twenty sonatas) much of
continually being dinned into our ears
a keen sense of rhythm, and above all a slower than that which would be quite the music bears an uninviting aspect,
in our youth, that organ playing was
musical temperament capable of giving a effective in a small building. Then again, especially the slow movements. What ft
detrimental to a good touch for piano¬
finished and an artistic interpretation in the “speech” of some of the stops have wanted is an edition with broad sug¬
forte playing, must now, of course, be
the performance of any particular com¬ to be considered, particularly on the gestions as to the expression, the various
rejected as a delusion. On the contrary, position.
degrees of loudness and registering, and
pedal organ. In fact, an organist must
organ playing, to a very great extent, con¬
Dr. Harford Lloyd, in his advice to use his common-sense, both as regards the with some modification of the phrasing;
duces to the acquiring of a perfect legato
organists remarks: “Try and vitalize possibilities of his instrument, the size in short, to make them more suitable for
touch on the piano; and most certainly
use on our more up-to-date organs." It
your playing; do not be content with
and the resonant properties of the build¬
the converse is true, that piano-playing
playing the mere notes, however accur¬ ing, and also the period, style, and char¬ is difficult to formulate any definite rules
is of the greatest benefit to the organist,
ately, but try and bring life into what acter of the music itself. If young or¬ as to phrasing on the organ; but as a
inasmuch as it will give him a far better
general recommendation, it may be stated
you play. In music, rhythm is the one
ganists would study orchestral scores and
grasp of phrasing and variety of touch
that a slight break should be made at
thing that goes to make music vital ”
above all to take every possible oppor¬
generally. On this point, Robert Schu¬
the end of each group of notes included
The writer has a vivid recollection of
tunity of hearing orchestral perform¬
mann says: “Never miss an opportunity
many very valuable hints and suggestions ances of great works, we should hear less under a slur constituting a phrase, and
of practising on the organ, for there is
also
before and after every succeeding
with reference to phrasing on the organ
of so much stodgy organ playing which
no other instrument that so effectually
phrase, much in the same manner as a
which he received from his old master’
is so prevalent amongst organists gener¬
corrects impurity of style and touch.”
singer taking breath before and after
the late Dr. E. H. Turpin. In this conally. There is no doubt that, the playing each phrase.
Broadly speaking, there are only two dis¬
nection he says: “Phrasing is practically
of really good transcriptions of orches¬
tinct touches that are available on the
the punctuation by points of silence of
tral music on the organ, will do more
Voluntaries
organ, viz: legato and detached-chord,
rnusmal figures and rhythmical sentences
than anything else to develop a keen
touches. The staccato touch, as generally
In the selection of voluntaries there is
Musical phrasing, in effect like that of
sense of rhythm. A few additional points no difficulty whatever at the present time
understood, used either for single notes or
speech, is an influence which enforces
on the subject of phrasing will now be in choosing suitable pieces for any or all
chords, is not very suitable for the organ,
active attention as the sounds are heard
’ touched upon, but without the aid of occasions of the Church’s Seasons. The
and should be rarely employed. Then
and reflective attention by the power of
music type, it will be almost impossible introductory voluntary, perhaps, does not,
there is the non-legato touch, a compro¬
memory, in the brief points of silence
to elucidate in detail many things that generally speaking, receive all the at¬
mise, so to speak, of the legato and
which intervene between one sentence
could possibly be made clear by musical tention it deserves. There are many or¬
stacca,to, which is most effective in pas¬
and another.
On the organ, character and
.lustrations
Perhaps one of many ganists who seem to think that this is
sages demanding lightness and vivacity,
style are largely dependent upon wellstumbling blocks that often perplex a their opportunity for displaying their
and is also useful for the accompaniment
judged phrasing, and this is especially true
young organist is, to know what to do skill, or in a great number of cases the
in church music of a particular type. In
because touch cannot alter the force or
when an accent occurs in the music. On total lack of it, in extemporizing, «■■<■
sustained solo passages, a quasi-porta¬
and
variety of the sounds produced in any
this point. Dr. Percy C. Buck says: “You the result is generally something that is
mento style may occasionally be used
way, consequently on the organ, touch
with good effect, for instance in such a
cannot make a note sound louder by hit¬ entirely meaningless, whether regarded
is not directly the medium for the con¬
piece as “Simple Aveu,” by Fr. Thome.
ting it harder; the only way to accent a from a melodic, harmonic, or rhythmic
veyance of accent. The most apt and
note (on the organ) is by making the point of view. Even in the case of >
There is also the thumb-note device,
refined judgment is needed to regulate
which is employed by playing single notes
previous note shorter and less important.” clever improvizer; he may not always be
phrasing on the organ. Much, of course
or phrases with the thumb, while the
■ ii a ii dine oi minci or in me mnrxA fn (JO
~
depends upon the art of closing sen¬
Importance of Accent
fingers of the same hand are used to
be
himself justice, and may sometimes be
tences. To this end a nice artistic sen¬
play independently on another manual.
The writer is glad to be able to give tempted to get into a groove and repeat
sitiveness, a discriminating power of
All these various touches and devices
the opinion of experts on this important himself too often.
The introductory
measuring and comparing figures and
must, of course, be employed with great
sentences, and consummate tact in round¬ point, because, although it may be con¬ voluntary should be considered not on?
discrimination, according to the style and
sidered a detail, the correct rendering of as an introduction to, but as a part of the
ing off rhythmical divisions are all
character of the music itself. Particular
needed. One practical question is this— an accent on the organ is of the verv service itself; and as such the aim 0
attention must also be given to such in¬
what should be the actual duration of utmost importance in the matter of touch, the organist should be to play someth"*
accuracies as incomplete note and rest
the final note of a phrase followed by m its relation to artistic phrasing. An¬ that would be likely to lead or reflect!
values, omission of repetition of notes,
a rest denoting the brief silence which other point of very great importance is, the mind of the listener a devotional
and strict observance of accuracy of
divides musical sentences? As a general to know at once how to discriminate be¬ spirit as a preparation for the serv,V
notes and rests generally. It must never
rule, a final note or chord may be said tween slurs that are meant as merely Instead of this, we get some unpremedi¬
be forgotten that the character of the
to terminate on the last divisional point /epoto marks and those that are meant tated formless vaporings, under the gu'^
stops, and the responsiveness of the
of its length. Thus a half note closing a mar"C!\ thC, phrasinS'
This ^ a of an improvization, which really
action has a great deal to do with the
phrase should practically end with the iTnnn tJ
^ $° gfeat 3 d«nand tracts the mind of the listener, esPec'
touch to be employed, in order to effec¬
third eighth of its length, that is, with upon the organists’ musicianship. Un¬ if he or she is a musical person. Lis
tively interpret the music from a techni¬
the front part,’ if one may use the ex¬ fortunately, it is a well-known fact, as ing to the concluding voluntary ma-.
cal point of view. In this connection, Sir
pression, of the second quarter note form¬ ™ !'ha" ^ distinguished organist has avoided, but most of the congregaw
Walter Parratt, in a lecture on “The
ing the second half of the half note. But indicate °*h'
™any c0mP°sers do not are in their places during the m,r?. „
Teaching of Organ-playing,” given at the
no rule can be positively laid down with re¬ indicate the phrasing, but actually write tory voluntary, and must perforce
pas ages which, if pIayed as ;4cated
Royal College of Organists two or three
^
gard to this matter. Much will depend by the stors pnmed in the text> wou,d be to it whether they will or not,
years ago, makes the following obser¬
fore due preparation shouW-w* P
upon the character of the music and the
vations. He says: “Nothing will induce
pace at which it is to be performed. absolute nonsense, in fact, a caricature to it, just as mudh as to ,l”e 1
people to play on the organ, scales or
I ouch and phrasing should be studied left a!mo0?P0SerSi,reaI intentions- Bach ices and anthems. There are him"
scraps of them, with the usual fingering.”
eft almost everything as regards phras- —nay, thousands—of short P'ef
closely together by the young organHe also mentions as a weakness the habit
^
player, and one cannot but sympathize ‘ * rT
-° l,he player> anfl one must various grades of difficulty, stn a
of many organists of unnecessary finger¬
flf
with the opinion of an eminent per¬ exl£eraf!i10Uly 'nt° accoimt the grossly the purpose, if anyone will only
changing in the simplest succession of
former, that the technicalities of finger¬ ™f ,a etl Phrasing to be found in trouble to look through the cata ;“lfv 0f
some editions of Bach. In the Sonatas the publishers who make a sPecl
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organ music. With reference to pieces
for concluding voluntary there may be
more latitude allowed, perhaps, in the
selection, both as regards length and
style generally. It should be remem¬
bered, however, that after the prayer of
Benediction,
> not, to say the least,
at all seemly to burst forth immediately
with such a piece, for instance as Guilmant’s “Grand Choeur alia Handel” or
any other piece of similar dance-like
rhythm. The late Dr. F. I. Sawyer once
made the following remarks anent con¬
cluding voluntaries. He said: “Few of
us ever realize that we are still bound by
true artistic needs to make our postlude a proper finish to the service.”
After the final “Amen” it is most effec¬
tive to play a few bars softly, increasing
the power gradually until the choir have
reached the vestry .and the congregation
have risen from their seats, then modu¬
late into the key of the piece about to
be played. This is surely in the power
of anyone with but a slight knowledge of
harmony, and with a little practice the
gap between the final prayer and the
voluntary proper can be filled up with
some regard to the fitness of things gen¬
erally. Apropos to the fitness of things,
the Rev. I. Lionel Bennett relates the fol¬
lowing: “The new organist who, during
service, received from his vicar a pen¬
cilled note—‘Mr. Summers has died,
please play Dead March; choir will re¬
main standing1—and who, not having a
copy of the Dead March by him, played
Tosti’s ‘Good-bye’ as the ‘next nearest,’
pumping out with pathetic emphasis from
an anguished swell the refrain ‘Good¬
bye, Summer, good-bye, good-bye’—that
organist sounds a little too precious to
be true.” Let it always be realized that
whatever voluntaries are played—either
for introductory or concluding pieces—
let them be of a devotional character as
far as possible, and above all really good
music, carefully avoiding all trash and
ear-tickling pieces.
There is so much good organ music
available nowadays that there is really
no excuse whatever for playing music of
little or no musical value. There are
also a great number of very beautiful
movements in the shape of transcriptions
from orchestral and piano works that
are very suitable as voluntaries. The
writer may mention a conversation he
had with the late Dr. A. L. Peace many
years ago. He said: “I must confess
that I prefer a page of really good music
(whatever instrument it may be played
upon, that is a secondary matter to me)
to volumes of pretentious rubbish written
by tenth-rate composers of organ music.
But with some people, the medium by
which the music is performed is regarded
as of more importance than the quality
of the music itself. It is just the reverse
with me. Hence, I prefer a good trans¬
cription of essentially good music to a
vast amount of original organ music (socalled) written by Thomas, Richard and
Henry—or, in other words—‘Tom, Dick
and Harry.’”
Extemporization
To all young organists who may desire
_or ought to desire—to acquire the art
of extemporization, a few hints and sug¬
gestions in conclusion will now be given
in this most important and necessary part
of an organist’s duties. Every organist
knows that in various parts of the church
service he is suddenly called upon to play
a short movement—sometimes of only a
few bars—and although he may not
possess the gift of inventing original
themes on the spur of the moment, yet,
if he would only take the trouble to pre¬
pare a few short themes beforehand the
power of development can certainly be

acquired by study and constant practice,
if carried out on the right lines. The
writer would most strongly urge every
young organist to get Dr. Sawyer’s very
excellent work on “Extemporization”
and go right through it—chapter by
chapter—and if he has any musical feel¬
ing or temperament at all he will not fail
in the end to produce something that
will not only interest and be of service to
himself, but to other people as well—
more especially to the members of his own
congregation. The author of the abovementioned work in the-preliminary re¬
marks says: “As music is the combina¬
tion of well-balanced rhythmical phrases,
wedded together by the symmetry of
form, so the mere rambling from chord
to chord without aim or design is not ex¬
temporization, since it is not music,
.... nor must the student approach¬
ing the art of extemporization fear that
the absence of the gift of creating
melody may frustrate the attainment of
his object. Let him remember that the
creation of ‘original’ melody is a great
rarity in the present day, hut that the
power of imitation is possessed in a
greater or less degree by all. If, there¬
fore, unable to create an absolutely ori¬
ginal theme, let him base his movement
on a theme shaped like someone else’s
original theme, his working out of it is
certain to be different, and by degrees
only the ‘style’ of the theme will not be
his own.” In speaking of the extemporiz¬
ing tests set from time to time for the
Fellowship examination of the Royal
College of Organists, Sir Walter Parratt
said: “I am not at all sure that the ex¬
temporizing is not treated just a little bit
too severely. Extemporizing is largely a
matter of mood, and it is also largely a
matter of thought. Unfortunately in the
extemporizing test there is really no
time for any extended form. You are
given your theme and a contrasted
theme, but there is not much scope for
the imagination.
You should practice
extemporising every day. With regard
to Church work, a large amount of ex¬
temporizing is unavoidable. We are all
obliged to do it, and it is on that account
that this College attaches some impor¬
tance to it, and gives it a certain number
of marks. I believe there is too much
extemporizing; the organist who errs in
this direction is generally a lazy person
who throws his legs over the organ
stool two minutes before the parson ar¬
rives. He pulls out a few stops and
meanders away for three or four min¬
utes; he does not take the trouble to
study pieces as he ought.” As previously
mentioned, it is a good plan to jot down
a few themes in different keys and
rhythms, and keep them on the organ
desk for constant use. They may con¬
sist of phrases of four or eight bars in
length, and in two-four, three-four, fourfour or six-eight measures. To extem¬
porize a short and simple Introductory
Voluntary, .of say two or three minutes’
duration, the following form is suggested
as a beginning.
Commence with a
theme in a major key of eight or six¬
teen bars—according to the measure
chosen—consisting of
four
separate
phrases: the first to end with tonic har¬
mony, (not forgetting to firmly establish
the tonic key at the very outset), the
second in the Dominant, the third in the
Sub-dominant or relative minor, and the
fourth closing with a definite cadence in
the tonic key. Then introduce a short
episode—built upon some fragment or
limb of a phrase previously used in the
first part, consisting of about twelve or
sixteen bars working up to a dominant
pedal, then repeating the first part as
before, with, perhaps, varied harmonies,
and concluding with a short coda on a
tonic pedal, introducing, if possible, some
melodic figure used in the first part.
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Take care that the outline of your
theme has some melodic interest, and
don’t confine yourself to a compass of
only three or four notes of the scale.
In the first attempts, it would be well to
employ simple diatonic progressions, both
for the melody and harmony.
After
some practice, try and introduce a few
transient modulations here and there,
which will greatly add to the general
effect. When some progress has been at¬
tained in this simple form in various
keys and rhythms, then make an at¬
tempt to extemporize some short pre¬
ludes such as are to be found in the
various forms suggested in Chapter V,
in Dr. Sawyer’s Primer. Very often a
melodic figure of only two bars is quite
sufficient material—if properly developed
—for a short movement suitable for an
opening voluntary.

STOP!
Paring Corns Is
Dangerous

A

Study Good Models
Every young organist must seriously
study some really good models—of which
there are numerous examples published
in all styles by well-known composers—
and in his own improvizations fry to
emulate as far as possible the same char¬
acteristics as to form and style, and em¬
ploy in a similar way all the various
melodic, harmonic and rhythmic devices
that are found in the models he has
studied until he is quite able to dispense
with models altogether. The writer read
somewhere: “All that is wanted is some¬
thing to suggest an atmosphere. There
is no reason why the organist should
not take some suitable theme and elabo¬
rate upon it with some attempt at any
rate in musical form. This, as every
organist knows, is hot always easy to do.
A set voluntary savours too much of a
performance and distracts the congregation. For this reason at most churches
of any importance the opening voluntary
is generally extempore.”
An Important Ambition

j
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Always send your full name and address. No questions will be answered
when this has been neglected.
Only your initials or a chosen nom de plume will be printed.
Make your Questions short and to the point.
Questions regarding particular pieces, metronomic markings, etc., not
likely to be of interest to the greater number of Etude readers, will not be
considered.
0 What is a pedal point?
Q. I can hardly r
X A long sustained
US_
note in the ''<■«”i, either
“'O" under the *—*beni
-—
w— -* dominant or on both at once, you recummen
ba the tonh.
Sometimes the term is applied to the same
A. The organ bench should be lowered an
note regularly reiterated.
inch or two in order to fit you. Until this
. ,
...
«■ doue, however. It may help somewhat to
musical composition, sit a little nearer the front edge.
Q. In reading
ead from the bass
'should one «“»<i
Q. Can you tell me how to play legato on
*TuctH one Is sufficiently expert so that the organ pedals?
A. Follow correctly the indications as to
the eye grasps the chord ^immediately
pedal phrasing (i. e„ the signs for toe, heel,
right foot, left foot) as found in the organ
methods and here and there in published
Q. What is the difference between a resolu¬ organ pieces. Listen to your own pedal
playing, and if faulty in regard to legato,
tion and a cadence t
A. There Is no relation between these endeavor t improve it in that respect.
terms, though a cadence may often contain
Q. Is the music for the piccolg written as
a resolution. A cadence is a succession of high as it would be played on the piano?—
chords leading to a close, or at least a point M. B. F.
of repose in the music, while a resolution
A. The ordinary orchestral piccolo, called
is the passing on of a discord Into commonly "Piccolo In D," sounds an octave
... —_e of some single tone which higher than the notes written. There is also
has a strong tendency in a certain direc¬ a so-called “Piccolo In E fiat," used in
tion, its natural passing in that direction. military bands, which sounds an octave and
For example, we say “the leading-tone has one semitone higher than the notes written.
a natural resolution upward to the tonic.” Thus, If the piece were really in the key of
“In the discord C and D, the natural resolu¬ D flat, the part would be written In the key
tion of C is downward."
of C. (The naming of these piccolos Is rather
.. ’ „ ,
inconsistent: if they were named In the
Q. Will you please a
the following same wav that clarinets and cornets are
questions in the next It 5 of The
T"’ Etude, named they would be called respectively,
if possible:
“Piccolo in C" and "Piccolo In D flat.")
Ho if is marcato -7- ,
■marcato
Q. Is the word clarionet permissible or
lingers l
must it always be spelled clarinet ?—L. D. M.
A. Clarinet is preferable, although good
should the second D in the following
dictionaries allow clarionet.
smyle be repeated and what is the use
lie small slur at “a"t—A. C.
G. Have there not been a number of noted
musicians of part Scotch ancestry who have
succeeded in other countries?—P. F. G.
A. Among them are Grieg, Donizetti, MacB

If1'?,. movement and'play it exactly in

__ instead of by ....
..
the small notes come before the beat (ti¬
the last note in the beat) or with it.
8. 0. D.
supposed
A. On the beat. The arpeggio
the very
to
commence vr"' "
--- ‘
>e struck.
moment when the chord ...
whether the arpeggio Is represented .u sunn,
notes or by a wavy line,
q /# tye bagpipe 0f Scotch or of Irish
originf_I.. A. ('.
Answer unknown, but very probably
the' bagpipe originated some place on the
continent. The Greeks were well acquainted
with It
Nero had coins struck with bogpipes in the design, and it Is said that Nero
Diaved upon the instrument.
‘
Q. When did "free” education in music
commencef—M. O.
f
A. It has doubtless existed in some form
or other since the first musical endeavor
when very poor and very talented pupils have
been encountered. In the remarkable hospls and orphanages of Venice which existed
-*-*—century there were con*
hlirh character. The
girls who were admitted had to prove p
ertv and Venetian birth. A\ hen they w
ready to leave me Institution the
.
vided them with money for marriage or the
convent. Many educational Institutions1!'
America have free scholarships which ma>
be earned by very capable pupils.
Q. What kind of metal is usually vastin
arge bells such as are found in churches ?—

play organ
»e,)ni/*, (t.fut
°f the shoesf
Qucxtloi
WciIy,!
high-heeled
shnoo v?' if necessary have a pair oi
of ngni
light

'"a. Usually thirteen parts of copper to four
of tin.
o What is a Gloria?— F. deG.
X In the service of the Roman Church It
' >f nf rhe Mass known as the Gloria in
of England or
tun*“
<* is the ninrie
Gloria
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ganist on the right track, and as before
mentioned, 'he should commence with
some good models, and conscientiously
work out and develop—with some regard
to form—whatever gift he may possess
in melodic and harmonic invention. As
a general rule avoid the very common
habit that many young organists have of
sticking down a pedal, and meandering
neutralizes all
on from chord to chord without any de¬
sign whatever from a melodic, harmonic
odors of the body
or rhythmic point of view. Fix your
—from perspiration or from other
key-tonality at the beginning, and let Keeps body and clothing fresh and s •
your, harmonic- progressions
some It is harmless and stainless. D°®
—*~..o have
»,„»c ounic
affinity to each other, and before all, check perspiration. A jar lasts a long
maintain a well-defined rhythm from the ' ^O'onecan use it
^
beginmng to the end. Do not use the
pedals continuously; and four-part har¬ "Mum” Mfg Co 1106 Chestnut St PI
mony need not be kept going through¬
out. A few phrases here and there in
SUBSCRIBE HOW FOB THE
three or even in two parts are very ef¬
fective as a relief. After all, to extem¬
porize well, much depends, of course, on
the natural ability and skill of the player.
At the same time it can be truly said S?S2S“jSS?
that a systematic course of study in exrIAB srsif
temporization on the right lines will, in Christensen^ sdiiiot o^ {jfta, cut***
Suite 1480, 20 E. Jacks®'11
the end, most assuredly develop to the
utmost any latent talent possessed by the
STUDY HARMONY
player. It should be the ambition of
and COMPOSITION
every young organist to acquire—by
by MAI L
every means in his power—this most
Allred Wooler. winner of Int»rna
--—.-ipetitlon,
essential accomplishment, which is so
very necessary as a part of his equipment
and to efficiently fulfill his duties as an
organist.
Tddfri*11*
Please mention ra*®*^**
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ilayed
,A> Marcato or deml-marcato may
either with the wrist or the fingers. Everything depends on the amount of force redulled. It is a question of dynamics rather
than touch.
In the notation above given, the D Is not
sounded again, as this Is a tie. (Evidently
tl e hands are changed without letting the
«)' up.) In the third measure the slurs
nre merely marks to assist in the grouping.
,.
.'V. fit The Etude for December, 1911, in
the piece “A La Men Aimte,” will you please
the time of the second movement, hemninu with three sharps, and ending with
fire flats f—>/. B. p

Mum’
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Haddon Mall
ATLANTIC CITY

ALWAYS OPEN
RIGHT ON THE BEACH AND THE BOARDWALK

Appeals particularly to cultivated people
who seek rest and recreation at the Sea
Shore, Summer or Winter.
From every
section of the country such guests have come
to Haddon Hall for 40 years—and come
back again and again—it is so satisfying,
so free from ostentation, so comfortable and
sufficient. Every facility is offered young
and old for enjoyment.
A step and you are in the surf.
famous Boardwalk.
clubs.

Tiib book, “Well-Known Piano Solos, Is
splendid and just the Incentive needed by so
nianv imaginative pupils to develop the ami
Uy to feel an atmosphere for their interpretarions.—Mrs. P. J. Pentecost, Indiana.
I consider Orem’s “Harmony Book for

often lost.—Hugo Hagen.
The work on “Major and Minor Exercises

Privileges of fine golf and yacht

Rooms are comfortable and attractive—there

is delightful music—and always interesting people.

Make reservations—write for illustrated folder

LEEDS & LIPPINCOTT

PROFITABLE VACATION COURSES
WITH THE

STANDARD

HISTORY

OF

MUSIC

A FIRST HISTORY FOR STUDENTS AT ALL AGES
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
PRICE, 81.25

Eight Delightful Weeks of History Study
On the Porch.

In the Carden.

By the Shore.

Anywhere.

The following outline, based on the forty story-lessons in the very successful
Standard History of Music, may be employed by any teacher, anywhere.
1st Week.
2d Week.
3d Week.
4th Week.
5th Week.
6th Week.

8th Week.

ohm?" ?Ch!Lf8 0wn Bo°k of Great MusiWogfenMo. lhos' T<*PPeri is splendid. The
wrfibin
ar“ not only interesting, but
will hH i,lu? wUh pictures and descriptions,
dten1.
more firmly placed in the chll™s minds.—Dora Trafton Nye, Maine.
Orem *“?,_?** "Harmony for Beginners," by
inatniot ™fabl-v adapted to interest and
It—URsiTr,^10 students are delighted with
“j tlSULiSE Convent, South Carolina.
Melodb.?'-?. carefully studied the “Organ
he »
l’-v, Landon. and find the book to
strii
friend when In need of short and
e*s8v
music. The music Is so
b,,coine r«an,!ei1 that 1 am Rllre the work will
qrganl.t. 8'eat success among the church
setts. * ' E‘ K> Kihlbxark, Massacbu-

Fascinating shops

and a thousand amusements are offered along the

7th Week.

RAGT«",!g
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How Music Began. Music in the Early Church. How Notation
Was Evolved. The Troubadours and Meistersingers. Polyphonic
Music. Palestrina. Early English Music.
Opera and Oratorio. Scarlatti and His Contemporaries. The Bach
Family. Early French Music. The Story of the Organ, the Violin
and the Piano.
J. S. Bach, G. F. Handel, F. J. Haydn, W. A. Mozart.
Gluck, Beethoven, Schubert, Weber, Mendelssohn.
Schumann and the Age of Musical Romance. Opera Writers of the
Nineteenth Century. Great Teachers of the Pianoforte.
Chopin, Liszt, Wagner. Modern Italian Composers, Rubinstein.
Great French Composers.
Modern Masters.
Brahms, Grieg, Tchaikowsky. The Art S^ng.
Famous Pianists of Yesterday. Great Virtuosos of To-day. Great
Violinists. Composers of Valuable Pianoforte Pieces in the Smaller
Forms. Composers of Teaching Pieces.
Music in America. Masters of To-day. Summary of Musical
History. Formation of a Music Study Club for Next Winter.

We Will Help You in Securing a Class
Send us a postal request for information regarding our “Special History
Class Plan,” and receive in return the material which will enable you to start at
once and make your plans for turning your Summer from Waste and Loss to
Profit and Pleasure. We have a special introductory price by the dozen.
The Standard History of Music damsndt no previous
cal hist<
^clu'dinV'Emi* Smour, Arthur Foote, 1. Philipp, V. de Pachman,
by laadi...-----Bloomfield-Zeisler, end many others. The London Musicei
W. H. Sherwood, Mi
of it! “It is expert in the way It makes facts appear seductive. We can
dligent beginner going steadily through the book for the sheer enjoyit of ii.M
THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing o
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Department for Violinists
A Valuable Wrist Exercise
By William W. Todd
„
, ,
,
For the loosening of the wrist muscles,
and for the acquirement of strength and
endurance requisite in the long-continued
playing of a live, "snappy” quality of
hand stroke, there is scarcely anything to
surpass the following bowing exercise,
often applied by teachers to the familiar
second etude of Kreutzer, thus:

The extra effort required for the ac¬
cent on the up stroke, the quick, cleancut quality demanded of the thirty-second
note down stroke, and the muscular en¬
deavor inyolved in applying sufficient
force at the far-away tip of the bow to
produce, by the hand stroke alone, a tone
of good quality and reasonable power,
all unite to make this style of bowing a
wrist developer of the first order. This
stroke, or modifications of it, may be
often encountered in the standard solo
pieces and concertos, while its possession
by the player of chamber music and
orchestral compositions is imperative.
For practice purposes the endeavor

,h'Tini,i",h

*WSt 1L InidS

difficulty primarily experienced, both ...
attaining fullness of tone, which is, at
first, prone to be very thin and “slazy,”
and in making the extremely quick down
stroke clear-cut and virile.
At first the bow will be inclined to
slash unevenly over the string with a
“whizzing” tone, particularly in the down
stroke, this being, to a considerable ex¬
tent, due to the effort to make too long a
stroke, often combined with a nervous
inclination to gradually “speed up” the
tempo. A speed of about ^=80 is sug¬
gested as a good tempo at which to begin,
the time being gradually increased as the
student gains strength and facility. The
length of the stroke need not be over one,
to one and one-half inches, and the hair
of the bow may be applied to the strings
about three or four inches from the tip
of the stick.
Try to avoid all muscular rigidity,
striving for complete relaxation of wrist
and arm; do not be disheartened if the
tone is at first thin and scratchy, but work
persistently to gain the sensation of the
bow adhering to the string with that sort
of clinging effect which is always co-existent with a good tone.
At first there will be difficulty in per¬
forming the bowing at the point with a

stick, which has then passed the center of
gravity, to become overbalanced, a tend¬
ency which
cm..y
wiiiv.ii must
muM be
uc resisted by
oy pressure
of the little finger. The characteristic,
piquant effect of.
the bowing is also
diminished in the lower half, it here tending to become heavy and clumsy. Practice
in this portion of the bow, however,
excellent for rendering the wrist tough
and enduring, and should be given careful attention.

The Violoncello
Lovers
of. the violoncello
are
often
, ,
,
~ ..
puzzled t0 ,know wh>' the cell° ,s not
more -popular,
*
• and why
- , there
. .."are somany more students of the violin than
of the cello. The cello is one of the most
beautiful and noble instruments for solo
work, and yet it is true that there are
probably a dozen or more pupils for the
violin for every one for the cello. I
know of a conservatory in the Middle
West which has seventy-five violin stu¬
dents and only four cello students.

After a fair mastery of the stroke, be¬
ginning up bow, has been acquired, the
process should be reversed and the ex¬
ercises played beginning with the down
bow. This will be found quite awkward
at first as the whole muscular procedure
now becomes exactly opposite to what
has gone before.
One who has never practiced this bow¬
ing will find it well to begin with the
middle of the bow on an open string, thus
at first simply becoming familiar with
the
rhythmic
.x
— effect of
u. the
me stroke
stroKe and
ana the
tne
muscular effort required for its production, without complicating the proceeding
by any finger work. Experiment first at
the middle, then along the upper half to
? the "
the tip, and...
lastly in
lower half.
Simple scales can then be played till the
fingers coordinate well with the stroke,
after which the bowing may be most ad¬
vantageously applied to Kreutzer etudes
Nos. 2 and 8.

ML

i» <L

practice £

hand additional firmness and coordina¬
tion with the changing bow-stroke.

A Paganini Anecdote
At the time when Paganini was astounfding Europe by executing on the G
string alone a fantasia he had composed
on a theme from “Moses in Egypt,” he
was driven to the concert hall in an
Italian city one evening by a cabdriver,
who, at the conclusion of the trip tried
to collect fpur times the usual fare.
Paganini objected strongly to being
fleeced, on which the man said
“Why what does it matter to you,
when you will make 5,000 or 6,000 lire
this evening for playing a short time on
one string of your fiddle

.

WT# .

„

A Viola Concerto
The viola is a noble and beautiful in-

accompani«|l
tbe
piano’ harP
nt^rpctinrr
‘ ^ <a J
organfJa ' * 8 n/Strument' and it is
lnat
lts
popularity,
which
.
. -.— seems to hjilt
been growing in the past few
years, will
continue.
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Scarcity of Violins

t0
\V|°Hn' Then thf
, ? is,bulky- and hard to carry around,
vvhlle the vlolm is light and small, and
easy to carr-v- Another, and probably the
greatest reason 1S that instruments of
more acute tone appeal to and thrill
mankind more than instruments of a
deeper tone. The violin is more popular
than the cello, the flute than the bassoon,
the cornet than the trombone or tuba,
and the clarinet than the bass clarinet,

''.0rld'| Jhe secret of their access wis
cheap labor, and the knowledge, born of
years of experience, of how to produce
fairly good instruments for a very .small
sum. Japan is the latest candidate for
this trade, and is making and shipping
large quantities of violins, bows, etc. A
violin teacher of my acquaintance, who
buys a great many cheap violins for
pupils who cannot afford the more «pensive instruments, reports that even

speaking of the undoubted fact that
there is a much greater demand for high
sopranos and tenors, and that their
higher tones thrill audiences more than
those of the graver voices.
Then
the violin is the leading
f
~ instru.orchestras, and chamber music
co™blnatlons- and consequently there are
positlo.ns ’n professional
t0r the vl° ,lst than the cellist,
• 5 average small theatre orchestra, for
ins a”ce’ 0 Slx or eight pieces does not
Ua
contain^a cello, but, as a rule, has
'.'10'ns> although of late years the
cello is becoming more popular i;
orchestral combinations.
One reason for the great popularity of
the violin is the wonderful number of
compositions which are available for it. ’
The literature of the violin i<

s-FsF”

3T
***"
kTS
, ,
Notwithstanding all these things the
popularity of the cello is growing rapidly
\n the LT.nited States, and some of our
la^er Clties have a surprising number of
C—,St* and cel'° stutIents. In the smaller

SURPRISE

On account of the European
winch has largely checked the matm
facture and exportation of the cheaptr
grades of violins and other instruments
from the German and Austrian cities and
villages, where violin making formed
arf.e 'ndustry’ . ^ supply of chehp
v,ohns ,s running very low in this
country. Whole regions in Germany and
f^ustr‘a have been devoted to violin mak'ng for a hundred years or more, and
their products were exported all over the

»»* "T

Thb Etude gives many useful and val¬
uable gifts to readers who secure subscrip¬
ts. Some very useful articles are of(ered this summer, and it will pay you to
take advantage of these offers.
Look
through our 32-page illustrated premium
catalog, which we will send free or ™ouest, and you will be surprised ai
variety of the offers made, and convinced
• pays well to devote some spare
> securing Etude subscript-'—~
few of the many Ei
following ai
premiums:
THE

There are several reasons for this lack
of demand for cello instruction. In the
first place the cello is more expensive
than the violin. There are millions of
violins in existence, and comparatively
few cellos, so, that it is easy for a stu-

££*
.
- afraid
you will have to be
satisfied
with the usual fare.”

with good bowing, When

Tl'',tr "V£tj

doubt

RACKET
Wright and
Ditson Make

i 11 i
4 Subscriptions

May be had for
Four yearly Sub¬
scriptions or with
Racket Case of Felt
or Canvas for Five
yearly Subscriptions.
The Surprise Rack¬
et has recently been
greatly improved and
is the latest and
most popular shape.
The frame is strongly
made and attractive¬
ly designed, with
stringing of high
quality gut. Made
in light and medium
weights.

Wright & Ditson Championship
Tennis Ball
The official ball of the National Lawn
Tennis Association. 1 Subscription.

«d command diublc .he price d«,*

the daily papers. By advertising he finds
it possible to get a supply of fairly good
instruments, made before the war, which
can be put in good playing shap* byra
little repairing.
The war has plv<LU
proved a« great
advantage
to the American violin maker, owing
the difficulty of importing violins ^om
Europe.
If the war continues muoi
longer, American invention, which made
the dollar watch possible, will no douh
-turn its attention to inventing machine^
which will turn out cheap violins u*
large quantities, as well as bows, trim-

Ancient Instruments
The Societe des Instruments Ancient,

~--SS

*£££
claveei^
a quartet of viols as follows iqWW
viole d’amour, viol de gamba, basse
viola.
While the clavecin is a
feeble affair compared to our moae
piano, and the quartet of viols so
what tame after listening to a

heard in

SOLID COMFORT HAMMOCKS
Three Subscriptions. Close canvas
weave in checkered twill stripe, tab end
awsh, reinforced stringing, effective color
combinations. Ornamental wood bar at
foot Spreader, valance and upholstered
Pillow. Furnished in red or green stripes.
*nt by express or freight, collect.
Five Subscriptions.
Close weave
Jacquard design, warp end finish, reinorced suspension cords; ornamental wood
>ts at foot, and finished with wide drap'0'- Red or blue stripe design. Spreader,
aance and throwback upholstered pil«w. bent by express or freight, collect.
CAMERAS
Ptemo Junior,
Model B
^ Subscriptions
This camera is
£ the bo* type
,
universal
^ns, the
amplm instruaientfor picture
jjjakmgthatcan
“•■devised. P,-oresuh-““I'6"'
UP$
ef

4

children or grownX
inches.
Pack. Onen^ ,ght Wlth, the Premo Film
s|l is reaPdy ba|:k’^,r°? ln T'llm Pack- and
duded
ple mstructions are inPr.»l h,each camera,
tiont p- ,Un‘°r N°- 3—9 Subscrip¬
ts same aen^’iinches. Otherheneral construction as above.
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A year- fR£MlUM

s."z%rs.ta.
*or "'Tu T
V m i^os Angeles of the facts that HT,
• T ,s, one J.ols, were .n .......
cofflpoHw

middle, it can be performed with the pure
hand stroke, aith probably less effort and
more clear-cut effect than in an, other

E“dol|;h
»™ompamed by the
Los A"S' '“ Symphony Orchestra. The

f

stroke is enhanced by the liability ol the

composition.
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The Fingering of the Violoncello

SUMMER GIFTS

Judging from inquiries received from
time to time by The Etude, it would
appear that there are quite a respectable
number of amateur violoncellists who are
pursuing the study of the instrument in
places where the guidance of a competent
teacher is not available. It is to be help¬
ful to some of these that this article is
written, rather than with any idea of add¬
ing to the sum total of professional
knowledge on the subject.
In the earliest days of the violoncello
it is certain that it was fingered by whole
tones, one finger to each note, like the
violin, but except in the case of persons
with abnormally large hands and using
small size instruments, this made such a
tremendous amount of slipping and slid¬
ing that various other expedients were
tried, mostly of the “main strength and
awkwardness” order, until Jean Louis
Duport (Paris, 1749-1819) invented the
present fingering, and wrote a small but
most valuable book on the subject.
Briefly stated, it consists in giving to each
finger a semitone, making the normal
reach of the hand on any one string a
minor third, vis.,

tells you where to put your finger, but
only which finger to use.
Unlike the violin, it is impossible to
play all the scales in any one position,
not even the first position. For this
reason it is advisable to take up the
study of the second, third, fourth, fifth
and half positions at an earlier stage in
the game than a violin pupil would, and
master thoroughly the few exercises that
may be found in each position in the in¬
struction book.
These exercises are
neither numerous nor lengthy, as a rule,
because no one of these positions pos¬
sesses by itself every note of the scale.
It will be a help for the pupil to notice
and remember just what notes are miss¬
ing, in each position, from each one of
the strings.
The remarks just made do not apply to
the thumb positions, so-called, in which
the thumb is laid across the strings in a
fixed position, and the fingers are then
used in exactly the same way as in fin¬
gering the violin, not according to the
usual cello fingering. While the thumb
positions are of great use for rapid and
brilliant passages lying high on the fin¬
ger-board, their mastery may well be de¬
ferred until the player has had several
years’ experience. For slow song-like
passages they are somewhat deficient in
expressiveness, so that many good players
Where necessary, however, the reach prefer to use the fingers only, in spite of
of the hand may be made a major third, the fact that at and above the middle of
the distance between the first and second each string it becomes mechanically awk¬
fingers being made a whole step. (For ward to use the little finger, so that one
convenience we shall refer to this later is there reduced to three fingers.
as the “wide form,” the other as the
Beginners in reading the tenor clef on
“narrow form” of the fiand.)
the cello often devise for themselves
some more or less awkward and round¬
about rule involving transposition men¬
tally. In the end, they usually “muddle
through” and arrive at the necessary
skill, but much trouble may be avoided if
The player should be able to hold down they will only remember that the differ¬
the first finger in its proper place while ence between the bass clef and the tenor
using the fourth finger, not only in the clef is exactly that between one string
narrow but also the wide form, and and the next string of their instrument.
should be accustomed to do so. If abso-. The same fingering and position that
lutely unable to make this reach on a would give certain notes on the D string,
full size ’cello, then a small size instru-j with the bass clef, would give the proper
ment should be used—say a “three- notes on the A string with the tenor clef.
quarter size.”
*i This is doubtless one reason for th^
Almost any good standard instruction choice of this particular clef for moder¬
book for the cello has its exercises and ately high notes on the cello. Example:
scales correctly fingered, and if followed
implicitly would keep the pupil from
going far wrong, but the fingering being
somewhat complex, and the pupil not
grasping the underlying principles, he is
apt to jump to the conclusion that it is
The treble clef is at the present day
arbitrary and inconsistent, and in default used only for those notes so high as to
of a strict teacher, to disregard it, and be not comfortably within the range of
thus throw away all possible chance of the tenor clef, and the notes are written
exactly where they are meant to sound,
becoming an efficient player.
The beginner who has taken proper but in some of the older classic music
pains to learn the fingering of the scale the treble clef is used in a manner similar
of C has stored in his mind the fact that to its use for the tenor voice in our
E on the C string is played with the third present-day hymn-books and anthems,
finger, and it puzzles him, later on, to namely, an octave above where it really
find it on some occasions marked for the sounds. This is unfortunate, as it offers
second finger. This is the case when an an unnecessary difficulty and leads to con¬
FS instead of an F is next, to be played, fusion. In modern music, however,# one
the hand being then in the wide form. may be reasonably sure of the treble
Sometimes this fingering may occur on clef being used only in its proper mean¬
account of a wide-form note on the next ing. In old music I know of no way of
telling which is meant except by the con¬
string.
text and general musical common-sense.

^ r f <t
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Parting Advice

An exact observance of the fingering
in this and similar cases will lead at last
to technical mastery of the finger-board,
provided that one makes continual use
of his ear to insure correct intonation.
Remember that the fingering by no means

Follow the fingerings given you, and
do not be afraid of passages in fixed
upper positions. Beginners are apt to
play high notes in high positions and then
drop back to first position at the earliest
excuse, even when the contrary is indi¬
cated. Master thoroughly all scale-fin¬
gerings, including the chromatic.

We have still a large collection of
violins to please the majority of violinists.
U you write for our “Chart” and fill it
in as required, we will send several
violins that will “fit you” perfectly.

Regraduation and Revarnishing
If your violin is not satisfactory in
tone quality, carrying power, and has not
the “Italian” appearance, send same to
us for examination. Pamphlets free.

AMERICAN VIOLIN STRINGS
“Refinishcd” by us. Durable and clear
in tone. 8 lengths, E. 51.00; 6 lengths,
A, 51.00; 5 lengths, D, 51-00; 1 length,
G, silver, 51.00. Sent upon receipt of
price.

August Gemiinder
141 West 42d St.

& Sons
New York

Fi

Free Trial

x

U AVE this superb triple silver plated
Lyric Comet shipped on free trial. If
you decide to buy, pay the rock-bottom price
at the rate of only a few cents a day-carrying
case free on special offer.

Free Band Catalog Sdt&°b&for

|| Ovide Musin’s Edition
"Belgian School
of Violin”

ax Bandix the ureal Violinist and Con
entitle application and development, they fi
rpaM any works of similar character that hav
rite for History of Belgian School. Enclo*
mp. Address Registrar, Musin’s Virtuosi
hool, 51 W. 76th St., New York. Privat
d class lessons given by Ovide Musin in Person
to Scientific Instruction By Correspondence

OUR “SPECIAL”
10 Tested Lengths,
faiO^Silk Violin E, for

25c

Stmt for Violin and Cello Catalogue
MUSICIANS SUPPLY CO.
60 Lagrange St., Boaton, Man.

Learn Harmony and Composition
8en«t J-ci-ot suaip for trial leasou. Three ‘Trla^Lea*
tDud*xii5*iiM-xi/hu,luMtoother.In- don't write. I“°nl* ol
Wilcox School of Composition
Box E. 225 Fifth Ava., New York City, N. Y.
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Have You Studied Harmony?

Bright Ideas for Musical Children
_and Their Teachers

YOU NEED IT TO COMPLETE YOUR
MUSICAL EDUCATION
A knowledge of Harmony is absolutely essential to round out your musical
education. It adds wonderfully to your equipment, both as Teacher and Performer.
We offer you a complete course of weekly Harmony Lessons at small cost in the
privacy of your own home. These lessons, prepared by Mr. Adolph Rosenbacker,
famous Soloist and Conductor and pupil of Richter; and Dr. Daniel Protheroe,
Eminent Composer, Choral Director and Teacher, can be secured only from us.
Each lesson is an orderly step in advance, clear, thorough and correct; not the
mere mechanical application of dry-as-dust rules, but an interesting, intelligent,
thoroughly practical method that grips your attention and stimulates your
ambition to succeed from the very beginning. A written examination on each lesson,
in connection with ample original work, develops your knowledge and firmly fixes
the important principles in your mind.

HARMONY TEACHES YOU
. L To Analyze Music, thus enabling you to determine the key of any compo¬
sition and its various harmonic progressions.
2. To Transpose at Sight more easily accompaniments which you may be called
upon to play.
3. To Harmonize Melodies correctly and arrange music for bands and orchestras.
4. To Detect Wrong Notes and faulty progressions whether in printed music or
during the performance of a composition.
5. To Memorize Rapidly, one of the very greatest benefits derived from the study
of Harmony.
6. To Substitute Other Notes when for any reason the ones written are incon¬
venient to play.

SHERWOOD NORMAL PIANO LESSONS
:kty Normal Piano Lessons, prepared personally by the famous Wm. H. Sherwood,
ty-Extension Lectures
Croad and solid mi
:iples of successful teach
-- —-»«. ...... principles—the big t
lony^ melody ^phrasinar
rhythm, tone production, interpretation and ti
ir developing, strengthening and training the
photographs and drai
An OUNCE of pr
orth a POUND of promise

The Complaining Piano
By Julia Etta Broughlost
T he telephone bell rang and I hastened horrid: Then what do you
,
to answer it. "Hello!” cried a very'sad does? She slaps me and PoundT^
voice at the other end of the wire. "My I nearly cry with pain!”
name is Piano and I live at 122 Diamond
This almost brought the tears
Street. I heard that you are a music eyes, and I told Piano that I WlsV
teacher and I want you to find me a new sorry. I said, however, that 1 foj
home. Do you know any gentle, kind Louise would be lonesome without»
little girl who would be very good to music. Then Piano replied, “Yes |L
has some beautiful new music which*
me?”
love. There is a Slumber Song whick;
“Oh! yes,” I quickly replied; “I know
soft and sweet so that it makes »
many poor children who have no piano sleepy; she also lias a book of U
and would love to give you a good home.” melodies. So I think 1 shall stay a«
The next thing I heard was, “For many longer—perhaps she will be good to
years I have enjoyed my present home in the future. Goodbye!”
and made beautiful music for my friends,
The above story was mailed to a paji
but there is a little girl here named of eight years, whose mother had
Louise who is unkind to me. You see I formed me her daughter became anpj
have lots of sharps and flats, but she for¬ at times during her practice period aj
gets to use them. When she plays a “pounded” the piano. The effect of tit
wrong note she becomes cross and says. letter was desirable; the "poundby'
‘Oh! dear me; this old piano is just ceased.

Common Time

Harmon^and^or

A Musical Playlet for Children

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Proprietor
By Leonora Sill Ashton

SIEGEL-MYERS SCHOOL OF MUSIC
3121 Siegel-Myers Bldg.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Seven children are needed for the pres¬
entation of this play.
Characters.

GIVE YOUR PUPILS

A THREE-MONTHS' SUMMER
SUBSCRIPTION to The Etude
K

EEPING the interest of the pupil alive during the summer months
should receive the serious consideration of every teacher. There
is a tendency on the part of the student to consider the musical
studies completed after the Spring Recital, especially as the teacher
is seldom in touch with the pupil from July to October.
Many teachers have found The Etude of valuable assistance in
bridging over the Summer period by having pupils take advantage of

Both Together.

The Whole Note.. Dressed in white and
wears a round
white mask edged
with black.
The Half-note
Twins .These wear masks cf
the same descrip¬
tion with long black
stems extending up
from the left car.
The Quarter-note
Family .Four players dressed
in black with solid
black masks and
>
stems extending
up from the left
ear.
Scene.

The Etude TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
ANY THREE ISSUES FOR 25 CENTS
The receipt of The Etude each month during the Summer awakens the
dormant interest of the pupil by furnishing at least fifty pleasing and
instructive pieces of music suitable for Summer playing, in addition
to a wealth of widely interesting musical articles.

REAL BUSINESS INVESTMENT FOR THE TEACHER
Thousands of teachers have donated a Three Months’ Sub¬
scription to each student, thus showing their interest in the
pupil and more readily gaining the attention of the parents
at the beginning of the season in the Fall. They realize it is
an excellent business investment.
We will be pleased to furnish special Three Months’ Trial
Subscription Coupons for distribution.
Those having accounts with Theo. Presser Co.
can have the subscriptions charged

THE ETUDE

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

The background of the stage may be a
white sheet or canvas with a staff out¬
lined in black tape; A clef may be simi¬
larly outlined, if so desired. Most im¬
portant of all are black bars of tape, to
represent measure divisions. Large time
signatures may be cut from black paper,
to go after the staff as needed.
The teacher plays "Old Folks at Home”
with a marked accent.
(Enter Whole Note. He stands in
front of the first measure and repeats.)
Whole Note.
One. two, three, four. Here you see
All the counts belong to me.
No one else can share my pleasure;
I’m the one note in the measure.
(Enter
brother.)

Half

Half Note's Twin.
Three, four.

Costumes.

Note

and

his

twin

Side by side,
We the whole count do divide
Evenly between us two.
We think that this is plain, don’t«
(Enter the four little Quarter No®'
First Quarter Note.
One.
Two.
Third.
Three.
Fourth.
Four.
All Together.
Each of n>
Has one count, so there.s no fa*5
When we come to show the
One, two, three, four, with our fed
(Each one taps the fool sePratl.Ls;
in even time. The teacher thc»W
march or any simple piece tn
^
time while the children bea
their hands. ■ The Whole Noth:*«
fourth note, the Half Note. ‘ •
beats and the Quarter Not- •
When this is done all the
together.)
Common time has accenj*
Watch, and we wiUshowtoJ
First, we pause upon
When the count has J«^
Two comes quickly m «*»
Then we accent three ag« ^
Four, like two, ,ust ?itt]e songNow we'll sin&y°ua„‘ time
Showing how in. c°mhvnle.
Each of us will fit a
(The teacher l,lai's,a'lf keep :h'
Fideles,” while lhUch',liters-)
represented by their c
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NEW WORKS.
Advance of Publication Offer:
August, 1917.
Artistic Vocal Album for Low Voice.
Bel Canto Method for Violin, Watson
Brahms’ Three Intermezzos, Op. 117
Child’s Own Book, Beethoven.
Community and Patriotic Songs.
F1man<nne °ld Hungarlan Melodies, HartHandel's 12 Easy Pieces.
Heins Album .
Low, Octave Studies .
Lyric Studies, Perry.
Master Study in Music, Cooke.
Moszkowski Album .
New Vox Organi, Pipe Organ, Buck
Preliminary Duets, Spaulding
Revelation for the Vocal World, Myer

Special
Offer
Price

if you waited until your return from vaca¬
tion, ivhen other matters in your fall c
paign for pupils wiU be burdening you.
“Be prepared!” is one of the greatest
logans of our day and it may be well ap-

.*«...

Music Supplies
Brahms' Three
By Mail Order
Intermezzos, Op. 117
The business
sup¬
liness of mail order music supWe will add thu " 1
plies was instituted
instituted by
by the
the Theo.
Theo, P
Presser to the Presser Coulrti
°f Bri>W
Company and worked out in all its
Theses
^ 41
fold details. This
aiiis system has
ims been
ueen an present
....... n summer.
1
,
ese mimho**
numbers , 1'
assured success for many years. It is
^ rahms most popular piece* J*
being constantly extended and perfected fre of ,nter™ediate difficulty h«;'
all particulars, and has grown tre- tween the fifth and sixth rr.,,i
mendously
in all directions.
-’•
attrarti'e a"d
pianistif
- very pianist
c l^'
ti.
In a
classified catalogs excellent for aspirins voim.' •
•
nlan will you are searching #* • 0UnS P'anists.
complete details of our On Sale plan
uc iuuiiu.
ims will prove interesting aesire to take up as s^ri
1J*
reading to the busy musician and teacher, is nothing better than th
M
Any or all of our catalogs will be sent mezzos of Brahms Our? ‘h!ee
free upon request to aU who may be price for ,, .™ S' UuLr sP*wa! adtaJ
interested.
“
the th ee "umbers ecomply
•
From
very inception the
aim be 30 cents, postpaid.
dle business of the Theo. Presser Com,)an-v bas been to help the teacher in
fve[y Pf Slble way. In the first place the f1 °Id Hungarian Melodies

s “,iri,rLr^ a
j. sj*-2rsfxrttrs *5z

r.s,pd.,«

sacs

anything to hold them over untU that ma- sional music worker has been aided by the
15 terial that was ordered at the last minute raost liberal discounts and generous terms.
25 arrives.
In addition to the Theo. Presser Com25
Any further information or suggestions pony’s own publications it has been the
25 desired on the above plan will be gladly effort of this house to carry in stock all
50 answered by correspondence.
Ask for the really desired publications to he had
30 catalogs of new and interesting teaching anywhere in the world, in order that all
BO material to select from in making up your niail orders, no matter how large or how
20 order and they will be cheerfully supplied, «nall or how exacting, may be filled with

nr^

th„n H.,r,rr *
, A”.e.r m folk “elodie
® • ’ and Arthur Hartmann,b>f a Hungarian, has delved very deeplr
m . tbese original melodies that m.
Qua*nt and full of character. He be '
transcribed them freely for the pi* *
He has also quite an introduction whtt
gives a very excellent account of mm
of the numbers, and which also 1L1

r„UoTPr Pr„0tnptitUde\ „
311 indirect way much light on HuZ
In order to carry out all these aims music in n-eneral In flrt th. 3
Future Discounts
with the utmost efficiency a splendid
ln *enel al- In tact, the nitrate-,
On Music
organization of order clerks, Election ^alZahle SeHfr®te wo^k b-v itself and most j
From
the
present
outlook
there
is
b n V-r/'T i--— — v.w».
..I clerks, correspondents and musical ad- '.
!
We take pleasure and Mtisfu
likelihood that any radical change will be visers has been maintained and added to tl0n ln Presenting this treasure box »(I
made in the discounts to the profession in from time to time, so that every demand ^°*k l°re- On account of the increawl
6
,,cal future.
The publishers and of musical education might be met.
size of the book it will
__,
be necessary to;
dealers have had their annual meeting in
The distance which mav be covered bv change the price to 50 cents, postpaid
- New York City, at which time this matter the mail in the period of 24 hours is
was thoroughly discussed. The only im- astonishing. An order from a distance as
portant change that has been made re- great as Toronto, for instance mav be Wrist Studies
Order Your Next Season’s
lates to the retail price of the so-called filled and delivered within 36 hours_ By Edward Baxter Perry
cheap editions such as Schirmer Library, almost as quickly or in some cases more
Music Supplies Early
This work will be continued during to!
Thic ic
o ..
.
. .
.
>> ood.
uuu, Church,
v^nurcii, iPresser,
resser, etc. There
there are quickly than it Would be filled if one lived present month on special offer, owing tol
W
this is one of the wisest steps a music ninety numbers in these editions which
:eacher or qmsical
musical institution'1
insKhiMnn "can ~t^ke.
--i ..._
teacher
^ ^s importance. We doubt whether
This does not mean-„_.J
that supplie should but the discounts will remain the 'same.’ '"ake the same purchase The mail order fT
awakened to the WH
be bought and immediately paid for. It There is every reason why the prices on music business carinot be commended too
have somethmg unusual pmented to
means that during the summer months these nlnety numbers should undergo a enthusiastically.
'
ll]'™1'n the form of these
***!
when the teacher is not rushed that he or chan2e’ owi"S to the increased cost of
During the coming season many im- fhe
client ore
she should carefully prepare a list of PaPer» printing and binding.
The in- portant improvements in the system will }:.th,rd f**de and make an eudlatg
SPBUbrgo Le8S0ns in Tlme and Notation,
Standard Advanced Pieces.
Standard Parlor Album .
Standard Song Album
Student’s Music Guide and Manuscript
Lesson Book, Jonas .
Viehl’s Sight Singing Book.
Wohlfahrt, Op. 74, Melodious Studies
for the Violin, 2 Books, each .
Wrist Studies, Perry.

is
25

the busy season is not upon us. Settlement for this order does not have to be
made any sooner than if it had been sent
months later.
This plan benefits the
teacher to a great extent. The receipt of

why one volume of a cheap, classical edition should be 50 cents, and another one
with just exactly the same number of
PaSes one dollar.
The change in the
.,Ilade
for the sake

™
onomy.
r 1 r>
,
^anto Method for
the Violin
By Mabel Madison WatSOD

half pieces and studies. They all
names such as Hail Storm, Rain on t«
Roof and The Night Ride, eta, that ap
Peal strongly to the imagination. At',
heTrin^We^Z thafteacto gZ

nessOIhder
* tnme Whe" ,the FUSh °f bUSl'
ness has relaxed means that more careful
attention can be-given to the order than
if it reached us at the last minute with
frantic appeals to “rush” in order that
the teacher might receive the goods in
time to start the season. Is it not far
better for the teacher to send in the order

will surely b^wdeomed by The dealers Md
customers*.
^
Other than this, we doubt whether there
will be any change of discounts during
the present season. There is a generally
hopeful outlook for the coming season
all aiong the fine, both among th! deters
f,nd am°ne. the Profession. If we all have

a T*16-," °f Mabel Madison Watson is
a familiar one to all. elementary teachers
methlfTforV10^'- P1'®, new hePrinner’s
Hon fnr T 6 ,vlol,n bas
>» P«P«ramost T|!!*"*Umber
years and !t is the
it is nrimnrik? ^r,^e^er°^erec** ^'hile
youngPSent
good^advantZe
^ ^S° used *°

ally may have an opportunity to proom
a copv of this work while it is still *
sPeciai offer at 25 cents- PostPaid

if this plan is adopted by the teacher. All
orders that reach us early we will combine
according to districts and send by freight,
prepaid, leaving only a moderate expense
for local delivery or from a nearby distributing point to be borne by the customer. This will mean a large saving in

every reason to look forward to a suecessful season.

SBJS5.“»1-

« ISMTft srs?,tf JS £
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Cnp|i:nd r pc<!nno in Time and
R Mcithilde BilbrO
N°tatl0n'
c0i t
Every now and then

*„t

S £. *STJS.ST-TS*

,lmtati°n CharSeS and aside from
Z T ^
VCrJ f°,?d ,P°int in
share in
Order Early plan.
To
that' Z o deTXt1’ hT°s" f :mg me.r
nutdelav
"S

Cover Design
Contest
UOIXteSt
The response to the Cover Design Coniesi wmen ci
test which closed June 1st was To vo"iminniis fhnt
a great deal of time
a*_thac
ominous
thaCt a
been consumed in merely goinToveTmanv
of the designs and ideas submitted Some
of the
h^otifol co4"td to Te
unavailable because they were not ina<>

-«.MUCh USe is made of folk melo- It is a writing hook, a preliminary
arranged for two violins or ing hook that teaches time and
1
violin eith(:r
3 •arran°P<?
ana1 no"|p
iu^nthand
so planned through
the spelling of
words. Th”
violin
and P'ano’
hi*™ The hook is-j
.
.Th'nk
nosml n|h,<,*V of
.violin WiU become a a moment just how many varied* *
an i P ^?SIire- This book may he used which this principle can be P s#
’
-"t-l-torv or preparatory book to Words are spelt, using only the leg* ^
beyused to TnT
methods. It can above the treble staff, and thp?thr0llti
juncliZ whh nP,?R .advanta^,in con- below. The same thing is go"*
Vr.
0,,r Beginner s Hook
Book for-the
for the with
with th#»
Thpn there
are e.
the hnc«
bass. Then
there a.->
duTtZv V.
The special intro- the spaces in both clefs, then exerc^
will be Bn nC<\ f°r the comPlete volume the lines of the staff in both c •
“ CCntS’ PostPaid’
the various kinds of notes are ^ J
„
,
Then they are written

r?P .f„
.
, .
cW,h° deSlre, an allotment of
Tan andn.fale
T'S°
* °n this
C' ..and ^ Wdl be cbarSed « our “On
She reauired
°F
RefoJ t^nf I" ! !6 SLr'n? °f 19ia
place an ordelofThid”11^'01^ va?atl®n
PJ
°5der„of th!® k,.nd ln °'lr hands
Helaj Zr
M'.rSell0f anv hothpr or
delay that would be otherwise occasioned

announcement. M’e desire to thank all
who participated in the Contest
Now
that it is over we shaU gocarefuUv oveT
all the material submitted to see whether
is Po-«il>le for us to u e any of the
other contributions in some other form
The winner of the" $100.00 for the best
completed design is W. Parke Johnson
of New York. The prize for the best
idea (.$25.00) has not yet been awarded

of
^traetn’e volume for plavers
l ntmnedlate ?rad«’, suitat.le for rec'rean sii>hTP°ST-’ f°r St,,dy’ or f°r Practice
n
?g’ staining pieces varied
tanSardTn/7 T^P08^ °t ab schools,
k a il
contemporary Every piece
particulZiv^lT4^- °n ac<'nimt of some
been tH attractive quality. All have
ducZl'T andtested- The special intropostpaid^6 ^ thiS V°lume is 25 c‘ents>

T*

are taken up and the various
^
are presented.
Each lfSSOa %
after a certain model,
tremelv valuable and «&**%£*
with practical writing material, a"
introduction to harmony.
even as far as preliminary -*» „ pthrtl
and into the various scales.
words it is a writing
lines’ 1116 work is Placed
P
at 15 cents, postpaid.

»
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Lyric Studies
By Edward Baxter Perry

Community and
Patriotic Songs

Artistic Vocal Album
for Low Voice

These studies were made with the
special purpose of developing taste in
music. They may he taken up after the
studies of Stephen Heller. They are In
the form of small lyric compositions,
beautifully annotated by Mr. Perry, and
very closely fingered and phrased. They
will stand the very closest study. We
take pleasure in presenting them to our
readers. Our special advance price will
be 25 cents, postpaid.

The Community movement is spreading
in all directions.
There is no telling
where it will end. In almost every town
we hear that they are preparing for
Community singing during the summer
months. If you and your community have
not already started something, it is time
you were awakening to it. In order to
meet the demand we have published a
little volume containing 35 selections of
the most suitable for the singing of the
people. The selection is the very best
possible that could be put together in
small space. The retail price of the
volume is 10 cents, but our advance
price to those who are interested will be
but 5 cents, postpaid. There is a little
book published with the words only, which
can be had in this connection.

We will soon have upon the market the
low voice edition of our Artistic Vocal
Album, and we are now affording singers
the opportunity of procuring a copy of
this work at the special low price in ad¬
vance of publication. The high voice edi¬
tion of this work, whfeh has been out for
some time, has been a very great success,
and the low voice edition has been pre¬
pared in response to a general demand.
Only the best modern writers are repre¬
sented and only the best and most success¬
ful songs by these writers. The special
introductory price in advance of publica¬
tion is 40 cents, postpaid.

Handel’s Twelve
Pieces

Gem

•riiis will be the last month that this
volume will be placed on special offer.
It is now on press and will be delivered
to subscribers some time during the
present month. This little volume con¬
tains all of the gems of Handel. While
the pieces are attractive, they are suitable
for study, and are wonderful in the way
of education.
The volume has been
edited and compiled by Hans von Biilow.
If you have not already taken advantage
of this special offer do so this month,
while the special price of 15 cents, post¬
paid, is still in force.
Moszkowski
Album
The Moszkowski Album will contain the
principal gcm$ of this popular piano
comppser. The volume will lie gotten out
in ,ouy usual good form, both as to paper
and printing, and there is not a single piece
in it that can he purchased in sheet music
for less than 30 cents. The extremely
difficult selections will be avoided, as well
as the easier ones. It will be a parlor
album that will be appropriate for any
ofcasion. Send in your order now, as this
will be the last month that it will be on
special offer. The price now, in advance
of publication, is 30 cents, postpaid.
Preliminary Piano Duets
By Geo. L. Spaulding
Mr. Spaulding always has something
new to present. His activity has been
principally among the lower walks of
musical education, in which he shows a
wonderful aptitude. There is no writer
of the present day that is more popular
than he with children.
He works in
conjunction with his wife, Jessica Moore,
who possesses a wonderful talent for
suitable words for these easy pieces. In
jfiis last effort of his. Preliminary Duets,
*7 has something that children will be de¬
lighted with. They are very easy, first
grade duels, with words- They can be
sung, or lie used only as piano pieces. We
?tm SUre tbey wi*l prove a delight to the
lime ones as well as to the listeners. The
special advance price for this volume is
but 20 cents.

Viehl’s
Sight-Singing Book
Our catalog has been made
2“te. by the addition of a
mch we have just accepted. We have
“* years been seeking for a complete,
.
-JVC nnrl
I mprchensive
and nn-truHafo
up-to-date c"
sight-singme
.£ method.
method Wo___
have found this in Mr
Vi,
'j'eb*s w°rk. The system offers a comP. e 01,11 rse of sight-singing in all its
anr|Sfk’ !>rosented in the most interesting
Zl:h0r?"?h manner. While the course is
vtrv"* 'S not dldb D begins with the
throuehTh of .sight-singing and passes
hartc aw6 vano,ls stages to the intricate
micrJn a, re is also a section devoted to
amuwl!ne?"S selections of all kinds for
need!8 .iust such a hook as is
elassec
sehools, colleges and for
glasses thi •yo’‘ have any sight-singing
fZrs. th s is the work with which you
basis of n °me acquainted.
It is the
be
a musical education and cannot
MvZl°"ra!red t0° mil0bOur special
Postpaid. b"CC for thc work is 35 cents.

A Revelation in the Vocal World
By E. J. Myer
Years of experience, not only in singing
and in teaching, but in examining first
sources, writing books upon the subject,
listening to great singers and talking with
them, have placed E. J. Myer, the author
of this book, in a position all his own.
His previous vocal books have been in
very great demand in all parts of the
vocal world. Now Mr. Myer feels that he
has a great truth to present to the public
and wants to convey it through this book.
The advance of publication price is 20
cents.
Standard
Song Album
This is a new volume in our series
printed from special large plates. It will
contain songs of all styles, sacred' and
secular, suitable for the church, the home,
or the recital. Most of the songs are of
medium compass. The piano accompani¬
ments are not difficult, but all afford good
support for the voice. No better vocal
collection for study or entertainment can
be found. Only the best composers are
represented.
Our special introductory
price in advance of publication is 25 cents,
postpaid.
Master Study in Music
James Francis Cooke
Master Study in Music is just what the
name suggests. All of the really great
masters are taken up in turn and not
merely passed over as in the usual musical
history, but discussed in such a way that
a definite picture of the man and his
works is left. This will be one of the
most comprehensive hooks of its kind ever
issued. It will be especially valuable in
all club work and can be used as a book
to follow the Standard History of Music
by the same author. All of the great
masters from Bach, Handel, Mozart, Beet¬
hoven right down to Debussy, Strauss,
Schoenberg and Ravel have been suffi¬
ciently discussed—much of the material
being translated and arranged from
sources hitherto unpublished in the Eng¬
lish language. The advance of publication
price of this work is 50 cents.
New Vox Organi, Collection of
Pieces for the Pipe Organ
Edited by Dudley Buck
We will continue during the current
month the special offer on this new col¬
lection. In this volume all the best pieces
in the original Vox Organi, which is pub¬
lished in four volumes, have been re¬
assembled and incorporated under one
cover in a single volume.
This new
volume will be.worthy of a place in the
library of any organist, containing pieces
bv such reputahle composers as Dudley
Buck, I. V. Flagler, Walter H. I-ewis,
Horatio W. Parker, R. H. Woodman. A.
Guilmant, and others. It will be a volume
containing selections in all styles, suited
for both church and concert use. None
are beyond intermediate grade of diffieultv The special introductory price in
advance of publication is 50 cents, post¬
paid.

Child’s Own Book of Great
Musicians,
By Thomas Tapper
Beethoven is the new number now in
preparation. Those who have had the
other books (Bach, Handel, Mendelssohn,
Mozart, Schubert, Schumann, Chopin and
Haydn) will look eagerly forward to
getting the new volume for the collection.
When a pupil has cut out all the interest¬
ing pictures, pasted them in the book,
answered the questions, etc., he feels a
sense of possession which can not lie
equalled. He will keep these little books
ail Ills life. We will accept your order
for Beethoven at the special advance of
publication rate of ten cents. Any of the
other volumes can be had for fifteen cents.
Tt will pay any progressive teacher to
look up these books and see how finely
they fit into the regular teaching work.
Low—
Octave Studies
Low’s Octave Studies is a standard
work in the pianoforte curriculum, one of
the best of study books for a student of
intermediate grade. While it is not a
beginner’s book in octaves, it is just right
to follow Presser’s First Studies in Octave
Playing. Too much attention nowadays
cannot be paid to the subject of octave
technic, as it plays such an important
part in modern piano music.
Low’s
Octave Studies are interesting musically
and they will serve to pave the way for
still more advanced studies of the same
character. Tills will he a new volume in
the Presser Collection. The special in¬
troductory price in advance of publication
is 25 cents, postpaid.
Standard
Advanced Pieces
We have decided to continue the special
offer on this work for one month longer,
although the book is now on press. This
volume will contain such pieces as the
good player delights to turn to continu¬
ally, not pieces of thc virtuoso stage, but
real advanced pieces by standard, classic
and modern writers. An unusually large
number of pieces in one volume, printed
from special large plates. Such composers
as Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Chopin,
Mendelssohn, Moszkowski, Liszt and MacDowell being represented. It is one of
the best collections of the kind ever
offered. Our special Introductory price is
25 cents, postpaid.
Students’ Music Guide and
Manuscript Lesson Book
Alberto Jon&s, the great Spanish pianist,
has put the final touches upon this work
which promises to be of such usefulness
to all music teachers who desire to have a
manuscript book, classified and filled with
instructive notes to which they can add
examples and advice so that the pupil will
have a definite personal course mapped
out and not merely an instruction hook
course. This “personal touch” idea is be¬
coming more and more important in all
educational work and this book will be
just the thing to “fill the hill.” The ad¬
vance of publication price is 50 cents.

Melodious Studies
for the Violin
F. Wohlfahrt, Op,
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This popular study work for the violin
will be added to the “Presser Colleot-ion,"
in two books. Book I is entirely in the
First Position; Book II, in the Third
Position. These studies are all tuneful and
very agreeable to play. They are in pro¬
gressive order, leading the student along
easily and naturally through the founda¬
tion work of violin playing. Our new
edition has been carefully revised and
prepared by Mr. Frederick Hahn. Our
special Introductory price is 15 cents for
either Book I or Book II5 25 cents for
both books.
Heins’ Album
for the Pianoforte
Carl Heins has become one of the most
popular writers of teaching pieces in re¬
cent years. All his pieces nave real edu¬
cational value, but at the same time they
display good musicianship and they are
tuneful throughout, suitable either for the
recital or the home. In our new Heins’
Album some of the best pieces of this
writer are assembled. They are chiefly of
intermediate difficulty, beginning in' the
early third grade and approaching Grade
IV. The special introductory price in ad\unce of publication is 25 cents, postpaid.
Advance of Publication
Offers Withdrawn
August 1st
The following books, which have been
offered in advance of publication at a very
loxy introductory price, are now ready and
therefore the special offers are withdrawn.
These works are now on the market and
may be purchased at the regular retail
and professional prices. We will gladly
send to any of our regular patrons a copy
of these books on selection for their ex¬
amination:
Melodies of the Past for the Pianoforte
—.If. Oreenwalel. Price 50 cents. This is
a very interesting volume for the young
pianist. Some of the best of the old
melodies are arranged in this collection in
a very attractive manner. None of the
arrangements are beyond the third grade.
Teachers who specialize in the earlier
grade should become acquainted with this
Pour Sacred Songs, by David Dick
Slater. Price 75 cents. A splendid col¬
lection tor the church singer. Four beau¬
tiful settings of familiar hymn texts, just
the sort of solos which will appeal to the
congregation.
Stainer’s The Organ. Price $1.00. A
fine new edition of this standard work,
edited by E. A. Kraft, with all the good
original material retained and a good
many substantial additions, bringing the
work up-to-date.
Three Months’ Trial
Subscription to The Etude
for 25 Cents
This trial subscription is one of the
most helpful aids to the teacher in main¬
taining pupils' interest In music during
thc summer months.
Some teachers
realize this to such an extent that they
present trial subscriptions to their pupils.
Others, having a very large class, cannot
see their way clear to do this, but never¬
theless find it a paying proposition to
canvass their pupils and have them sub¬
scribe for this three months’ offer.
It Is very much to the teachers’ ad¬
vantage to keep their pupils from lagging
in musical interest during the summer
months, and nothing will answer better
than stimulating articles on musical sub¬
jects or pleasing and attractive pieces of
music suitable for summer playing. This
is what Th* Etud* will supply. Any
three months, from June to Octoiier, may
be selected by the snbscrilier. Tills offer,
of course, is open only to new subscribers.
Show your pupil that you are keenly in¬
terested in his welfare by suggesting the
above trial subscription and we are sure
that a hearty response will repay any
efforts on your part.
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Special
Premium Rewards
So many useful and valuable gifts espe¬
cially suitable for summer use are offered
as I5tudk premiums, that premium workers
will-undoubtedly find it very much worth
while to put forth extra efforts this year
to secure some of these fine articles.
The subscription price—$1.50—is very
low, when one considers the fact that from
17 to 20 complete pieces of music are pub¬
lished in each issue, in addition to many
valuable and instructive articles, written
by the world's foremost musicians. The
following are but a few of the manv
excellent premiums we offer, especially
desirable right now:
Tennis Balls. The Wright & Ditson
Ball, which is the official ball of the
National Lawn Tennis Association, which
has been the standard for the past 29
jears. 1 subscription.
Wright & Ditson Tennis Rackets. The
Surprise racket, greatly improved, is off¬
ered in light and medium weights for 4
subscriptions. With felt or canvas case,
5 subscriptions. Strung with high quality
gut.
Cameras, Box Type, Premo Junior,
Model B, with universal focus lens. Simp¬
lest camera that can be made. Produces
equally good results in the hands of chil¬
dren or adults. Loads in daylight with
the Premo Film Pack. Pictures, 2y4 by
314 inches.
Instructions included with
each camera. 5 subscriptions.
The Gem Ice Cream Freezer. A famous
make, is double action and freezes the
cream in a very short time. The gears
are covered to thoroughly protect inside
from either salt or ice. Two-quart capac¬
ity—4 subscriptions; three-quart capacity
—8 subscriptions. Shipped charges collect.

Etude Special
Renewal Offer
Here is an interesting midsummer re¬
newal offer to Etude subscribers. We
will give to every person who renews his
or her subscription, during the month of
August, or sends us a new subscription
at the full price of $1.50 ($1.75 in
Canada), their choice of any one of the
following standard music collections, for
an additional payment of 15 cents:
Album of Easy Pieces, Engelmann. 26
compositions.
R. Schumann, Album for the Young and
Scenes from Childhood, Ops. 15 and 68
combined.
March Album for Four Hands. 17 duets.
Singer’s Repertoire. 36 songs.
This liberal offer holds good only dur¬
ing the month of August, and we would
be pleased to see every Etude reader take
advantage of it for their own renewals, as
well as when sending subscriptions of
their friends. The opportunity to obtain
the above music collections for an addi¬
tional 15 cents is but one of the many
advantages that come with Etude sub¬
scriptions.
Renewals received during
August, whether the subscriptions have
expired or not, and new subscriptions, not
your own, will entitle the sender to take
advantage of this offer.

one is urged, therefore, to take prompt
advantage of the following offers, as we
cannot guarantee how long they will re¬
main in force. Send all your magazine
orders, including The Etude, directly to
us, and we will forward the orders
promptly, thus saving you time, trouble
and money.
Here are some of the leading August
magazine bargains:
wofu ™orid-:::::::::::::::::: 1 *1.70
Plain and Fancy Needlework.j Save 50ct».
THE ETUDE ...) *1.75
Every Week .Js.ve’75cU.
THE ETUDE .) *1 g5
.I Save*40ct».
THE ETUDE (1 year).) *2.20
Farm Journal (5 years).j ^
THE ETUDE ..1 *2.45
Modem Priscilla .j Save*30cts
THE ETUDE .1 *2 50
Christian Herald.j Save'$I 00
American Boy ..Jaj’SL

THE ETUDE . 7~
,
AA
Everybody’s . \ to one ( *5.00
L>elineator . ( addresf ) Save $1.50
THE ETUDE .. 7 S9 0r
Woman's Home Companion f to one 1 > O.OD
vri.
American . \ address | ) Save 65ct».
THE ETUDE . ...v
0_~
Review of Reviews .I *4«o5
Woman’s Home Companion.! j Save $1.15

WANTED

e-

*

-ws*

FOR
SALE—Virgil
.
.v ll'gil Clavier
rtio
,...h
...
ciavier,' fr.
|oMen ^
little
used. In
perfect> condition
L. M. Habmer; North Chicago 111
VIOLIN made by HornstalnePnf!™®
wald Germany, for sale. Value^ j,
sacrlflce, M. It., Box 34, GleaWpS 1

THE ETUDE
Presser’s Musical Magazine

SUCCESSFUL soloist~|77~7 T~
would like position In Voice Dennrtm Jhef
School.
IOrrnp.Best of references L* PE 8 “L°‘
Cfipe
of Etude.

Mother's.j Save >1.15
Magazine Bargains
For August
Here are some more of The Etude
money-saving magazine clubs.
As one
magazine after another advances its sub¬
scription price, it becomes more difficult
to obtain these bargains in magazine combinations for
o
t-readers.
Every-

BARITONE

SEPTEMBER, 1917

location DESIRED by teacher of
and piano in city of 5000 or more |I°*
ganist and chorus director Snnervlei.
.ti
A 'IAN* OR WOMAN having
buy half or all Interest In well establish,!
School of Music in Denver, Colo. This is,
going concern of the highest financial moral
and artistic standing. Address R A. M
care of Etude.
'
’

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Rate 20c per word
MUSIC COMPOSED—Send words. Mansscripts corrected. Harmony, correspondent!
lessons. Dr. Wooler, Buffalo,1»N, V. ^T
MANDOLIN'S, violins, guitars, ukuleles.
Prices moderate. Wm. Buslap, 3731 Concord
Place, Chicago.

NEW PUBLICATIONS ISSUED JULY 1917
THEO. PRESSER CO., PHILADELPHIA

ANY OF OUR PUBLICATIONS CHEERFULLY SENT FOR EXAMINATION
GIVE THE NUMBER ONLY AND MENTION PRESSER PUBLICATION WHEN ORDERING

PIANO SOLOS
14403 On the Street,
Mary Gall Clarke 1%
nhlln'.

Hans Schick 3
14645 May Delights,
Eduard Garessen 3

YOUTHFUL HAPPINESS. Pieces for
the Pianoforte, Op. 50.
By Marie Croaby
Grade 2.
14635 The Journey to Shut-Eye
Land—Lullaby .25
14632 In the Indian Camp—
Mazurka .25
14633 March of the Toy Brigade
—Petite Marche Mill14634 Dancing

Sunbeams—Cap-

TWO MfNIATURES. For the Pianoforte
By Lily Strickland
Grade 2.
14655 Lily Bells—Waltz .25
14654 Hop O' My Thumb—March... .25
Tuneful and distinctive; by a talented and experienced writer.
MUSICAL CAMEOS. Four Pianoforte Pieces
By Marie Crosby
Grade 2
14672 Stepping Together — Min
14660 Bugle Sounds—March .... '25
14670 Spanish Serenaders . .25
14671 Little Gossips .25
One of the best new sets of teach¬
ing pieces. All have individuality.
14580 Happy Gondolier,
14586 Flying Squadron^-Galopf
t
A- Parlow
14631 June Dawn,
__
Mary Helen Brown
14557 The Afterglow,
A. O. T. Astenlus
14583 Southern Beauty,
Erwin Schneider
14588 Happy Valley,
™ Louis Adolphe Coerne
14594 Blossoms Fair,
Walter Wallace Smith
14597 Heart of Gold Waltz,
__ ,
Geo. L. Spaulding
14630 Valsette de Ballet,
Mary Helen Brown

2% .40
2M .40
3

.40

3

.60

3

.40

3

.60

3

.40

3

.40

PIANO SOLOS
14646 A Starry Night,
W. O. Forsythe 5
14643 Reverie Impromptu,

PIANO—SIX HANDS Gr. Pr.
14736 Three Little Children,
1
Geo. L. Spaulding 2 .68
14770 Awakening of the Birds,
O. Lange 3 M

14644 Second Va?se Caprice,1 &” °
14652 Polka StaccaV1' FeU°n 5
By J. W. Lerman
Grade lx/i
14616 Flitting Butterflies —
Scherzo .30
14617 The Straw Ride—Caprice. .30
14618 Lakeside Fancies—Waltz. .30
14610 Through the Woodland—
Song Without Words... .30
14620 In
the Barn — Country
Dance .30
For players well on in second
grade work. Melodious and pictur¬
esque.

14650 Frivolette, C£*48? B°“*
Constantin Sternberg
14622 Concert Waltz,
6
..... .
W. M. Felton
\4‘"1 £°aa‘lng- Cec11 Burleigh
1462, By the Sea...A. Arensky

HOW TO INCREASE YOUR CLASS
>50

6
6

.75

6
6
7

.75
•50
.40

PIANO-FOUR HANDS
14705 Posthorn's Tones, Op. 575,
No. 22 .F Behr 2
14700 Cradle Song. .Paul LelSc 2
14,10 Good Humor Waltz,
o , ,
Paul Leduc 2
14711 Spinning Song,

4675 Swing Song,
, „„
Minnie T. Wright 3
.25 14725 Joyous Shepherd? L°dUC 2
4688 Masquerade Dance,
,
Hans Schick 3
.40 14726 Happy Gondolier
2
4662 In Colonial Days,
W. M. Felton 3
.40
14502 March of the Herald?"*®'*
4o84 Aurora Polka,
Erwin Schneider 3% .40
.
Meiusine. R. S. Morrison 3% .60 14707 Fairy Bells sK^e?" 3
4642 Noontide Fancies,
T
. .
Hans Schick 3% .46 14708 Le Bal, Op. 30*' F°SSate 3
4646 Love s Awakening,
„ Bouis Adolphe Coerne 3% .40 14712 Frolic of the Ki'tUns,°VlC 3
4681 Balletlna. . L. Leslie Loth 3 V. .40
4686 Dimples... L. Leslie Loth 3 V4 i.50
Mr. Loth's compositions are deserv- ^sUhBe?swir°-ng of serious attention. His ideas are
and well handled.
14716 Fairy Dance*'
9
I Conchlta,
14718 Santiago March,
^ 3
, ■
Matilee Loeb-Evans 3% .40
4507 Diavolina,
George Dudley Martin 4
.60 14710 Bride’s Welcom?' C°dlna 3
„„„ Sunset .Carlo Mora 4
.40 14720 Peerless WaH^ DUr3nd 3
1602 Withered Blossoms,
„ .
M. Watson 4
.50 14721 Charge oyhe^Uhl^ns?”3 3
Scherzino,
Mary Helen Brown 4
.25 14724 Dixie Doodle,rU
lonCdGrIeS Durand
3
’
4647 Two Lovers,
Louis Adolphe Coertie 4
.50 14727 Flying Squafe^oT 3
4660 A Sunset Mer
A Parlow 3
M. Feltbn 4
14728
Bridal
March,
Twilight in Autumn,
_
W. M. Felton 4
4663 Chanson du Soir,
14730 Br|idal Chorus ^m'.'^: 3
W. M. Felton 4
14760 Starbfarms," R' Wagner 3
Elise.Carlo Mora 4
4601 Silver Falls,
Albt..
„
Albert Dufaure
4% .50 144,48 Frfla^n]0f^mStPtfeUldunn? 3
finished Symphony,”
14623 Concert Polonaise,
■*•■ _
.
W. M. Felton 5
.75 14714 In the GonrinG Schubert 8%
Mr. Felton Is a young American come>ondola,
poser who Is coming to the fore.
14717 La Zlneare
FA Bendel 4
...U Bohm 4

GET BUSY
ISSUE

^ ATiON

14219 Shine on Our Pathway.
Eben H. Bailey 3 JO
]ibHiSh Voice with Violin or Organ ad

14625 Your Smile,
Walter Wallace Smith 3
14535 You Sing to the World,
Rose M. Eversole-McCoy 3
14536 Fair Colona,
„
Charles E. Dancy .40 14565 My Jean...Carlo Minettl 3
>S5 14508 You..Stanley F. Wldener 3
14600 Jack s Good Bye,
„
.25
A. Strelezki 3
14656 Saviour, Like a Shepherd
.25
Lead Us.'L. Leslie Loth 3
14657 Abide with Me,
.40
L. Leslie Loth 3
14732 The Love of Which 1
.40
Dreamed. Julian Jordan 3
14738 The Gypsy Trail,
,
.40
Tod B. Galloway 3
A new edition, for High Voice,
.40 this famous song.
14543 Hymn to the Sun God,
Thurlow Lleurance 4
... 14012 Lovely Springtime,
>pringume,
_. «
M. Moszkowski *
14771 A Rose,
J?’ Frank Frysinger 4

SPLENDID ARTICLES BY

.40
•»
„
—’
J»
„
-w

J. LAWRENCE ERB

PERLEE V. JERVIS
JOHN J. HATTSTEADT

A. L. MANCHESTER

F. W. WODELL

D. A. CLIPPINGER
AND OTHERS

THE MUSICIAN'S BUSINESS PRINCIPLES
BY GORDON BALCH NEVIN

•6|>

HOW I REGAINED A LOST VOICE

•*
„„
0

EVAN WILLIAMS

VOCAL DUETS
14576 Dreaming of Love and
You....Arthur F. Tate 3
14667 Lead Us, Heavenly Father,
Arthur G. Colburn 3
14601 Twilight on the Waters,
Carl Wilhelm Kern a
-50

ORGAN
14614 Barcarolle
from t"I^s
Contes d'Hoffman,”
j. Offenbach *
14603 The Grove of Julie. Op139 .Fr. Bendel *
Arr. Gordon Balch Nevin.
14604 Sapphic Ode, Op. 94.*^ 3
Arr. Gordon Balch Nevin.

.35
,75
-50

VIOLIN
PIANO
-—■ AND
,
14684 Berceuse.... S. Barmotine *
Arr. Arthur Hartmann.

PRICE 15 CENTS

$1.50

A

YEAR

